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ABSTRACT
This qualitative case study explored the
implementation of computer-assisted language learning
(CALL) in an ESL program serving adult refugees and
immigrants from Vietnam. The case consisted of two sub
cases: implementation of CALL in the beginners' class and
implementation of CALL in the advanced beginners' class.
The investigation, which lasted 46 weeks, was intense and
holistic. The researcher was also the administrator of the
refugee program.
The research methodology used was largely qualitative
in design, so that an emic understanding of how the
innovation impacted the actors and brought about change in
the learning environment could be constructed. Quantitative
research methods were employed to clarify patterns in the
data that had emerged during fieldwork.
Three main areas of inquiry emerged during the
research process, which can be grouped according to issues
having to do with the following: implementing CALL;
teaching with CALL; and learning with CALL. In each of
these areas the main focus of inquiry became the
perspective of one of the three groups of actors who
composed the case, i.e. the administrator, the teachers,
and the students, respectively.
Major findings indicated that the implementation of
the innovation required the administrator to assume new

x
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organizational roles involving the coordination of the
target system.
During the implementation process it became apparent
that good teaching was essential in making the most
effective use of CALL, and that training in second language
pedagogy needed to be incorporated into CALL workshops.
The addition of the computer lab to the physical
environment of learning necessitated major changes in the
logistics of learning, which led to changes in the
organization and content of classroom lessons. The two
project teachers' perceptions of the importance of CALL in
how they viewed themselves as teachers and planned their
lessons differed considerably.
Most students enjoyed and felt they benefited from
studying English with computers. However, older students
with very low English proficiency were unable to sustain an
interest in CALL. Factors that appeared to play a role in
engaging and maintaining student interest in CALL included
student motivation, age, English proficiency, previous
education, and compatibility of lab partners.

xi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview of the Problem Area
Teaching adult refugees English and orienting this
population to their new life in the United State is a
considerable challenge. Due to funding constraints, quite
often students in English-as-a-Second Language (ESL)
programs for refugees are grouped together in multi-level
classrooms, which- to accommodate varying arrival datesfrequently allow students to enter the program at any
time1. Students in such multi-level, open-entry programs
come from a variety of educational, social, and economic
backgrounds. The major instructional goal of ESL programs
for refugees funded by the Office of Refugee Resettlement the principal source of funding for providers of ESL
instruction for refugees- is "survival English"

(Northwest

Regional Laboratory, 1982), where the emphasis is on the
development of oral and aural skills necessary to negotiate

1 The U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) funds the
states to provide a broad range of social services such as
English language training, employment services, and
vocational training to help refugees achieve selfsufficiency as quickly as possible. In 1981 ORR awarded a
contract to the Northwest Regional Laboratory to conduct a
national study of the extent and effect of English language
training for refugees. The final report, produced in three
phases, is the only study to date that examines on a
nation-wide basis ESL programs for refugees funded by ORR.
Approximately 70% of the 327 programs funded by ORR to
provide ESL services to refugees completed the study
survey. Three-fourths of the respondents reported using an
open-entry policy for enrolling students.

1
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routine social and work situations. ESL programs for
refugees also provide students with orientation to U.S.
culture and society. A focus here is often to prepare
students for the world of work, such as the values and
expectations of American employers and the vocabulary of
likely entry-level jobs.
A premise of this study was the assumption that
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) could help meet
the challenges facing administrators and teachers of ESL
programs for adult learners. That is one reason why the
administrator of the program to be examined, this study's
author, decided to implement CALL in an ESL program serving
adult refugees in the New Orleans area. I was convinced
that computer- assisted instruction could play an important
role in improving the quality of instruction the program
offered.
Educators and researchers have observed that computerassisted learning is particularly well-suited to the needs
of adult students. Well-written software can provide
reinforcement, proper sequencing of learning tasks,
interaction, modeling, and opportunities for discussion
with others about the learning experience (Ewing, Ewing,
London, & Ramirez-Ponce, 1986) . For learners who were
unsuccessful with traditional paper-and-pencil educational
activities, computers are thought to offer new hope (Office
of Technology Assessment, 1993) . Computers allow for a high
degree of individualization because instruction can be
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tailored to the student1s learning needs and pace of
learning (Askow & Clark, 1991). Blake (1987) believes using
a computer can increase student engagement with content
material in several ways: programs can be designed to
motivate and maintain student attention; the computer is
infinitely patient, consistent, and attentive to detail;
and proper use of graphics can aid the student's short-term
memory. Continued use of computers in class can lead to
computer literacy, an increasingly common requirement for
workers in this Age of Information (Askov & Clark, 1991) .
Yet despite the potential that computers offer, the
Office of Technology Assessment (1993) reports that only
15% of programs serving adult learners use computers
regularly for instruction, and that many do not use
computers at all. In a survey conducted by ORR in 1994,
only six out of 42 states which were funded to provided ESL
services to refugees reported using CALL in their refugee
ESL programs

(N. Iris, personal communication, December 15,

1994).
Dunkel

(1990) believes that CALL is not more

widespread because administrators of second language
programs have failed to recognize that CALL is a viable use
of computer technology, and that teacher skepticism is
"pervasive"

(Dunkel, 1987). She notes that many CALL

researchers fell into the "trap" of comparing computer
assisted instruction with traditional forms of instruction.
Findings from such studies have been equivocal. While
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supporters of CALL can point to CALL treatments that lead
to improvements in language skills (e.g. Scanlan, 1980;
Schrupp, Busch, & Trimble, 1978; Buckley & Rauch, 1979;
Morrison & Adams, 1968), skeptics refer to studies in which
no significant differences in learning could be attributed
to CALL (e.g. Brebner, Johnson, & Mydlarski, 1984; Lysiak,
Wallace, & Evans, 1976; Kleinman, 1987; and Anandam,
Kotler, Eisel, & Roche, 1979).
In a seminal study Clark (1983) reviewed research on
educational technology encompassing a twenty year period.
He concluded that no learning benefits can be shown to be
gained from employing any specific medium of instruction as
it is nearly impossible to control for differences in
instructional methods and content. As the fruitlessness of
comparative studies became increasingly evident, several
CALL researchers sounded the clarion call that comparative
media studies on CALL be eschewed (Dunkel, 1987; Pederson,
1987; Chapelle & Jamieson, 1989).
Pederson (1987) writes that new foci and methods of
CALL research inquiry are needed to provide theoretical,
practical, and explanatory information about the ways the
computer can deliver instruction. Cheung and Harrison
(1991) suggest that only through research on how ESL
students use and prefer to use computers can a foundation
be developed for rational decision making on how best to
apply computers in the ESL classroom. Chapelle, Jamieson,
and Park (1996) note the need to combine ethnographic
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approaches with other research methods in order to gain a
broader perspective of second language classrooms and CALL
contexts. As many language educators have come to the
realization that the computer is indeed here to stay, the
issue no

longer is

development of an

"why" use CALL, but rather the
understanding of "how" it should be used

(Dunkel, 1987).
Several authors have suggested models or perspectives
on how the computer should be used in second language
learning. Higgins( 1988) recommends that language teachers
view the

computer as a "pedagogue" whose role is to assist

students

in their learning, answer student questions, and

follow student orders, but not to provide structure or
authority over the student. Underwood (1984) believes that
CALL should facilitate a language learning environment that
allows students to explore the target language in an
authentic way. He recommends that educators avoid CALL
material modeled on behaviorist theories of second language
learning. Others have argued that the much-maligned "drill
and practice" format still has a role in the CALL
repertoire, if learning materials are carefully prepared to
exploit the unique resources of the computer.

(Mohan, 1992;

Pederson, 1987). A number of CALL researchers have
suggested that the characteristic of computer programs to
stimulate conversation is a potentially important role for
CALL (Abraham & Liou, 1991; Underwood, 1984; Higgins &
Johns, 1984). Herrmann (1992) argues for an "instrumental"
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role for computers in second language learning by which
students use the computer to accomplish a meaningful and
complex task such as the production of a newspaper in the
target language.
The research project to be examined here sought to
explore ways the computer could enhance language learning
in a multi-level, open-entry program serving adult ESL
students.
For the educational administrator seeking information
on implementing a technological innovation such as
computer-assisted-language learning, the research is
wanting. Kearsley and Lynch (1994) lament that there has
been little critical examination of technology leadership,
which they believe explains in part the equivocal results
of technology use in the classroom. They maintain there
exists a "critical need" to formally train administrators
and teachers in technology leadership. After implementing
computer-assisted instruction in an ESL writing program,
Silver and Repa (1993) concluded that further research is
needed to determine the role that leadership must assume in
the planning process.
The vast literature on educational leadership may not
be an appropriate resource, however, as it can be argued
that technology leadership is different from leadership in
other domains. Cory (1990) observes that the technology
leader does not have a lengthy history from which to draw
upon in creating a shared vision. She suggests the
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educational technology leader is unique from other
educational leaders in another way- the educational
technology leader must also have a thorough understanding
of current and rapidly developing technologies and the
consequences of society's move from an Industrial Age to
the Age of Information.
Why Study CALL in an ESL Program Serving Adult Students
The ability of an immigrant or refugee to speak, read,
and write the English language is critical to successful
adaptation to life in the United States. Several studies
have shown that English language proficiency is one of the
most important factors affecting the early economic selfsufficiency of newly arrived refugees and immigrants
(Taylor & Barton, 1994; Gimbert, Semons,

& Cichon, 1988;

Office of Refugee Resettlement, 1994).
In a survey conducted by the Office of Refugee
Resettlement in 1993, a random sample of refugees 16 years
and over and residing in the U.S. for less than five years
was contacted and questioned. Of those refugees who judged
themselves to be fluent in English, the ratio of the number
of individuals in the population age 16 or over who were
employed to the total number of individuals in the
population age 16 or over, or EPR, was found to be 44.3%.
The EPR for refugees who spoke English "a little" was
28.5%, and was only 16.8% for those who indicated that they
did not speak or understand English at all.
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A report by the Texas Office of Immigration and
Refugee Affairs

(TOIRA) provides compelling evidence

linking English language proficiency and income. One
thousand Vietnamese and Laotian refugees were interviewed
for the study. Those who self-reported the ability to
"speak everything" in English had an average income of
$27,433, whereas refugees able to sustain only a short
conversation in English averaged $11,285 in annual income.
The TOIRA study also reports a positive relationship
between English language proficiency and rate of
naturalization, preventive health practices, and selfrating on quality of life in the U.S.

(Taylor & Barton,

1994) .
Recent immigration trends indicate that the number of
Americans in need of English language training is the
largest in our country's history. The 1990 Census reports
the size of the foreign-born population in the U.S. at 19.8
million, or 7.9% of the total population. This is the
largest number of foreign-born persons in U.S. history and
the highest percentage of foreign-born in 40 years. The
largest wave of recent immigration occurred between 1980
and 1990

(Bureau of the Census, 1993) , as millions of

Mexicans and Central Americans fled crushing poverty and
civil war to seek a better life in the U.S. Over 1.1
million refugees from Southeast Asia have resettled in the
U.S. since the fall of Saigon in 1975. In 1994 804,416
persons were legally admitted for residence in the U.S.,
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including 121,434 refugees (Immigration and Naturalization
Service, 1996). It is estimated that 200,000 undocumented
aliens enter the country annually (Bureau of the Census,
1993) .
In the 1950's 68% of legal immigrants to the U.S. came
from Europe or Canada and 31% were from Latin America or
Asia. By the 1980's, Europeans and Canadians accounted for
only 13% of legal immigrants to the U.S. while the portion
of Latin Americans and Asians had grown to 84% ("The
Immigrants," 1992). Data from the 1990 census indicate that
the more recent immigrants are more likely than earlier
ones not to speak English or not to speak English well. In
1990 30.3% of Asian language households and 23.4% of
Spanish language households were considered "linguistically
isolated",

i.e. no one in the household over age 14 speaks

English well

(Bureau of the Census, 1993).

In addition to English language proficiency, computer
literacy is increasingly important for accessing
opportunities in our society. An understanding of computers
is becoming necessary to perform a growing number of jobs
and is needed to pursue higher forms of education.
Computers are a form of technology that affects many
aspects of American life, from making a plane reservation
to checking out a library book. The computer is the "most
visible, accessible, and hands-on device of technological
wonders" that newly arrived immigrants and refugees face in
their daily lives (Silver & Repa, 1993).
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As noted, much of the early CALL literature compared
CALL to traditional modes of instruction, with equivocal
results. Second language educators and researchers are just
beginning to explore how to use the computer's capabilities
to enhance CALL lesson delivery. However, most CALL
research involving adults has focused on just two
populations of students- either undergraduate students
studying a foreign language or international students
enrolled in college level ESL programs. Language classes at
the college level are highly structured programs composed
of students of often similar backgrounds who are grouped by
ability level in semester-long classes. In addition to
listening and speaking skills, it is important for college
students to write with a high degree of proficiency in the
target language, therefore writing exercises are often
featured in college second language classes, particularly
ESL classes for foreign students intent on accessing
mainstream college courses. Students in university level
ESL and foreign language classes have been in a formal
school setting for at least 12 years and generally come
from middle or upper class backgrounds.
In contrast, a major goal for many ESL programs
serving adult refugees is for students to achieve "survival
English"- where the emphasis is on understanding what is
spoken and speaking with adequate proficiency. Attention to
developing writing skills is often minimal. Refugee
students can differ greatly in educational experiences and
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English language abilities and may vary considerably in
age. A large portion of the students in the ESL program
examined here were former political prisoners from Vietnam
and their wives, many of whom were over 50 years old. ESL
classes for adult refugees are often taught in relatively
unstructured programs designed to accommodate the realities
of refugee life.
Refugees are subject to arrive in the U.S. at any time
during the year. The ESL program that was the focus of this
case study (like many other ESL programs for refugees) had
an open-entry policy which made it possible for students to
attend class as soon after their arrival in the U.S. as
desired. The constant influx of new students and the
departure of old students as they move on to jobs or formal
schooling requires difficult lesson plan adjustments on the
part of teachers in such open-entry programs. Often there
is limited time to offer remediation to new students. Of
the many attributes ascribed to CALL, it was the quality of
CALL to focus on individual needs and deficiencies that I
felt offered one of the greatest potential benefits for the
ESL program I administered.
There exists, however, almost no studies which examine
how computer technology can assist teachers in addressing
the learning needs of adult immigrant and refugee students
in multi-level, open-entry programs. Nor has research been
conducted that would guide administrators interested in
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implementing educational technology in their adult ESL
programs. This study aimed to fill that void.
The problem of effectively teaching English to adult
immigrants and refugees is of pressing concern. The Welfare
Reform and Personal Responsibility Act of 1996 signed into
law by President Clinton on August 22, 1996, dismantled the
safety net for legal permanent residents who have fallen on
hard times by denying or limiting access to several major
federal benefits programs until the immigrant works forty
quarters or naturalizes

(Wheeler, 1996). A requirement for

naturalization is English language proficiency. English, as
well as marketable job skills, is needed for obtaining the
type of employment that makes dependence on transfer
payment programs less likely for those capable of working.
I believe the study I conducted provides answers that have
practical significance for guiding the implementation of
CALL as a strategy for the improvement of ESL instruction
and vocational preparedness for a large segment of American
society- Americans for whom computer-assisted learning has
largely been overlooked.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the process
of implementing computer technology in a multi-level, openentry ESL classroom for adult refugees as it was actually
occurring, so to derive lessons about this process. Major
aims were to a) provide administrators and teachers with a
sound basis for making decisions regarding successful
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strategies for introducing CALL in an ESL program and b) to
identify appropriate uses of computer technology to enhance
English acquisition and vocational preparedness of adult
students in a multi-level learning environment.
A rather unique aspect of this case study was that the
researcher and the program administrator were one and the
same person. As the program administrator, I was concerned
that students have successful learning experiences. Input
from teachers and students assisted me in determining how
CALL could best serve this goal. My role as researcher
explored this decision making process as it occurred. I
believe my thoughts and "reflective conversations" on what
I saw working or not working provide a valuable and unique
"emic" view of the implementation of CALL and its effects
on the program, as well as insight into what Schon (1984)
calls a manager's reflection-in-action.
Research Questions
This study was guided by questions I brought to the
field as well as certain questions that took shape as
fieldwork was on-going. Three main areas of inquiry emerged
as I strove to understand the case, which can be grouped
according to issues having to do with the following:
implementing CALL; teaching with CALL; and learning with
CALL. In each of these areas the main focus of inquiry
became the perspective of one of the three groups of actors
who composed the case, i.e. the administrator, the
teachers, and the students, respectively. The original
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research questions which proved salient and were explored
in this study follow under their respective area of
inquiry:
1. Implementing CALL
a) What roles must the administrator assume during the
process of implementing the CALL innovation?
b) What strategies regarding teacher training,
selection and introduction of new software, and
scheduling computer use prove effective?
2) Teaching with CALL
a) What changes do teachers experience as CALL becomes
a part of their teaching repertoire?
b) How is the learning environment (e.g. how teachers
manage their classrooms, how teachers organize and
conduct their lessons, the nature of group
work) changed by CALL?
3) Learning with CALL
a) Do students' perceptions of their roles as learners
change as a consequence of using CALL?
As I was interested in gaining an understanding of how
computers could meet the learning needs of both low English
proficient and more advanced adult learners in an openentry/open-exit ESL program such as the one in Versailles
Gardens,

I also brought to the study the following research

questions: "How can CALL address the learning needs and
deficiencies of students who enter an on-going class with
little or no English proficiency?"; "In what ways can more
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advanced students benefit from using various computer
applications?"; and "How can CALL help adult ESL students
in improving the survival language skills of major concernlistening and speaking?"
I decided during the course of the study that I could
best address the issue of how CALL helps students learn
English by concentrating on what students think about CALL
and how they perceive computers help them to learn English.
The second research question under the area of inquiry
"learning with CALL" that I then developed and chose to
focus on was the following:
3) Learning with CALL
b) How do students think computers help them to learn
English?
I came to see that this re-adjustment in my inquiry
made sense in another way. It is extremely difficult to
attribute gains in learning to any one medium of
instruction given the many factors that can compromise
internal validity in comparative media studies

(this point

will be addressed in depth in the literature review). I
believe that an effort to understand how students
themselves experience learning with CALL is a valid
alternative in attempting to ascertain the merits of such
an innovation, and therefore warrants the attention given
here.
By the conclusion of the study I found I was not able
to adequately answer the question if students' perspectives
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of their roles as learners change as a consequence of CALL
(question 3a, above).
Research on computer-assisted learning in an adult
education setting is limited in number, studies examining
the implementation of CALL in a program serving adult
refugees are nonexistent. It is my hope that this study
will yield an understanding of the impact of CALL on an ESL
program for adult refugees, and that information presented
here will be of benefit to other ESL program
administrators, teachers, and researchers.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter first will provide an overview of the
literature on innovation in education. Special attention
will be paid to the role of leadership in the innovation
process and the conditions that have been identified as
necessary for an educational innovation to succeed. A
particular focus will be the extant research on leadership
in educational technology.
Next, I will consider the CALL research literature,
beginning with the early studies that sought to prove the
computer's superiority over other mediums of language
instruction, and ending with the present-day focus that
seeks to understand how computers can be used to improve
language learning.
This chapter then will conclude with an examination of
the characteristics and assumptions underlying qualitative
research methodology.
Innovation in Education and Educational Leadership
Overview of Studies on Innovation in Education
One of the primary societal roles of patternmaintenance organizations such as educational institutions
is to transmit and preserve the culture of the society, a
function Talcott Parsons has labeled "latency"

(Hoy &

Miskel, 1987) . At the same time schools are expected to be
dynamic organizations capable of preparing students for a
rapidly changing world (Bowers, 1990). Innovations clearly
17
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take hold in educational institutions, but at remarkably
different rates and degrees. Research on innovation in
education has been conducted at both the macro and local
level in an attempt to understand how innovations are
developed and adopted, and the changes that occur as a
consequence of the innovation.
A useful definition of innovation is one provided by a
scholar of educational change, Matthew Miles, who defines
innovation as "a deliberate, novel, specific change, which
is thought to be more efficacious in accomplishing the
goals of a system."

(1964, p. 14).

Early research on innovation in education conducted by
Mort and Cornel in the late 1930's indicated that change in
U.S. schools was occurring at a decidedly leisurely pace.
Their data suggested that fifteen years was required before
a promising school practice (such as kindergarten classes)
would be adopted by 3% of the nations’ schools. After the
3% "tipping point", there was a rapid twenty years of
diffusion, followed by another fifteen years of slow
acceptance before the practice became universal (Mort,
1964) .
The launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik in 1957
initiated a flurry of innovations in U.S. schools and
dramatically changed the assumed timetable for the
diffusion of educational innovations. Innovations that
quickly took hold in a number of American schools included
team teaching, multi-unit schools, language labs, computer
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assisted instruction, the Physical Science Study Committee
(PSSC) project, and "m odem math".
These changes in the American educational landscape
generated considerable research about the content of the
proposed changes and the factors effecting implementation.
Researchers tended to focus their investigations on the
barriers to innovation implementation. The problem was
often framed in terms of the resistance to change on the
behalf of organizational members
Deal

(Yin, 1989). Baldridge and

(1975) concluded that much of the innovation research

that had accumulated by the early 1970's provided little
practical guidance to practitioners for the following
reasons: the research tended to have an individualistic
bias and neglected organizational features, findings
stressed factors that were non-manipulable (e.g. younger,
inexperienced teachers are more open to change), and
innovation researchers tended to neglect policy
implications and promote an over-commitment to specific and
untried strategies (which they labeled the "black bag"
problem).
A case study conducted in 1966 by Gross, Giacquinta,
and Bernstein (1971) proved to be a watershed in innovation
research by directing focus on implementation of an
innovation as a process (Yin, 1989) . The researchers
examined why an instructional innovation failed to take
hold in a laboratory school, despite the fact that the
administration and the teaching staff were all favorably
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disposed towards the proposed innovation. The researchers
discovered that the teachers were unable to implement the
innovation largely because the administration had failed to
recognize or cope effectively with the problems that
implementation of the innovation had generated.
Since the early seventies, the focus of many
innovation studies has been one which examines
implementation as a process. From this perspective several
authors have described the organizational conditions
necessary for an innovation to succeed. But before these
findings are discussed, it is important to understand what
qualifies an innovation as "successful".
Defining Successful Innovation in Education:
Institutionalization
The ultimate goal of most educational innovations is
to have the innovation become established as regular
practice or "institutionalized". When this occurs it is
safe to say that the innovation has been successfully
implemented. A recurring dilemma in the literature,
however, is the lack of a means for determining when an
innovation reaches such as state of acceptance.
Miles (1983) notes that the data on
institutionalization of innovation is "scant". He opines
that innovation at the user level was overemphasized at the
expense of understanding the organizational conditions
required for innovation. Based on his research and others,
he describes three groups of factors that compose the
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organizational conditions required for institutionalization
of an innovation. They are: 1) supporting conditions, such
as "competing practices eliminated" and "operates on a
regular, daily basis"; 2) passage completion,
organizational conditions such as "routines established for
supply and maintenance" and "goes from soft to hard money";
and 3) cycle survival. which includes such factors as
"survives departure of personnel and introduction of new
personnel" and "survives annual budget cycles".
Ekholm and Trier (1985, as summarized in Hord & Hall,
1986) define institutionalization as a "process through
which an organization assimilates an innovation into its
structure"

(p.87). Fidler and Johnson (1982) define

successful implementation of an innovation as the
"routinization, incorporation, and stabilization of the
innovation into ongoing work activity"
(1987)

(p.4) . Van Hees

believes institutionalization of an innovation has

been achieved when it is "locked into" the organizational
setting of the school and into the minds of the users. The
innovation then becomes a part of the normal school day to
day routine and is no longer viewed as something new or
different requiring other skill, materials, or attitudes.
He notes that is not easy to determine when this is
actually achieved, and laments the lack of objective
measures of institutionalization.
Hord and Hall

(1986) have attempted to provide an

operational definition of institutionalization of an
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innovation at the individual user level. Their definition
of "when you have it" employs three descriptive measures:
1)

the Stages of Concern (SoC) Questionnaire which measures

how the user feels about the innovation; 2) a focused
interview procedure measuring how the individual is using
the innovation- from non-use and orientation to
coordinating with others in using the innovation and
seeking more effective alternatives, to the established use
of the innovation, and; 3) an Innovation Configuration
Component Checklist that is innovation specific and records
the ways each user is using various parts of the innovation
as compared to a recommended pattern of use. Hord and Hall
advise that some person or persons be charged with the
responsibility of setting the standards for
institutionalization of a particular innovation at the
beginning of the change process.
Aspects of Successful Innovation in Education
Mort and Cornell's research on change in schools in
the late 1930's led them to conclude that successful
adoption of educational innovations was associated with the
following characteristics: active support of the innovation
by administrators, highly trained teachers, and community
support of m o d e m practices (Mort, 1964) .
Based on their case study findings, Neil, Giacquinta,
and Bernstein (1970) argue that administrators must take
the following steps to assure successful innovation
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implementation: 1) provide teachers with a clear picture of
their new role requirements; 2) adjust organizational
arrangements to make them compatible with the innovation;
3) provide teachers with the training needed to implement
the innovation 4) provide the resources necessary to carry
out the innovation; and 5) provide the appropriate support
and rewards to maintain teachers' willingness to continue
implementation efforts.
Cox, French, and Loucks-Horsley (1987) analyzed data
from two extensive school improvement studies conducted by
NETWORK, Inc: a study of the role of teacher incentives and
rewards in implementing a technological innovation and a
study of the dissemination efforts supporting school
improvements. Information was collected at a total of
eighteen school sites where various innovations had been
initiated. The authors conclude that institutionalization
of an educational innovation must occur along an individual
dimension as well as organizational dimension: the
innovation must have the enthusiastic support of teachers
and be reinforced by an infrastructure at the building and
district level.
From 1973 through 1978 the Rand Corporation examined a
sample of 293 local projects funded by four federal
programs intended to introduce and support innovative
practices in the public schools. The study found that the
following strategies generally were effective in
implementing innovation: concrete, teacher-specific and
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extended training; classroom assistance from local staff;
teacher observation of similar projects in other
classrooms; regular project meetings that focused on
practical issues; teacher participation in project
decisions; local development of project materials; and
principals' participation in training (McLaughlin, 1989).
In a study which examined educational innovations at
12 sites, Huberman and Miles (1984) found that large scale
innovations requiring major changes in instructional
delivery "lived or died" by the amount and quality of
assistance that their users received once the change
process was on-going. Strong early assistance was found to
be particularly important in maintaining levels of
commitment and practice mastery at later stages of the
implementation process. They concluded that firm "practice
mastery" usually came within 18 months in the case of
complex projects, and within 6 months in cases where the
innovation was "downsized".
Educational Leadership and Innovation
Numerous studies support the notion that at the school
level, the individual who most often plays a key role in
sustaining the innovation is the school's administrator.
Gene Hall (1988) concludes from his analysis of data
gathered on a year-long study of nine elementary schools
that successful implementation of educational innovations
is determined in large part by the leadership style of the
school principal. During the research project the day to
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day interventions of nine elementary school principals were
documented. Intervention was defined as "an action or
event, or set of actions and events, that influences the
use of an innovation"

(p. 51.). Data on interventions were

then used to analyze the Change Facilitator Style that each
principal used. It was observed that teachers in schools
with Initiator and Manager style principals had
significantly higher degrees of implementation then did
teachers in schools with principals using the Responder
leadership style.
Vandenberghe (1988) analyzed data on 101 teachers in
24 Belgium schools as the basis for his conclusions about
educational innovation at the local level. His findings
corroborate those of Hall1s : in those schools where the
principal emphasized long-term planning,

interacted

frequently with teachers, and provided clear organizational
support, innovations were implemented far more successfully
than at those schools where the principals deferred to
outside change agents or sought to avoid risks.
Peterson (1988) argues that in the role of change
agent, the school administrator must do more than simply
focus attention on implementing specific innovations. The
administrator's role begins much earlier in establishing a
school culture that is receptive to change. The
administrator accomplishes this in part by recruiting and
shaping faculties who place a high value on innovation and
excellence. The school principal also has it within her or
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his power to reward teachers' independent efforts at
innovation and promote in-services that sensitize staff to
the value of innovations.
Leadership and Educational Technology
There exists a dearth of literature on the topic of
leadership in educational technology. Kearsley and Lynch
(1994) lament that there has been little critical
examination of technology leadership, which they believe
explains in part the equivocal results of technology use in
the classroom. They believe there exists a "critical need"
to formally train teachers and administrators in technology
leadership. They argue that the domain of educational
technology leadership is different from leadership in
general, as a technology leader must be specifically
skilled in developing technical solutions to identified
educational problems. The technology leader must then have
the knowledge to build the support structures- theoretical,
political, and financial- to ensure the success of the
innovation.
Cory (1990) also believes that inadequate leadership
is a major contributing cause to the modest impact of
computer technology in education. She asserts, as do
Kearsley and Lynch (1994), that leadership issues for
technology use differ from leadership in other domains.
Every educational leader must articulate a vision of how
proposed changes will effect the school or district.
However, Cory argues, instructional technology does not
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have a lengthy history from which a shared ( and often
unwritten) vision has evolved. Furthermore, creating a
vision for the future involving educational technology
requires an understanding of current and rapidly developing
technologies and the consequences of society's move from an
Industrial to an Information Age.
Branson and Hirumi (1994), in their description of the
School Year 2000 Initiative in Florida, remind readers of a
"fundamental law" regarding the application of technology
to an operational process: "technology does not reduce
costs or improve results; managers do"

(p. 93) . They note

that there exists a "profound difference" between using
technology effectively vs. simply adding technology to an
existing structure. They believe the equivocal results of
computers in education occurred because computers were
simply added on to existing, ineffective processes already
in place. Their School Year 2000 model of a technologybased learning environment in which students are perceived
as "knowledge workers" will require that administrators
assume a new, shared leadership style. Administrators must
be capable of inspiring and guiding teachers in their
efforts to enable students to become independent learners.
Finkel's many years of experience as a school
district's instructional technology coordinator has lead
him to the following conclusion-, administrators are the
"key" to the success of a school's educational technology
programs (Finkel, 1990) .
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Kearsley and Lynch (1994) recommend that
administrators take the following actions

(which they

adapted from Collis, 1988) to insure the success of
technological innovation at the school level:
1) Ensure equal access and opportunity to technology
resources,2) Establish policies for the ethical use of
computers,3) Ensure that facilities for technology are
appropriate,4) Establish priorities for technology use in school,5) Provide released time for technology training,6) Reward outstanding technology applications,7) Seek out funding sources for technology (p. 9) .
A synthesis of information from eight federally-funded
projects involving the implementation of technology in
special education programs yielded the following major
conclusion: administrative involvement is important for
successful implementation. Effective administrative
practices across all projects are categorized below with
selected findings:
1) Providing administrative leadership: The use of
technology should be encouraged, not forced. Nevertheless,
administrators need a vision of the value and potential of
computers which must be communicated to all teachers.
2) Promoting communication and collaboration: Once a
technology-related decision is made, it is important that
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administrators and teachers communicate directly to monitor
progress or the need for modification.
3) Providing personnel and technology resources: Often
a technology resource person is needed. Easy access to
technology is critical.
4) Providing training and support for teachers:
Introduction to technology should be controlled so as not
to overwhelm teachers and allow time for integration of new
knowledge. Teachers need opportunities to reflect with
other teachers over their instructional use of technology.
Teachers should also be trained in the use of teachermodifiable software to increase curriculum integration and
use of computers. Finally, information covered in training
sessions should be relevant to teachers' needs and teachers
should play a role in planning and training (Division of
Innovation and Development, 1992).
A study conducted by Dwyer, Ringstaff, and Sandholtz
(1991) concluded that change in a technology rich classroom
is an evolutionary process marked by the following stages:
entry, adoption, adaptation, appropriation, and invention.
They found that two conditions are essential for successful
computer implementation. First, teachers must be given time
to reflect on their own beliefs about teaching and the
possible consequences of alternative belief systems.
Secondly, administrators must be willing to implement
programmatic or structural shifts in the learning
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environment to support teachers who are evolving in their
instructional delivery.
Research on CALL
Comparative Research on CALL
When computer-assisted learning was first implemented
in foreign language and other educational programs in the
early 1960's, there was considerable interest in
determining the effectiveness of this new, promising, yet
expensive technology. Early research on CALL was often
guided by the following question: Do students who use CALL
learn more efficiently than those who do not?

(Chapelle &

Jamieson, 1989).
The research approach employed to answer this question
reflected the dominant research paradigm of the era, and
therefore was usually experimental in design. Early CALL
researchers often compared the scores of an experimental
group that was taught with CALL with a control group that
received more traditional instruction to determine the most
effective treatment. The findings from such comparative
studies were equivocal, however.
One of the earliest comparative studies in CALL was
conducted by Morrison and Adams at the University of New
York, Stony Brook,

in 1968. In this study, one section of

introductory German students received laboratory practice
and remediation through the use of computer-assisted
instruction (CAI). Course grades and results on tests of
achievement in German were compared at the end of the
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school year with a class section that had received
laboratory practice in a conventional language laboratory.
Results suggested that students in the CAI section were
comparable to students in the traditional laboratory
section in speaking and listening skills. The CAI students
performed slightly better in reading and writing skills.
There were no significant differences in class grades
(Morrison & Adams, 1968).
In a 1970 study Barrutia designed an introductory
Spanish class based on self-instruction utilizing computer
programmed lessons. A class taught by means of traditional
classroom instruction served as the control group. The
author observed that no significant differences in learning
could be attributed to the CALL treatment (Barrutia, 1970.)
Scanlon (1980) incorporated forty drill-and-practice
computer lessons on the PLATO system at the University of
Illinois into an introductory Latin class. Each of the
forty lessons had the same general arrangement of four
segments: vocabulary, morphology, translation, and a selftest. The PLATO work was required as a supplement to the
teaching that took place in classes that met four times a
week. A year later third semester students who had been
working on the PLATO system were out-performing those who
had not worked with PLATO by about one grade level. Scanlon
concluded that the computer's greatest usefulness is as a
classroom supplement which serves to enhance and upgrade
instruction.
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Brebner, Johnson, and Mydlarski

(1984) conducted one

of the more tightly controlled comparative CALL studies. An
experimental group consisted of two second semester French
classes which received CAI lessons as part of the course
load. Two second semester university French classes were
provided traditional classroom instruction and served as
the experiment's control group. One instructor taught both
an experimental and control class. The two other classes
were taught by two separate teachers. Nine CALL lessons
were offered to the experimental classes covering 9 of 28
total course topics. These same nine topics were presented
through traditional classroom instruction to the control
groups. Results indicated no significant differences in
achievement between the experimental groups and control
groups.
Schrupp, Busch, and Trimble (1978) found that students
who used interactive video equipment driven by a CALL
program at the US Air Force Academy showed evidence of
learning gains from use of the technology as compared to
students who did not use CALL. In another study ESL
students improved test performances in a short amount of
time in a computer-assisted course on punctuation and usage
(Freed, 1971). However, when Adams and Rosenbaum (1969)
compared CALL with traditional classroom learning they
found that no significant differences in learning could be
attributed to their CALL treatment.
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The results of research findings comparing computerassisted instruction with traditional classroom instruction
in content areas other than second language learning were
also found to be equivocal (e.g. Allen, 1971; Gordon, 1969;
Jamison, Suppes, & Wells, 1974; Snow & Salomon, 1968). In a
seminal study, Clark (1983) reviewed meta-analyses of
research on technology's influence on learning and found
consistent evidence for the generalization that no learning
benefits can be shown to be gained from employing any
specific medium of instruction. He concluded that gains
said to be made in performance or speed from use of one
medium of instruction over another are usually vulnerable
to compelling rival hypotheses concerning a) the
uncontrolled effects of instructional method and content
differences between treatments and b) the novelty effect
for newer media, which tends to disappear over time .
Pederson (1987) has carefully examined comparative
research on CALL. Expanding on Clark's conclusions
regarding comparative media studies, she cites three
reasons why comparative research on CALL has been incapable
of providing generalizable results.1) The research cannot be replicated because the
independent variable - use of the computer- is usually so
poorly defined;
2) Because comparative studies lack adequate controls,
there is no valid way to ascribe with confidence the causes
for differences in the dependent variable to CALL;
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3)

Such studies usually fail to hold hypotheses based

on language learning theories, and, as a result, it is
impossible to integrate their results into the constantly
expanding language-learning theoretical base or to utilize
the outcomes to improve second language instruction.
Pederson concludes that "comparative research that
attempts to illustrate the superiority of computers over
some other medium of instruction should be forever
abandoned"

(p. 125, 1987).

Nevertheless, comparative CALL studies persist. In
1987 Kleinman (1987) compared CAI to traditional
instruction in a study intended to measure differences in
ESL reading achievement. Odenthal

(1993) found no

significant difference between the writing proficiency of
students who were exposed to the CALL treatment and
students who were taught writing with traditional classroom
instruction. In another study students exposed to
computerized cloze exercises did better on classroom
achievement tests than students who received traditional
text instruction (Eichel, 1989) .
However, as most CALL researchers began to realize the
fruitlessness of comparative studies, the use of computers
in language learning came to be conceptualized in a
different way. The focus now is how can computers make a
difference (Chapelle & Jamieson, 1989). Several authors
have suggested models or perspectives on how the computer
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should be used in second language development. These are
discussed below.
Models of the Role of the Computer in Language Learning
Higgins 1 Model: Magister vs . Pedagogue
Higgins

(1988) provides two metaphors for describing

the different roles the computer can take in computer
assisted instruction of a second language: the computer as
magister (all-knowing teacher) vs. pedagogue (obedient
servant) . He believes the magister and pedagogue metaphors
provide explanations for the success or failure of certain
CALL activities.
As magister, the computer is the expert which provides
the students with knowledge and has the authority to judge,
praise, and criticize student responses. It can structure
the order of a lesson and provide students with language
rules and examples of these rules. The computer as magister
has the ability to repeat a lesson endlessly and never
loses it patience.
Higgins suggests that the computer takes the role of
pedagogue when it is programmed to assist rather than
direct student learning. In this role the computer does not
ask the student questions, but rather answers the student's
questions and follows the student's orders.
Higgins argues that at certain times in the learning
process, magisterial teaching is needed and is appropriate.
At other times, however, pedagogue-like instruction is a
better option. An example of the computer in the servant
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role of pedagogue is when it is used for word processing or
as a data base.
Underwood's Model: Communicative CALL vs. Wrong Try Again
Underwood (1884) believes the early CALL programmers
were limited in their vision of the use of the computer in
language learning and consequently focused their efforts on
producing programmed instruction (PI) that reflected a
behaviorist theory of second language learning. PI
activities break the material to be learned into discrete
and clearly defined steps which are presented in a strict
sequence. The resulting programs were mainly "drill and
practice" activities consisting of grammar fill-ins and
vocabulary translations or "flashcard" programs.
Underwood believes that PI programs, or what he
prefers to call "wrong, try again" programs, are defective
pedagogically in the following ways: l) they focus
primarily on form rather than meaning; 2) they provide
insufficient or vague feedback to the user; 3) such
programs are designed under the assumption that the
computer should be in charge of the lesson.
Underwood argues that CALL material must move beyond
the "wrong, try again" model and allow students to explore
the depth and richness of language. Rather than simply
manipulating superficial grammatical exercises, CALL should
facilitate a language learning environment that allows
students to explore the target language in an authentic
way. CALL material that would allow for this he calls
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"communicative CALL". The premise upon which he bases the
design of communicative CALL is Krahsen's (1985) theory of
language learning, known as the Monitor Model or Input
Model.
Krashen's theory of language learning consists of the
following five hypotheses:
1) The Acquisition-Learning Hypothesis: There exist
two separate, independent ways of developing ability in a
second language.

"Acquisition" is a subconscious,

spontaneous process similar in important ways to the
process children use to acquire their first language. The
focus here is on communication and results in the learner
"feeling" what is correct. "Learning" is a conscious
process, deliberately initiated and concerned with explicit
knowledge and understanding rules. Learning is what is
mainly associated with classroom instruction and results in
"knowing about" a second language.
2) The Natural Order Hypothesis: The rules of a
particular language are acquired in a predictable and
"natural" order that is remarkably similar for different
learners. This order is not determined by what would be
judged as formal simplicity, and it is different from the
sequence of grammar rules that are taught in language
classes.
3) The Monitor Hypothesis: The ability to initiate
communication in a second language can only be derived from
subconscious knowledge of the language that has been
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acquired, not learned. Learned, conscious knowledge can
only serve as an editor or monitor for the utterances that
are made when one attempts to communicate. Moreover, the
Monitor can only be used in certain, restricted
circumstances. The speaker must: know the (often complex)
rule, must think consciously about form (which distracts
from thinking about the content of the speech) , and must
have time to reflect on these rules and the forms they must
take (which is often not possible in normal conversation) .
Krashen argues that the grammar rules students learn in
class often are of little use to the student except on inclass grammar tests.
4) Input Hypothesis: Acquisition occurs when one is
presented with information that is slightly beyond one's
present level of competence (i.e., i + 1) . Such information
must be supplied in context and provide extra-linguistic
support, such as through the use of visual aids or
discussion of familiar topics. Two corollaries of the Input
Hypothesis are that: a) Speech cannot be taught directly
but "emerges" on its own as a result of building competence
via comprehensible input,- b) When input is understood then
grammar is automatically acquired by the student, it need
not be taught explicitly.
5) The Affective Filter Hypothesis: Comprehensible
input is necessary for input, but the acquirer must be open
to understanding the input. The Affective Filter is a
"mental block" that prevents acquirers from understanding
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input. It "goes up" when the student is anxious, lacking
self-confidence, and is "on the defensive".
Krashen provides the following summary of his theory
of second language acquisition:
People acquire second languages only if
they obtain comprehensible input and if
their affective filters are low enough
to allow the input 'in'. When the
filter is 'down' and appropriate
comprehensible input is presented (and
comprehended), acquisition is
inevitable.... In other words,
comprehensible input is the essential
ingredient for second-language
acquisition. All other factors thought
to encourage or cause second-language
acquisition work only when they
contribute to comprehensible input
and/or a low affective filter.
(Krashen, 1985, p. 4)
From an understanding of Krashen's Input Model
Underwood presents 13 principals upon which he believes
"communicative" CALL should be based:
1) The aim of the CALL lesson should be acquisition
practice, not learning practice.
2) Grammar should always be implicit rather than
explicit in a CALL lesson or activity.
3) The CALL lesson should encourage the student to
generate original utterances rather than just manipulate
prefabricated language.
4) The CALL lesson should not attempt to judge and
evaluate everything the student does.
5) The CALL lesson should avoid telling students they
are wrong.
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6) The CALL lesson should avoid rewarding students
with congratulatory messages, which he calls "nonsense".
7) CALL lessons should avoid being "cute".
8) The target language should be used exclusively in
CALL activities.
9) The CALL lesson should be flexible.
10) The student should be able to explore the subject
matter in the CALL lesson.
11) The CALL lesson should create an environment in
which use of the target language feels natural, both on the
screen and off the screen.
12) CALL lessons should never try to do anything that
a book could do just as well.
13) Above all, the CALL lesson should be fun (pp. 5254) .
Underwood presents several examples of software that
he believes meet at least some of the criteria of
Communicative CALL: simulations, communicative games, text
manipulation programs, and text generative programs.
Mohan's CALL Models
Two of the models of the role of the computer in
second language learning described by Bernard Mohan (1992)
include the computer as language teacher and the computer
as the context for cognitive language development. These
are discussed below.

(He does not believe a third

frequently suggested model, the computer as a stimulus for
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talk, bears up under scrutiny. Research supporting this
conclusion will be discussed later.)
Computer as language teacher.
According to Mohan, the model of the computer as
language teacher views the computer as providing explicit,
metalinguistic language instruction, similar to Higgin's
(1988)

magister and Underwood's (1984) Wrong Try Again

model. Drill and practice vocabulary and grammar exercises
are the most common CALL programs in this tradition. Mohan
notes that there has been much criticism of the model of
the computer as language teacher, particularly by those who
subscribe to Krashen's

(1985) theory of language

acquisition. As noted, Krashen posits that grammar-based
approaches to second language learning which emphasize
explanation of rules and correction of errors cannot lead
to language acquisition.
Mohan argues that most criticism of this model should
be directed towards the available CALL software, which he
admits has not kept up with advances in computer hardware.
Although Krashen and others have made a good case against
the belief that explicit, metalinguistic teaching is always
appropriate, Mohan argues that they have not proved that it
is never appropriate. He believes arguments for the
appropriateness of such methods are supported by the
research of systemic linguists.
Frequently the unique capabilities of the computer are
not utilized in CALL software programs, particularly those
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programs which present traditional workbook material and
use the computer as "an expensive page turner" . Mohan
opines that second language researchers need to view new
ways of exploiting computer technology. He suggests a
promising new area of research lies in how the computer is
already being used to teach programming languages to users.
Mohan believes that in this capacity the computer has long
been functioning as a language teacher - but of artificial
languages such as BASIC, LOGO, and PASCAL. He recommends
that the application of second language research techniques
to the study of the acquisition of programming languages
can open up an important new area of research and exploit
the unique capabilities of the computer.
The computer as a context for cognitive language
development.
Mohan (1988) suggests that another promising model of
the role of the computer in second language development is
one which views the computer as a means of developing
cognitive-academic language proficiency. This model
recognizes that the computer is capable of providing
communication tasks that are both context-embedded and
cognitively demanding. Mohan notes that a learning
environment consisting of such tasks is required for second
language learners to move beyond conversational fluency and
to achieve cognitive-academic language proficiency,
according to Cummin's (1984) model of language proficiency.
Mohan concludes, however, that the model of the computer as
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context for cognitive language development cannot be tested
until measures of context-embeddedness and cognitive demand
are developed.
Herrmann's Models of Computer Use in Second Language
Learning: Agentive and Instrumental
Herrmann (1992) uses Soviet Activity theory as an
interpretive framework for distinguishing two distinct
models of computer use in second language learning.
Herrmann's agentive CALL model views foreign language
learning as largely a matter of balanced practice of the
four language skill areas through memorization and
repetition. Herrmann says such an agentive orientation is a
consequence of employing a "conservative,

industrial

metaphor"(p.2) of education.
Herrmann posits that when the computer serves as a
catalyst and support tool in a natural, rich, and
negotiated "i + l" context, the computer's role is
instrumental to the acquisition of the target language.
With such an orientation, teachers and students use the
computer to work collaboratively towards goals that are
personally meaningful.
Herrmann designed a comparative study to explore the
differences in instrumental and agentive uses of the
computer in second language (L2) learning. In the agentive
L2 CALL context, university students in an intermediate
French class used the computer for drill and practice
workbook exercises. In the instrumental L2 CALL context,
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university students in an intermediate French class at the
same university used the computer to produce a classroom
newspaper.
Herrmann observed and participated in the two classes
for a six week period. She conducted extensive pre- and
post-testing of language growth by administering the
College Board Achievement Test, The M o d e m Language
Association (MLA) Cooperative Language Test, the Oral
Proficiency Interview Test, and holistic analyses of
written compositions. Findings indicated gains on all
measures for both groups. The only statistical differences
between the two groups were on the MLA tests, in which the
agentive group scored better than the instrumental group on
the total test and a subtest. As is often the case when
results are unexpected, Herrmann questions the validity and
reliability of the tests that were used. She nevertheless
concludes that an instrumental approach to the use of the
computer in an intermediate French as a foreign language
class is an effective and workable alternative approach to
CALL.
Post-Comparative CALL Research
A growing understanding of the role of the computer in
second language learning, as well as a disillusionment with
comparative media studies, has led CALL researchers to
frame their questions in new ways.
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Individual Differences and CALL
Several researchers have examined the effects of
individual differences among learners in CALL contexts.
Abraham (1985) investigated the relationship between
field-independence/field-dependence of students in a
university level ESL class and how CALL grammar lessons
were learned by students. He found that field independent
learners performed better on post-tests when grammar rules
were presented explicitly during a CALL lesson. Fielddependent students did better with a more inductive
approach which used examples of grammar usage in the CALL
lesson.
Chapelle and Jamieson (1986) found that fieldindependent ESL students in their study conducted at the
University of Illinois tended to have a negative attitude
towards their CALL lessons, whereas field-dependent
students liked CALL. They also found that student
motivation for learning English, as measured by a subscale
of Gardner and Smythe's Attitudes and Motivation Test
Battery, was positively correlated to attitude towards
CALL. They did not find a statistically significant
relationship between ESL students1 tolerance for ambiguity
and their attitude towards CALL. They concluded that
certain types of learners may be better suited to some CALL
lessons than others, and that it is important to consider
learner variables when researching CALL effectiveness.
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Discourse Analysis and CALL
Practitioners and researchers have noted that use of
the computer by two or more students seems to generate
discussion centering on how to work the program or solve
the problem presented. It has long been thought that
students communicate more with each other in class than
with their teacher and that language classes should
encourage more peer interaction. Research by Long and
Porter (1985) found that non-native speaker (NNS)
interaction with another non-native speaker resulted in
more language practice opportunities and negotiation of
input than interactions between the teacher and non-native
speakers and between native speakers and non-native
speakers. This suggests that NNS/NNS interaction at the
computer terminal may provide an ideal environment for
input and negotiation of the target language. Several
studies have examined the discourse generated by students
at the computer.
Mohan (1992) conducted an experiment to analyze second
language talk at the computer. Four pairs of female ESL
college students and four pairs of male ESL college
students were situated at eight computer terminals (All
dyads had different first languages and intermediate
fluency in English). Each pair was assigned three different
computer tasks: the use of a grammar teaching program, use
of a word processing package, and the use of a business
simulation program. They were videotaped working on these
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programs and during free conversation that was assigned as
a task away from the computer.
Quantity of input was measured in three ways: words
spoken per minute, utterances per minute, and words per
utterance.

(Utterance was defined as the spoken equivalent

of the written sentence.) Four features of modified
interaction were counted as measures of the quality of the
input the speakers negotiated when communicating with each
other: self-repetitions, other-repetitions, clarification
requests, and confirmation checks.
Mohan found no clear distinction in quantity and
quality of output for the three computer tasks. However, he
found that a strikingly higher quantity of input as well as
level of negotiation occurred during talk generated in
conversation away from the computer.
Mohan concludes that such results argue against the
usefulness of the computer as a stimulus for talk. Other
research on discourse generated during CALL group work
generally support Mohan's conclusions
Windeatt, 1986; Mydlarski,

(Piper, 1986;

1987; Abraham & Liou, 1991).

Qualitative Research on CALL
To date only a few studies have employed qualitative
research methods to explore the effects of CALL on learning
and teaching. Bueno and Nelson (1993) employed qualitative
research methods to examine the interactions that resulted
when students worked together at the computer. They found
that as students became familiar with the software programs
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and more experienced at working together in their groups,
they tended to interact more cooperatively with each other.
Chan (1993) used a qualitative methodology to explore
the kind of learning environment created by CALL use and
how teachers made curricular decisions in selecting and
integrating software into instruction.
Based on interviews she conducted with college
students in an ESL writing class, Dziombak (1990) found
that subjects felt isolated in the computer lab and missed
the interactions they had enjoyed in the classroom.
Chapelle, Jamieson, and Park (1996) argue that with
its holistic approach, ethnographic studies on CALL can
provide a meaningful understanding of how learning takes
place within a CALL context. To understand the relevance
one study may have for other instructional contexts, they
suggest that enthnographically based CALL reports contain
detailed descriptions of the following: 1) the elements of
the target language context; 2) subject characteristics; 3)
CALL software used.
The effective use of qualitative research methods
requires a thorough understanding of the paradigm choice
involved and the assumptions upon which it is based. These
issues are discussed in depth below.
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Overview of the Qualitative Research Design
Assumptions of a Qualitative Research Design
The body of work labeled qualitative research has
grown out of diverse disciplines including sociology,
anthropology, psychology, and history. Qualitative research
is often equated with such terms as naturalistic research,
ethnography, participant observation, or post-positivism.
Yin (1989) states that the "essence" of qualitative
research consists of two conditions: " a) the use of closeup, detailed observation of the natural world by the
investigator; and b) the attempt to avoid prior commitment
to any theoretical model" (p.25).
Smith (1987) believes what sets qualitative research
most clearly apart from other forms of research is the
notion of "context sensitivity". Qualitative researchers
believe that the unique physical, historical, material, and
social environment in which people find themselves greatly
influences what they think and how they act. It is only by
drawing on these larger contexts can the meaning of
people's actions be understood.
For many years research of a more quantitative or
"positivist" orientation dominated the educational research
literature. Several authors have compared the contrasting
philosophical assumptions which form the foundations for
the positivist approach and the qualitative approach to
conducting research, including Firestone (1987), Merriam
(1988), and Bogdan and Biklen (1982).
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Lincoln and Guba (1985) have identified five axioms
which distinguish the positivist from the naturalist
paradigm:
1) Nature of reality. In the positivist paradigm
reality is single, tangible and fragmentable. In the
naturalist version realities are multiple and constructed
and can only be studied holisticly.
2) The relationship of knower to known (epistemology).
For the positivist, the inquirer and the object of inquiry
are independent and constitute a dualism. For the
naturalist, the knower and the known influence each other
and are inseparable.
3) The possibility of generalization. The aim of
inquiry in the positivist paradigm is to develop time and
context free generalizations. In the naturalist paradigm
only time and context bound working hypotheses are
possible.
4) The possibility of causal linkages. In the
positivist paradigm, there are real causes, which are
temporally precedent to or simultaneous with their effects.
In the naturalist world view, all entities are in a state
of mutual and simultaneous shaping, so that it is
impossible to distinguish causes from effects.
5) The role of value. In the positivist world view,
inquiry is value-free. This is guaranteed by employing an
"objective" methodology. In the naturalist paradigm, the
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researcher recognizes that all inquiry is value bound (pp.
37-38) .
Characteristics of a Qualitative Research Design
The world view that shapes qualitative research has
implications for how such research is conducted.
Characteristics of qualitative research that result from
the logical dependence on the axioms of the naturalistic
paradigm are described by Lincoln and Guba (1985):
1) Natural setting: The naturalist prefers to carry
out research in the natural setting because she believes
that realities are wholes that cannot be understood in
isolation from their contexts.
2) Human instrument: The primary data-gathering
instrument for the naturalist is the naturalist herself as
only the human instrument is capable of grasping the full
meaning of human interactions. The use of non-human
instruments is seen as intrusive and interfering with the
mutual shaping of other elements.
3) Utilization of tacit knowledge: The naturalist
recognizes that intuition is a legitimate way of knowing
because often the nuances of multiple realities cannot be
appreciated in any other way and because much of the
interaction between researcher and subject occurs at this
level of knowing.
4) Purposive sampling: The naturalist may eschew
random or representative sampling in favor of purposive or
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theoretical sampling so to increase the likelihood that the
full array of multiple realities may be uncovered.
5) Inductive data analysis: The naturalist prefers
inductive data analysis (over deductive analysis) as this
process is more likely to recognize how values shape
conclusions. Inductive analysis is also more likely to
identify the multiple realities present in the data.
6) Grounded theory: By grounding theory in the data
gathered it is less likely that a priori theory will
influence conclusions. The naturalist also believes that
the mutual shaping found in a particular context are best
explained in terms of the contextual elements found there.
7) Emergent design: It is "inconceivable" to the
naturalist to know ahead of time the multiple realities
present in the research situation. As the naturalist also
recognizes that what emerges during the course of a study
is a function of the interaction between researcher and
phenomenon, the naturalist elects to allow the research
design to emerge rather than constructing it a priori.
8) Negotiated outcomes: Because the naturalist seeks
an understanding of the informants' construction of
reality, she prefers to negotiate meanings and
interpretation directly with the informants themselves.
9) Idiographic interpretation: Recognizing that
different interpretations are likely to be meaningful for
different realities, the naturalist is likely to eschew
nomothetic (lawlike generalizations) in favor of
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idiographic interpretations of data based on the
particulars of the case under investigation (39-43).
The Oualitiative Case Study
As qualitative research has grown in acceptance and
use, qualitative researchers have begun to recognize the
many different forms this mode of inquiry can take. Several
typologies of qualitative research have been suggested (see
Smith, 1987; and Jacob, 1987).
Creswell

(1994) describes four design types frequently

found in social science research which offer a
comprehensive and flexible categorization scheme. The first
is the ethnography,

in which the researcher studies in-

depth an intact cultural scene over a prolonged period of
time. The primary mode of data collection is observational.
With a grounded theory approach, the researcher attempts to
derive a theory by use of the following techniques:
constant comparison of data with emerging categories and
theoretical sampling of different groups to maximize
differences and similarities of information. A third type
of approach for undertaking qualitative research is the
phenomenological study in which the experiences of the
subjects being studied are examined through the detailed
descriptions of the subjects themselves. The researcher
engages subjects in order to understand patterns and
relationships of meaning. Through this processes the
experiences of the researcher are "bracketed" in order to
more fully understand those of the informants being
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studied. Finally, there is the case study, which Cresswell
describes as the exploration of a single entity or
phenomenon ("the case") bounded by time and activity (such
as a program, event, process, institution, or social
group).
Yin (1989) notes that the case study has long been
considered the "weak sibling" among social science research
methods. It was once thought that case studies should only
be used in the exploratory phase of an investigation,

to be

followed by surveys and histories for the descriptive phase
and experiments to determine causality. Yin believes this
hierarchical view is outdated. He argues that one reason
that case studies have persisted as a research strategy is
because of the unique contributions case studies make to
our understanding of complex social phenomena.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) have observed that definitions
of what a case study is abound, from such simplistic
descriptions as "a slice of life" or a "depth examination
of an instance" to more formal statements. Wilson (1979)
defines a case study as "a process of research which tries
to describe and analyze some entity in qualitative,
complex, and comprehensive terms not infrequently as it
unfolds over time" (p. 448) . For Yin (1989) , a case study
is "an empirical inquiry that: investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context; when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
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evident; and multiple sources of evidence are used"

(p.

23) .
Upon review of several authors1 descriptions of case
study research, Merriam (1988) concludes that the following
four characteristics form the essential properties of a
qualitative case study: particularistic, descriptive,
heuristic, and inductive. She believes a qualitative case
study can best be defined as "an intensive, holistic
description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon such as a
program, an institution, a person, a process, or a social
unit" (p. x i v ) .
Lincoln and Guba (1985) list several different forms
of writing that have been labeled "case studies", including
studies that have examined individuals, organi2ations,
societies, cultures, social movements, events, incidents
such as strikes, projects like the development of a new
curriculum, or programs such as Headstart. They conclude
that there exists no simple taxonomy with which to classify
case studies, and note that case studies may differ on the
following p oints:
Purpose: Case studies may be written so to chronicle a
phenomenon, render a description, teach a concept, or test
a theory or hypothesis. A given case study may serve
several purposes.
Level of analysis: Case studies may be written at
different analytical levels, from merely factual to
interpretative or evaluative.
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Actions of the inquirer: Depending on purpose and
level, a case study may require that the author simply
compile a factual chronicle or it may demand a more complex
analysis of competing interpretations of a phenomenon.
End products: Depending again on purpose and analytic
level, case studies will result in different products, from
a "simple register of factual chronicles to elaborated
judgments for the evaluative test" (p. 3 61).
A leading case study researcher, Robert Stake (1994),
adds needed clarity to the often "slippery" notion of what
a case study is by recommending that as a form of research,
case studies should be defined in terms of the interest in
individual cases, rather than the methods of inquiry
chosen. He considers a case study both the process of
learning about the case and the product of our learning.
For Stake, the boundedness and the behavior patterns of the
system under investigation are the key factors in
understanding the case.
In light of the above discussion, my study can best be
described as a case study as the major epistemological
question driving my research will be what can be learned
from closely examining the implementation of an innovation
(CALL) in a specific, bounded system (an ESL program).
Merriam (1988) notes that most case studies in
education draw upon other disciplines for methodology. This
will be the situation here, as the research methods to be
employed in my case study will be similar to those used in
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other qualitative research designs. To reiterate, what is
unique about a case study is not so much its methods (which
are nevertheless important), but rather the types of
phenomenon and questions it explores and the relationship
to the end product (Merriam, 1988). Stake takes this
argument further by noting that the end product, the
knowledge learned from the case study, is unique from other
research knowledge in four important ways. He claims that
case study knowledge i s :
- More concrete-case study knowledge resonates
with our own experience because it is more vivid,
concrete, and sensory than abstract.
- More contextual- our experiences are rooted in
context, as is knowledge in case studies. This
knowledge is distinguishable from the abstract,
formal knowledge derived from other research
designs.
- More developed by reader interpretationreaders bring to a case study their own
experience and understanding, which lead to
generalizations when new data for the case are
added to old data.
- Based more on reference populations determined
by the reader- in generalizing as described
above, readers have some population in mind.
Thus, unlike traditional research, the reader
participates in extending generalization to
reference populations. (Stake, 1981, pp. 35-36,
as summarized by Merriam, 1988, p. 15).
It is my hope that the case study I present in this
dissertation has produced the type of knowledge that
qualifies as "case study knowledge".
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
This was a qualitative case study which examined the
implementation of CALL in an ESL program serving adult
refugees and immigrants from Vietnam. The research project
was conducted at the Versailles Gardens Community Office of
the Immigration and Refugee Services Program of a large,
non-profit social services agency in New Orleans. The
investigation of the implementation of CALL in the ESL
program in Versailles Gardens was intense, beginning in
April 1995 and ending in March 1996. The researcher was
also the administrator of Immigration and Refugee Services.
The type of questions I brought to the study
influenced the research approach I took. I was interested
in understanding how CALL affected teaching, learning, and
the administration of the ESL program, and expected that
outcomes would be complex and very much context-dependent.
I also believed that an understanding of how CALL impacted
the program could best be developed in terms of how the
participants described the changes they experienced. Since
so little is known about the implementation of computerassisted instruction in an adult learning setting, a
flexible and exploratory methodology seemed the most
appropriate. For the above reasons, the methodology of this
report was primarily qualitative in nature. Qualitative
data were obtained through the following methods:
participant observations,- interviews and focus groups,-
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video and audiotaping of students working at the computers,and document analysis- including teacher and
administrator/researcher journals. Quantitative research
methods were selectively employed, largely to clarify or
confirm patterns in the data that had emerged during
student interviews and observations of students working in
the computer lab. Quantitative data were gathered and
analyzed from three questionnaires administered to students
at different points in the implementation process.
Creswell

(1994) describes four research designs

frequently employed when conducting qualitative research:
the ethnography, which explores an intact cultural scene,the grounded theory approach in which the researcher
attempts to generate a theory,- the phenomenological study
which emphasizes the experiences of the subjects, in part
by "bracketing" those of the researcher,- and the case
study. He defines a case study as the intensive, holistic
description and analysis of a single entity or phenomenon
bounded by time or activity,

such as a program, event,

process, institution, or social group. I brought to this
study specific questions about a process that I was
interested in exploring from the perspectives of three main
groups of actors, including those of the
researcher/administrator. Therefore the design of this
research project can best be described as a qualitative
case study.
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Research Setting and Background
The Vietnamese Community of Versailles Gardens
Versailles Gardens is a sprawling sub-division
encompassing a 402-unit apartment complex called Versailles
Arms, as well as duplexes and single family homes. Located
16 miles east of downtown New Orleans-yet still within
official city boundaries- Versailles Gardens is home to
3154 Vietnamese, 2689 African-Americans, and 449 whites,
according to the 1990 Census1 (Bureau of the Census, 1992) .
The community is bounded on the north by Bayou Lagoon
Maxent. Along its shores elderly Vietnamese have cultivated
one of the most extensive community gardens in the United
States. It is the last housing division along Chef Menteur
Highway, which forms the southern border of the community.
It is bounded on the west by Palace Street. The Versailles
Arms Apartment complex is located on its eastern border.
Versailles Gardens is home to one of the oldest
Vietnamese communities in the United States. In 1975
approximately 1000 Vietnamese refugees were resettled in
the area by Associated Catholic Charities of New Orleans.
As Section-8 housing was available at the mostly vacant
Versailles Arms apartment complex, most of the refugees
were housed there. After years of work, many refugees
bought homes on the western side of Alcee Fortier Boulevard
(J. Foley, personal communication, May, 1991) . Through the
1 The Versailles Gardens community makes up Block Group 3
of Tract 17.29 of the 1990 Census.
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years Vietnamese refugees continued to choose Versailles
Gardens as their home in significant numbers. Since 1990
over 270 Vietnamese families have resettled in Versailles
Gardens and the surrounding area (Associated Catholic
Charities of New Orleans program records).
The Vietnamese of Versailles Gardens often refer to
their community as lang, "the village". Versailles Gardens
is in many ways like a Vietnamese village. Over thirty
Vietnamese businesses- including restaurants, grocery
stores, coffee shops, travel and insurance agencies and a
pool hall- are clustered in a row of two-storied buildings
on both sides of Alcee Fortier at the entrance to the
village off Chef Menteur Highway. Vietnamese from across
the New Orleans area come to the open market inside the
courtyard of a shopping complex in Versailles Gardens to
buy fresh Vietnamese produce and fish on Saturday mornings.
The elderly Vietnamese who grow most of the market1s
produce in their community garden are at the market every
Saturday morning selling their harvests.
In a Vietnamese village the spiritual center of the
community is the heart of the community. This is true for
Versailles Gardens. Life for the Vietnamese of Versailles
Gardens revolves around their church, Mary Queen of
Vietnam, which has a membership of over 4,000 parishioners,
all but a tiny fraction Vietnamese. Almost 80% of the
Vietnamese in Versailles Gardens are Catholic (D.M.T.
Luong, personal communication, April 11, 1994) . Their
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devotion to their faith is immediately evident to outsiders
by the religious yard art displayed by many Vietnamese home
owners- statues of the Blessed Mother and saints are often
life-size in dimension. The village church produces several
Vietnamese Catholic publications and is active in several
national Vietnamese Catholic organizations. For these
reasons and due to the large concentration of Vietnamese
Catholics, New Orleans is generally considered the center
of Vietnamese Catholicism in the United States.
Information gathered during the 1990 Census indicates
that the median household income for Vietnamese households
in Versailles Gardens is only $12,790. The number of
Vietnamese families living below the poverty level is
48.86%, and 23.33% of the Vietnamese families in Versailles
Gardens receive public assistance income. Sixty point two
percent of the Vietnamese men and 40.2% of the Vietnamese
women in Versailles Gardens are in the labor force. Most of
the Vietnamese of the area work in relatively low-paying,
blue-collar occupations. The most commonly reported jobs
are as fishermen, waiters and waitresses, cashiers, cooks,
and textile sewing machine operators (Bureau of the Census,
1992).
Many of the Vietnamese living in Versailles Gardens
are not only isolated by geography, but by lack of English
communication skills as well. The 1990 Census reports that
48.22% of the Vietnamese families in Versailles Gardens are
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"linguisticly isolated" i.e. no one in the household speaks
English well.
Description of the Immigration and Refugee Services ESL
Program
During the time the research project was conducted the
ESL program of Immigration and Refugee Services was staffed
by the ESL coordinator and eight part-time ESL teachers.
The ESL coordinator reported to myself, the administrator
of Immigration and Refugee Services. Most ESL classes were
offered in the evenings in locations convenient to large
concentrations of refugees to the New Orleans area.
The ESL program of Immigration and Refugee Services is
competency-based. Its curriculum is modeled on the
Mainstream English Language Training Project (MELT) core
curriculum which groups competencies under eight topics or
life skill areas (Shopping, Health, Housing,
Transportation, Banking, Employment- Looking for a Job,
Employment- On the Job, and Community) and six Cross Topics
which include Means of Communication (Telephone and Money)
and Broad Communication Functions (Personal Identification,
Social Language, Clarification, and Directions).
Entrance tests and the quarterly achievement tests,
which were developed in-house by the ESL coordinator to
meet the needs and structure of the program, are used by
the program to determine placement of students into one of
four learning levels.
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Students identified as Level one by the program's
placement tests are absolute beginners in learning English
and generally have little formal schooling. Some may be
illiterate or barely literate in their native language. The
curriculum at Level One aims to build a foundation of
listening, speaking, and literacy skills.
Level Two students are beginners with very minimal
English. They know the Roman alphabet and can tell time in
English,

count money, identify common foods, and know the

parts of the body, but they lack the vocabulary and grammar
to sustain discourse of any length. Their English listening
skills are generally poor inside the classroom and
basically ineffective outside the structure of the
classroom.
By Level Three students have overcome major hurdles in
learning English. They are able to communicate successfully
in a variety of diverse situations of daily life, although
they frequently encounter problems with structural aspects
of their new language, such as verb tense and subject-verb
agreement. Competency objectives at this level include the
ability to describe health symptoms, read classified ads
and housing notices, ask for directions, etc.
Students in Level Four have achieved basic fluency in
speaking, listening, reading and writing in most subject
areas related to daily life. Course objectives at this
level are to enhance these competencies with an increased
exposure to English in a variety of learning contexts. More
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complex aspects of the formal structure of English are
studied in Level Four including embedded questions,
subordinate clauses, gerunds, and more complex verb forms
such as the present and past perfect, past continuous, the
passive voice, etc.
The ESL program of Immigration and Refugee Services
has an "open entry/open exit" policy. Students can enroll
in the program at any time, and they may continue in the
program as long as they l i k e . There were several older
Vietnamese students (men and women in their late fifties
and sixties) who had been attending ESL classes in the
evening program for over three years when the project began
in April 1995. Some of these older students were retired,
and considered their English classes a vital link to their
new culture.
Background and Description of the Study Site
The Immigration and Refugee Services program has
provided ESL classes to Southeast Asian refugees in
Versailles Gardens since 1976

(program records) . The ESL

program is known among members of the community, many of
whom are from small villages in Vietnam, as truong langthe "village school". During the course of the research
project four ESL classes a day were offered in the
Immigration and Refugee Services Versailles Gardens
Community Office (two classes in the morning, two classes
in the evening) , four days a week to approximately 50
students a day. Classes were taught by four part-time ESL
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instructors. Most

(approximately 75%) of the students

attending ESL classes in Versailles Gardens were refugees
from Vietnam. The remaining students were relatives of
Vietnamese refugees, and had immigrated to the U.S. to be
with their family members. As immigrants they were required
to pay a small fee to attend ESL classes, whereas refugees
could attend class for free.

(The ESL program was supported

by grants targeting refugess.) The learning needs of the
immigrant students were no different from the students with
refugee status. Many students served by the program had
arrived in the United States within the year prior to the
start of the project. Most lived in the Versailles Gardens
community and often walked to c l ass.
Two bilingual Vietnamese counselors with the
Immigration and Refugee Services program also had their
offices at the Versailles Gardens Community Office. The
counselors assisted local Vietnamese refugees with
employment and social adjustment problems. Five months
prior to the start of the research project they had begun
to provide special services, such as after-school tutoring
and recreational activities, to neighborhood youth
considered "at-risk" for becoming involved in Vietnamese
gangs, a problem that was of growing concern to the
community.
The Versailles Gardens Community Office was located in
the middle of a residential neighborhood three blocks from
Alcee Fortier Boulevard, the main traffic artery into the
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Versailles community. Like many homes on the street, which
were almost all occupied by Vietnamese, the yard in front
of the building was graced with religious art. Streamers
from a year-round Christmas star adorned a statue of the
Blessed Mother. The frequent sound of roosters crowing and
the lush gardens in many residents' backyards lent a rural
flavor to the otherwise suburban landscape.
The community office occupied one side of a single
story duplex. Classes were held in the front room and in
what normally would have been the back bedroom of the
three-bedroom apartment. The only door to the apartment
opened onto the front room, where two rows of desks faced a
chalkboard attached to the wall. A long hallway led to the
back classroom, which was smaller than the front classroom.
In the back classroom a single row of desks faced the
chalkboard on the wall next to the door. Opening off the
hallway leading to the back classroom were a kitchen, the
counselors' office, and the computer lab, which was the
last room before the back classroom.
During the first 5 months of the study the computer
lab consisted of three 486 IBM compatible PC units
connected by a local network system to the server, which
had three CD-ROM ports, as well as two "stand-alone" PCs
not on the network. The stand-alone PCs utilized software
that was not networkable. Each unit had a color monitor,
microphone, sound board, and two sets of headphones. A
small set of speakers was also available for each unit. In
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October 1995 additional funding allowed for the purchase of
two more PCs and an ink-jet color printer which were set up
in the adjoining counselor's office and linked to the
network. By that time both "stand-alone" PCs had been added
to the network, and one was placed in the counselor's
office with the two new units. Two more CD-ROM ports were
also added to the server.
Description of Project Software
Six multimedia software programs were used by the ESL
program in the course of this study: Rosetta Stone, PLATO
(Reading One and Writing Curricula), English Express (CDROM component only), Triple Play Plus!, Word Attack 3, and
the ALA Lab System. Major features of these programs are
described briefly below.
Rosetta Stone requires that the learner match spoken
English and/or written text with a corresponding digitized
color photo. In the dictation mode students type the phrase
they hear from the computer.
A PLATO Reading or Writing lesson begins with the
presentation of a tutorial on a grammatical concept. The
student must then choose the correct responses to a series
of questions based on the tutorial. A mastery test must by
completed before the student can advance to another lesson.
There was no audio component to the PLATO software used in
this study.
For the Photodictionary/Explore segment of English
Express students repeat the sound of the vocabulary word
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represented in a given digitized color photo and then
repeat two sentences in which the target word is used.
Students may click off the corresponding text if they
choose to focus on listening skills and may print the
target words in a vocabulary category and the corresponding
dialogs for study at home. Users also have the option to
record their voices and compare their pronunciation to the
computer's. In the Photodictionary/Answer segment of
English Express students hear and read questions involving
the target word and then type a response, which may also be
printed. The Travel Tales segment consists of a sequencing
activity which asks students to match sound clues with the
appropriate scene in a story. Students also have the option
to write a story based on the cartoon pictures presented.
Triple Play Plus! consists of a wide variety of
interactive games and comic strips which teach students
vocabulary in three different learning modes: pictures with
the sound of the target words, pictures with the sound and
text of the target words, and a voice recognition mode,
which proved highly unreliable and was not used in this
study.
The ALA Lab System provides a variety of learning
activities based on the adventures of two foreign students
at a U.S. university. There is no graphical component to
this software package. The version purchased by the program
was not networkable and was accessible on only one of the
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PCs, therefore teachers rarely assigned students ALA
lessons.
With Word Attack 3 students learn to associate
vocabulary words with the text of the definitions of the
target words. The program tests recognition of the target
words in five different game formats involving the text of
the word definitions. The audio component of Word Attack 3
is limited to the computer pronouncing the target word, but
the aural output of this program lacks the human voice
quality of the aural output provided in English Express,
Rosetta Stone, Triple Play Plus, and the ALA Lab System.
Description of the Two Units of Analysis
The case study considered here- implementation of CALL
in the evening ESL classes in Versailles Gardens- consisted
of two units of analysis: implementation of CALL in the
advanced beginners' class and implementation of CALL in the
low beginners' class, which were taught simultaneously by
two different teachers. In the Versailles Gardens ESL
program the low beginners' class (which I will refer to as
the beginners' class) consisted of Level One and Two
learners. The advanced beginners' class (which I will refer
to as the advanced class) consisted of Level Three and Four
learners. The two classes were composed of adult refugees
and immigrants from Vietnam. A gross distinction between
the beginners' class (i.e. Level One and Level Two
students) and the advanced class

(i.e. Level Three and Four

students) was that a native English speaker willing to
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modify her/his speech by using common vocabulary,

simple

sentence structures, and slow delivery could have sustained
a conversation with a student in the advanced class,
whereas this would not have been possible with a student in
the beginners' class.
The decision to study implementation of CALL in the
evening classes and not the morning classes was based
largely on access- I was unavailable to conduct research
during normal work hours. Analysis will at times include
outcomes from the two individual classes, versus a strictly
global examination of the evening ESL program in Versailles
Gardens.
The beginners' class in this study was taught by Mr.
Quoc Nguyen, himself a refugee from Vietnam, who had been
teaching ESL to refugees for Immigration and Refugee
Services since 1979. He is a small man, gentle in his
actions and words. His daytime job was teaching math to
fifth graders at a local primary school. He is a respected
member of the community and was well-liked by his students,
who appreciated his gentle and patient ways.
The advanced class was taught by a young woman and
recent college graduate, Alice Tyler, who was hired by the
program in March 1995, just one month before the study
began in April. Alice had no previous professional
experience teaching ESL, however, she had volunteer
experience teaching ESL to refugee women in Portland. She
was eager for the opportunity to work in a multi-cultural
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setting such as Versailles Gardens. Alice was popular with
her students from the start- they seemed to enjoy her
youthful energy and enthusiasm.
Evening classes at the Versailles Gardens Community
Office were held from 6 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. Monday through
Thursdays. Before the project began I discussed with the
teachers which evenings they would prefer to use the
computer lab. It was agreed that the lab would be available
for Ali c e 's classes on Monday and Tuesday evenings and
Quoc's classes on Wednesday and Thursday evenings. I
requested that the teachers assign their students work in
the lab at least once a week. Both teachers chose to take
full advantage of their scheduled computer time and had
their students use the computers twice a week for an
average of two hours of CALL use per student per week (out
of approximately nine instructional hours per week)
throughout the research proj e c t . How the teachers chose to
use the computers differed between the two teachers, and
will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.
Although all the students in Quoc's class were low in
their English proficiency, there was still quite a wide
diversity in English language skills, backgrounds, and
learning styles evident among his students. Whereas some of
his students were barely literate in Vietnamese, others had
attended college in Vietnam. Their past occupations varied
widely and included farmers and fishermen as well as a high
school teacher, an army officer, and an accountant. His
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class consisted of young people in their early twenties who
had recently graduated from high school in Vietnam and
older people in their 50's and 6 0 's who had not been in a
formal school setting for over 40 years and who had never
finished primary school. Attendance in the beginners' class
also varied greatly over time.
Many of the students who enrolled in Quoc's class
during the course of the study-which lasted eleven monthswere quite new to the United States, having arrived in the
U.S. only days or weeks before coming to class. Their lives
were still very unsettled as they were in the process of
looking for work or a permanent place to live, and were
staying with the family members who had sponsored them in
the meantime. When the study began 19 students were
enrolled in Quoc's class. From the beginning of the study
in April through February, Quoc saw 43 new students enroll
in his class. By the end of February only two of the
beginner students who were enrolled in April were still
attending Quoc's classes.

(However two young men from

Quoc's class who had "graduated" to Level Three were
attending Alice's class.)
In June Quoc had an average class attendance of 17.24
(see Table 3.1). By August his attendance was averaging 11
students a night. In October, which is known as the Marion
Month in the Catholic calendar, many of his students
participated in reciting the rosary in the homes of their
neighbors.

(One evening I could hear the landlord's family,
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Table 3.1.
Average Daily Class Attendance Per Month

Month

Beginners1 Class

Advanced Class

April3

14 .29

9 .87

May

12.53

11.60

June

17.24

14 .94

July

11.77

12 .67

August

11.00

11. 94

September

10.73

10 .93

October

7.63

10 .67

November

8.93

10 .67

December

12 .79

9.07

January

13 .44

8 .53

February

10 .79

12 .00

Mean of means=

11.92

Mean of means=

11.17

SD=

2.61

SD=

1. 78

Range=

9.61

Range=

6 .41

n=

62

n=

4 lb

Females= 39

Females=l3

Males=

Males=

23

28

a CALL implementation began April 24, 1995.
k includes two students who "graduated" from the
beginners'class
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who resided in the other half of the single story double
where classes were held, reciting the rosary in sing-song
voices with other residents of the neighborhood.)

In

October Q u o c 's attendance dipped to an average of 7.63
students an evening. By January it had climbed up again to
13.44. The mean of the monthly averages of daily attendance
rates for Quoc's classes from April 1995 through February
1996 was 11.92, with a standard deviation of 2.61 and a
range of 9.61. A total of 62 students were enrolled in the
beginners' class during the project period (3 9 females and
23 males).
Attendance in Alice's class was more stable. Fourteen
students were enrolled in Alice's class in April, 1995.
Alice had only 27 intakes from April 1995 through February,
1996, with 12 intakes coming in the summer months of May
and June. Seven of those 12 new students were on summer
break from a local junior college. In February 1996 the
advanced class still had six students who had been enrolled
in the class from the beginning of the project, as well as
two former beginners who had graduated from Quoc's class.
The mean of the monthly averages of daily attendance rates
for Alice's classes from April through February was 11.17
students an evening, with a standard deviation of 1.78 and
a range of 6.41. A total of 41 students (13 females and 28
males) were enrolled in the advanced class during the
project period, including two former members of the
beginners' class.
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Alice's students also varied in age and occupational
backgrounds, but were quite similar in their language
abilities and educational backgrounds. Surveys administered
to students in July and March contained questions on
previous education (see Appendices B and C) . Of the 19
students surveyed in the advanced class, 15 students
(78.95%) had studied English in Vietnam at some point in
their lives before coming to the U.S. Less than half the
students surveyed in Quoc's class had studied English in
Vietnam (11 out of 23 students). The students in the
advanced class tended to be better educated than the
students in Quoc's class. Seventy-eight point nine five
percent (78.95%) of the advanced class students surveyed
had completed 12 years or more of school in Vietnam. Of the
22 students who responded to this question in Quoc's class
(one of his students chose not to respond to this item),
only 9 (40.91%) had completed 12 years or more of school in
Vietnam. Two of those 9 students had received 17 years or
more of schooling in Vietnam, yet it was still necessary to
place them in the same class as students who had attended
school in Vietnam for only 3 or 4 years.
Alice always assigned the same computer lesson to all
her students, whereas after the first few weeks Quoc had to
assign his students different lessons depending on the
their language level. The lives of Alice's students seemed
more stable than Quoc's . Her students were either retired
or more settled in their jobs than Quoc's students. Her
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class rarely received a new arrival to the U.S. Data
gathered from the student questionnaires show that only 2
out of 19 students questioned in Alice's class had been in
the country for less than 10 months when first surveyed.
However, over half (12 of 23) of the students surveyed in
Quoc's class had been in the U.S. less than 10 months when
the questionnaires were first administered.
Data Collection
Research Protocol
Before fieldwork commenced I obtained permission from
the agency's Research Review Board to conduct the study. I
observed the agency's guidelines for the ethical conduct of
research throughout the project. Students and teachers were
informed of the purpose of the research project, and their
permission to be included in the study was sought and
obtained. Teachers and students were asked to sign consent
forms (see Appendices D and E) . The students' consent forms
were written in their first language (Vietnamese). The
names of students and staff have been changed to protect
their anonymity.
Parameters of Data Collection
Multiple sources of evidence were used to increase
confidence in the trustworthiness of conclusions drawn from
the study. Data included observations of the two classrooms
and students working in the computer lab, interviews and
focus groups, document analyses of teacher and
researcher/administrator journals, questionnaires
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administered to the students, and analyses of audio and
videotaping of students working together at the computers.
Initially I took a very "hands-on" role in
implementing CALL in the ESL program in Versailles Gardens,
and was at the class site almost every evening classes were
held during the first three months of the study to assist
students in the lab and to train the teachers in CALL use,
as well as to observe first-hand the implementation
process. During the first months of the study my
observations were that of a participant observer
functioning primarily as a participant. After a lab monitor
was hired in mid-July, my perspective became more that of a
participant observer functioning primarily as an observer.
From July through December I visited the study site an
average of two out of four class sessions a week. As my
understanding of the case grew and data began to become
redundant, I visited the study site only once a week in
January and February until data collection was completed at
the beginning of March. In total, I spent over 180 hours in
the field observing- and assisting- in the implementation
process and interviewing students and teachers.
A major concern of this study was to understand the
changes that occurred in the program through the
introduction of CALL. Time sampling of a systematic nature
was employed to accomplish this objective. Subjects were
asked the same questions about teaching or learning with
CALL at different points during the implementation process.
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By comparing data gathered through interviews, surveys, and
observations over time I hoped to develop a grasp of the
changes CALL brought about in the learning environment and
actors' roles as outlined in the study's research
questions. I did not restrict my inquiry to the general
descriptive questions were which repeated over time,
however. As other issues and ideas emerged in the course of
the study they were also examined and explored.
Data Collection Procedures
Participant Observations
Before the study began I made six visits to the class
sites to observe the ESL classes and obtain a better sense
of the learning environments of the ESL program and how the
classes functioned. Spradley's (1980) Descriptive Questions
Matrix guided my observations during this pre-study phase.
Fifteen classroom observations were conducted through
the course of the research project, during which I paid
special attention to the dynamics of group learning and the
incorporation of CALL material into classroom discussions.
A major focus of my observations were student
interactions in the computer lab. At times my observations
included an overall picture of what was taking place in the
lab. At other times I focused on interactions between
particular users. While observing student pairs, I would
often sit in a chair next to the computer users and jot
down my observations in a notebook. I observed students
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working together in the computer lab on 55 different
occasions during the course of the research project.
When possible, observations were conducted using the
full field note method of data collection (Lofland, 1971),
which involved taking extensive handwritten notes during
the events being observed. However, during the first three
months of the study it was often difficult to record
observations at the class site as I was so busy instructing
students on how to use the programs and resolving minor
technical problems with the computers. Throughout this
period of the implementation process I recorded my thoughts
and reflections on what I had observed at the site into a
small tape recorder during the long drive back into town
after class ended. I felt it important to do this while the
evening's events were still fresh in my mind.
Interviews and Focus Groups
Interviews were usually held in the counselors' office
at the study site. Interviews were always tape-recorded and
the questions asked were open-ended in nature.
Initial student interviews were conducted in May 1995
and consisted of myself, the bilingual research assistant
who served as my interpreter- Minh Pham, and an individual
student. I interviewed four students with the help of Minh
in May. It became apparent, however,

that students were not

comfortable in the kind of interview situation I had
presented them with. Their responses to the questions I
posed were short and little information was forthcoming.
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Perhaps the social distance between myself, whom the
students knew as the director of the refugee program, was
too great for the students to feel at ease. Having two
individuals focusing on every word a student said may have
been intimidating as well. The awkwardness of constantly
translating back and forth from Vietnamese to English may
also have dulled spontaneity.
Since the questions I was interested in at this early
stage of the investigation were of a general nature and
interviews were proving so un-productive, I decided that I
could best obtain the information I was seeking by having
students complete an open-ended questionnaire (see Appendix
A), which was administered to students in late May 1995. A
second questionnaire was administered in July, 1995, and
the third and final questionnaire in March, 1996.
By the seventh month of the study I felt the need to
obtain more in-depth information from the students about
their experiences with CALL than could be obtained through
a questionnaire. I decided, therefore, to again conduct
interviews with students, but with a major change in
methodology: I would not be present for the interviews.
Instead I asked Minh, who was also a social service
counselor for the program, to conduct the interviews
without me and exclusively in Vietnamese using questions
that I had prepared beforehand as a guide. I explained to
Minh the purpose and goals of my research and instructed
him to encourage students to elaborate on their responses.
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As he was in charge of the computer lab for the new youth
program, he was already quite familiar with computer
learning and the programs we were using and was able to
provide skillful prompting to the students. After each
session he transcribed the interview tapes word for word
into English. I was very pleased with the information that
was gained in this way. The students opened up with the
research assistant in ways they had not when I had been
present. Minh interviewed four students one-on-one during
the course of the investigation. Copies of the interview
guide I prepared for his use may be found in Appendix F.
In January I asked Minh to conduct focus groups with
students to see if the dynamics of responding in a small
group might also contribute to my understanding of the
case. Again,

I was pleased with information that was

obtained with this approach. At times students in the focus
groups built upon their classmates' responses and a
consensus emerged on an issue. Four group interviews
consisting of 2 or 3 students were conducted by Minh. A
total of 11 students were questioned in a focus group
setting.
I feel fascinating insights into students' thoughts
and opinions about CALL and learning English were obtained
through the interviews lead by my research assistant.
Conducting the interviews exclusively in the students'
first language I sensed was only part of the reason,
however. As Glesne and Peshkin (1992) note, gaining trust
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and establishing rapport is crucial to the interviewer's
success. Most of the students already knew Minh through
previous interactions they had with him as the social
services and job placement counselor for the refugee
program. He is a kind and gentle young man, and very
respectful of those he serves. Therefore I believe the
students trusted him and were immediately at ease when
talking with him, which contributed to the comfort level
and resulting spontaneity of his interview sessions.
In late February I briefly experimented with me again
leading interviews with students to discuss subtle issues
having to do with the research question on student
perspectives on their roles as learners. However, I believe
the social setting and dynamics of the interview situation
once more worked against spontaneity, which explains in
part why little insight on this issue was gained.
The interviews I conducted with the teachers were a
combination of two types identified by Patton (1980) .
Similar to "informal conversational" interviews,

I asked

questions as they emerged in the natural flow of
conversations so to increase the spontaneity, salience, and
relevance of the information revealed. Like the "interview
guide" approach, I prepared ahead of time a list of
specific questions which were asked repeatedly throughout
the study (see Appendix G) in order to increase the
comprehensiveness of data and to allow for the analysis of
change over time.
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Interviews and focus groups with students averaged 20
to 3 0 minutes, whereas the five interviews I conducted with
each teacher were usually an hour and one-half in length.
Teachers were interviewed at the following times: April,
May, June, September, and December,

1995. The first three

interviews I conducted with the teachers were transcribed
word for word. By the fourth interview I felt I understood
enough about their feelings and opinions about CALL to
paraphrase some of their responses during the transcription
process.
Journals
Merriam (1988) argues that documentary data are
particularly good sources for qualitative case studies
because such information can ground an inquiry in the
context of the problem being investigated. Three major
types of documents are available to the researcher for
analysis, including archival or public records, personal
documents, and physical traces. In addition, the researcher
can request the creation of documents for the purpose of
the investigation, which was a strategy emphasized here.
I asked the teachers to keep journals on their
teaching experiences during the implementation of CALL.
Written accounts can serve as a source of "sensitizing
concepts" and can suggest how their authors organize their
experiences, the imagery and "situated vocabularies" they
employ, and the routine events or problems they encounter
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). I asked that the teachers be
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especially attentive to any problems they encountered
during the implementation process or changes they noticed
in their teaching methods or how class time was structured.
I also requested that they note any changes they observed
in student behavior after computers became a part of the
learning environment. At different points in the
implementation process the teachers also were asked to
respond in their journals to certain questions from me
about the implementation of CALL.
Mr. Quoc chose to record his journal in a small tape
recorder I had provided each teacher for this purpose.
Alice preferred to record her journal in a notebook. While
transcribing the teachers' journal entries during the
course of the implementation process, in my role as program
administrator I responded to the issues and concerns they
had expressed in their journals, so that a dialog of sorts
developed out of the process.
Writing about their practice can lead journal writers
to discover the principles behind their everyday actions
(Holly & Smith,

1989, cited in Caroll, 1994). I also kept a

journal of my thoughts, feelings, and concerns as the
program administrator so to obtain a better grasp of why I
made certain decisions and took certain actions during the
course of implementing the CALL innovation.
Video and Audiotaping of Students
A major problem I encountered when observing student
interactions in the lab was a language barrier. While
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working together on the software programs students spoke to
each other almost exclusively in their first language.
English was used mainly to repeat text on the screen, to
voice answers to questions posed by a program (choices were
usually listed in English on the screen) , or to define a
word, e.g. Castle [Vietnamese word for "is"]

[Vietnamese

word for "castle"]. Occasionally partners would rehearse to
each other a sentence they were trying to compose on the
computer.
To obtain a clearer understanding of the nature of
peer interactions three pairs of students were videotaped
and six pairs of students were audiotaped working together
on CALL lessons. I reviewed the videotaped lessons to
search for general patterns of interaction, but as the
sound quality was so poor these were not transcribed.
During the audiotaping my bilingual research assistant
sat next to each student pair being recorded so he could
hear and write down as much of their discourse as possible.
He also noted significant gestures, such as when a student
pointed to the screen or reached for a dictionary.
Afterwards he listened to the audiotape and filled in any
discourse that he missed, so that audiotaped sessions were
essentially transcribed word-for-word. Students were
audiotaped working on the two software programs used most
frequently in the project, the Photodictionary and Answer
segments of English Express and Rosetta Stone, modes one
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and two and dictation. Audiotaped sessions for each of the
6 student pairs were 15 to 20 minutes in length.
Student Surveys
Three questionnaires were administered to students at
three different times during the implementation process: in
early May, 1995; July, 1995; and March,

1996. The

questionnaires were translated into Vietnamese by my
bilingual research assistant. When I administered the
questionnaires, he provided verbal instructions to the
students in Vietnamese. He also translated the students'
responses into English for my analysis. Copies of the three
questionnaires may be found in Appendices A, B, and C.
Questions posed in the first and second questionnaires
were almost exclusively open-ended. However, the third
questionnaire included items that required students to rank
certain responses, as well as three semantic differentials.
An example of how to complete a semantic differential was
provided in Vietnamese, using a target object with which
the students were all familiar. Although instructions were
exclusively in Vietnamese, a few students left the ranking
and semantic differential items blank. I returned to class
and again asked my research assistant to explain how to
answer these questions. Some students were then able to do
so, but a few still appeared confused. Rather than
embarrass these students, I did not pursue their responses
to ranking tasks or semantic differentials any further.
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Data Analysis
Lincoln and Guba (1985) write that "data analysis in
qualitative research must begin with the very first data
collection,

in order to facilitate the emergent design,

grounding of theory, and emergent structure of later data
collection phases"

(p.242). Miles and Huberman (1994) warn

that should the qualitative researcher wait until the end
of the study to begin analysis, the analyst will be
overloaded with more information than can be processed.
To facilitate grouned theory and an emergent design
and to avoid data overload, analysis of data was on-going
with data collection and recursive in design. The major
research questions with which I began the study provided an
overall guide to what I was looking for and often helped to
focus observations and the questions that I asked. When
examining journal entries, observation notes, and
interviews, patterns that seemed to be taking shape were
noted. New questions that came to mind were explored in
subsequent observations in the field or in interviews with
the teachers and students. The second and third
questionnaires administered to students sought to confirm
or clarify patterns in the data that had emerged during
previous observations or interviews.
Techniques Used to Analyze Data
Several data analysis techniques recommended by Miles
and Huberman (1994) were be used to make data-analysis a
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process simultaneous to data collection. These are
described below.
Coding the Data
An important part of early and on-going analysis is
coding the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Raw field notes
from interviews and observations were converted to "write
ups", i.e. legible transcriptions, usually within a week
following a data collection session. Text was then entered
into Qualpro (Blackman, 1993), a text database software
program, and coded. Qualpro facilitated easy retrieval and
organization of coded data. During the first weeks of the
study data were coded soon after write-up. Later in the
study, as the amount of data began to mount, coding was
postponed, sometimes for several weeks, so that data
collected during the week could be typed up and entered
into Qualpro before the next week began.
Miles and Huberman (1984) define a code as " an
abbreviation or symbol applied to a segment of words- most
often a sentence or paragraph of transcribed field notesin order to classify words"

(p. 56, emphasis in the

original). They list three kinds of codes: descriptive,
interpretive, and explanatory. Codes are usually derived
from a study's research questions, and help the researcher
to spot and pull out all the segments of data relating to a
particular question, concept, theme, or hypothesis. Codes
for data analysis can be developed prior to data collection
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or while data-collection is on-going. Both methods were
used here.
Extensive reading in the research area as well as
certain program needs honed my conceptual viewpoint and led
to the development of my original research questions. I was
particularly influenced by Huberman and Miles' seminal and
comprehensive study of educational innovations, Innovation
Up Close (1984). Therefore I brought to data analysis a
"start list" of codes for tagging processes,
characteristics,

events, and issues which

I felt would be

salient to answering the research questions with which I
began the study.
As the data

Appendix H contains this list.
grew so did my code list

as new themes

were discerned and categories of interest took shape.
Starting codes that proved irrelevant for this study were
discarded along the way.

(See Appendix I for the final list

of codes).
Memos
Memoing assists the analyst in moving from the data to
the conceptual level, developing categories and showing
their relationships, and building a better understanding of
processes and outcomes at work (Miles & Huberman, 1994) .
While fieldwork was on-going, I frequently wrote memos
to myself about what I understood to be taking place during
the implementation process. From these reflections
questions emerged that I explored in future site visits.
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Reflective Remarks
During write-up sessions various thoughts and
reflections "swim into awareness" for the researcher. Such
insights can add substantial meaning to the write-up and
can assist coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994) . When jotting
down raw field notes or coding the data I recorded my
insights, which were in turn coded and analyzed.
Data Displays
Miles and Huberman (1994) define "display" as a visual
format which presents information in a systematic way for
the user (p.91). They contend that valid data analysis not
only requires, but is driven by focused displays that
permit a viewing of the full data set arranged
systematically in such a way as to answer the study's
research questions. Data displays permit careful
comparisons and the detection of differences, patterns,
themes, and trends, thereby increasing the likelihood of
drawing and verifying valid conclusions. Data displays were
used here to analyze changes that occurred in the program
during the implementation process.
Data having to do with problems and barriers to
implementation at different stages of the implementation
process were displayed in relation to the actions that were
taken to solve the problems, and the administrator's roles
during the whole process (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). An
understanding of how the learning environment was changed
by CALL was facilitated by a chart that compared changes in
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the organization of classroom and computer lab sessions
through time (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5).
Verification Steps
Any form of research must be designed to provide for
the credibility of findings and the conclusions drawn.
Investigations conducted within the qualitative research
paradigm are based on the assumption that reality is not a
fixed, objective truth, but rather a multiple set of everchanging mental constructions made by humans. Thus the
credibility of a qualitative study depends on how
truthfully the investigator has represented those
constructions and how credible the interpretations of those
realities are to others, particularly to the subjects of
the investigation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Merriam (1988) has summarized ways that qualitative
researchers ensure for internal validity, or the
"trustworthiness" of data and findings. Descriptions of
three such verification strategies and how they were
employed in this study are listed below:
1)

Trianaulation : the use of multiple investigators,

multiples sources of data, or multiple methods to confirm
emerging findings.
I designed the research project and was responsible
for the direction it took, so in a sense only one
investigator conducted this study. However, throughout the
research project my bilingual research assistant provided
me valuable insights into the Vietnamese culture and the
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Versailles Gardens community. As described above he
eventually assumed the role of student interviewer.
Therefore, the project was able to benefit from both our
perspectives.
Multiple sources of data at different points in time
were used in this study and included the students, the two
teachers and the lab monitor; and the
administrator/researcher.
Five distinct methods of investigation were employed:
participant observations,- interviews and focus groups,document analysis of teacher and researcher/administrator
journals; video and audiotaping of students working
together in the computer lab, and questionnaires
administered to the students.
2)

Member checks : corroborating findings and

interpretations with informants.
Feedback from students, teachers, and the lab monitor
were used to confirm or disconfirm "hunches" during
fieldwork, as well as to formulate decisions regarding the
most appropriate use of the innovation. When checking out
interpretations, Huberman and Miles (1994) warn against
introducing bias that may effect informants' perspectives
and behaviors. I was attentive to this issue, and attempted
to frame member checks in such a way that researcher effect
was minimal.
As I began to come to some conclusions about the data
while conducting fieldwork as well as after fieldwork had
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been completed,

I met with the teachers and the lab monitor

several times to confirm if my interpretations resonated
with their experiences with CALL. Patterns in the data
regarding student learning with CALL were checked largely
through the surveys administered to the students.
3)

Long-term observation at the research site or

repeated observations of the same phenomenon.
Fieldwork was conducted over a period of 46 weeks. I
spent over 180 hours at the study site observing the
implementation process and interviewing teachers and
students. Time-sampling of a systematic nature was employed
to ensure that particular study variables were noted at
different points in time.
Other Issues
Miles and Huberman (1994) also suggest that emergent
findings be checked against outliers, that negative
evidence be sought out, and to follow-up on surprises. Such
exceptions to emergent patterns keeps the researcher honest
and can help build better explanations. I actively looked
for evidence that might challenge my conclusions, so to
protect against parsimonious data reduction and other
distortions to the data.
External Validity
As Robert Stake (1994) reminds us, the purpose of case
study research is not to represent the world, but to
represent the case. Furthermore, qualitative research is
based on the assumption that only time and context bound
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working hypotheses are possible (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Thus, external validity in the traditional (positivist)
sense, i.e. the extent to which one can generalize from the
study's sample and environmental conditions to a defined
population and other environmental conditions, would not
hold here.
Generalizability is of course possible for qualitative
case studies, but must be thought of in a different way
than for experimental studies. In a qualitative case study,
the question of generalizability is ultimately related to
what the reader is trying to learn from the case (Wilson,
1979). For this reason, the findings must include "thick
descriptions" for the readers to assess the potential
transferability and appropriateness for their own
situations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Such detailed and upclose descriptions are the strength of case studies.
It is my hope that I have provided in this study the
kind of context-rich and meaningful descriptions of the
research setting and the implementation process needed for
other ESL program administrators, teachers, and researchers
to draw their own conclusions regarding the
generalizability of this study to their own situations.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS
In this chapter findings are grouped in the following
sections: Implementing CALL, Teaching with CALL, and
Learning with CALL. In each of these sections a major focus
will be the perspective of one of the three groups of
actors who composed the case,

i.e. the administrator, the

teachers, and the students, respectively.
Implementing CALL
Wolcott

(1994) reminds us that qualitative researchers

need to be storytellers. By describing how and when events
take place, qualitative researchers build their cases and
in an everyday way make sense out of what happened. I will
begin this section on research findings by first relating
important events in the implementation process in the order
they occur, so the reader can gain an understanding of how
the innovation took shape for the ESL program studied here.
Schon (1991) suggests that storytelling and story analysis
can also facilitate an important kind of reflection, a
consideration of why people acted as they did. Along these
lines, at certain points in the following narrative I will
offer interpretations of actions I took as the
administrator of the program, which I hope will contribute
to an understanding of how an administrator's "mindscape"
shapes practice.
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Adoption of the Innovation
Background and Motives to Adopt
In May 1991 the author accepted a position as the
administrator of the Immigration and Refugee Services
Program of a large social services agency in New Orleans
after completing the course work requirements for a
doctoral degree in educational leadership and research at
LSU. My new job description included managing six different
grant programs providing an array of services to refugees
and immigrants in the New Orleans area. Such services
included ESL classes, employment counseling and placement
services, health screenings, and immigration legal
services. As program administrator I was also responsible
for supervising a diverse staff of some twenty-three
employees. For the next two years thoughts of researching a
topic for my dissertation project were put on the back
burner as I focused my energies on meeting the many
challenges my new job with Immigration and Refugee Services
presented to m e .
In the summer of 1993 I began to explore a program of
reading in search of a suitable topic for my dissertation.
When I first began working at the agency in 1991, I had
briefly considered CALL for use in our ESL program, but was
disappointed in the available software. Most ESL software
at that time consisted of drill and practice exercises
focusing on discrete grammar points or text manipulation
activities, and was geared for university level students.
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One of che greatest needs of the students in the
Immigration and Refugee Services ESL program was to achieve
survival level English, involving the development of basic
listening,

speaking, and literacy skills and the vocabulary

to function in everyday life. In 1991 transportability
between IBM compatible hardware was a particular problem
for sound interface cards, making the delivery of programs
with an aural component extremely difficult.

(The agency

only permitted the use of IBM compatible hardware and
software.) Therefore I was not focusing on CALL as a
research topic when I began to resume work on my graduate
studies in the summer of 1993. Having been immersed for the
previous two years in the issues facing refugees and other
immigrants to the United States, my research interests
began to take shape around other aspects of immigrant
education.
After several months of reading, I was leaning towards
an investigation involving the schooling of immigrant
children. On October 10, 1993, I made a preliminary site
visit to a primary school serving an almost equal number of
Vietnamese and African-American children. That event was
pivotal in helping me to focus my research topic, but in an
unexpected way. The principal of the primary school was
most gracious in her hospitality. The tour of her school
lasted almost two hours, during which time we visited
briefly every classroom in the building. Afterwards I found
myself completely overwhelmed by the thought of trying to
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make sense out of all there was to understand in that new
environment, especially when I had so little time to spare
during school hours.
Like a bolt of lightning I realized that it was
unrealistic for me to think I could spare the energy or
time on any research project which would take me away from
my own work.

(Perhaps many educators who desire to

undertake a research project come to the same conclusion,
and sooner than I did.) This realization lead me to the
following decision: I would conduct research that would
involve and hopefully improve upon some aspect of an
educational program I administered. It was then back to the
drawing board for a research topic.
It was following a meeting later that month with the
person who would eventually become my committee chair that
I began to seriously reconsider CALL as a possibility for
the Immigration and Refugee Services ESL program. My
interest in computer-assisted learning had been piqued by a
research project I had participated in as a graduate
student, and I was still intrigued by the possibilities
computers could afford learners in our ESL program. Dr.
MacGregor was confident that the technology existed to
provide a rich language learning environment for second
language learners and urged me to explore recent
developments in educational software.
After our meeting,

I decided to seriously examine CALL

more in-depth. During the next few months as I began to
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explore the literature on CALL and the current state of ESL
software and hardware, I was excited to learn about the
multi-media CD-ROM programs that were on the market. One of
the first I looked at was English Express, which contains
hours of digitized speech and presents high frequencyvocabulary words with color photographs in an interactive
context.
I began to make more frequent visits to our ESL
classes to see what role CALL could play, and was struck by
the special challenges that the open-entry, multi-level
aspects of the program presented to teachers and students.
At one class I observed a middle-aged couple who had
arrived in the U.S. from Vietnam only a few weeks before.
This was their first time in class, and they understood
virtually no English. The teacher had the couple sit at a
table with other low-level beginning students who had been
in the class for several months. She then resumed leading
the group in an exercise in asking for and following
directions using simplified street maps. I thought to
myself, this is "teaching English by osmosis". The new
couple could not follow what was being presented, yet how
could the teacher drop everything and attend to their
specific needs? Later I reflected that a potential role for
computers in such a situation might be to individualize
instruction to newcomers.
My observations continued through the spring and by
the summer of 1994 I was sure CALL would be a benefit to
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the program as well as an interesting and worthwhile
research project. This mindframe and other emerging factors
lead me to begin writing computer costs into two grant
proposals I was submitting.
In February 1994 the grant manager for one of the two
refugee employment programs I administered requested that
we consider using an another approach for preparing
refugees for the work force. The grant project in question
was at the time designed as an on-the-job-training (OJT)
program in which employers were reimbursed for hiring
refugees. Over the years local employers had come to
appreciate the hard work they could expect from refugee
employees and were eager to hire our clients, therefore the
incentives provided by the OJT program had become
unnecessary.
At the same time that changes in the OJT program were
being requested, interest in English classes among the
refugees and immigrants in the community was growing,
fueled in large part by Congress threatening to deny non
citizens access to federal benefits such as food stamps and
Medicaid. The grant manager, whom it is important to note
has a strong background in ESL teaching and research,
agreed with me that CALL would be a better use of the
available funding than OJT. He, too, was intrigued by the
potential for CALL in teaching English to refugees. It was
then decided to re-structure the program in question from
an OJT program to an ESL program. The new program would
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complement the ESL program already in existence by
providing for the hiring of two more teachers at our two
largest class sites as well as the installation of computer
learning labs at those sites.
The projected start-up date was October 1994. I also
included computer costs in another grant to provide after
school tutoring to at-risk Vietnamese teens in New Orleans
East. Although the first priority for these computers would
be for the kids in the afternoons, I planned to use them in
the adult ESL program in the evenings as well. Funding for
the new youth program also became available in October
1994.
As the reader can see- certain conditions,
coincidences, and motives influenced my decision to
implement CALL in the ESL programs I administered. It has
been noted that educational innovations are not introduced
into a vacuum (Huberman & Miles, 1984). There exists within
any educational setting a web of relationships and
organizational and personal histories that shape the
adoption of the innovation and are in turn impacted by the
innovation. Clearly a major factor here was the
administrator's desire to adopt the innovation.
Upon an in-depth examination of innovation-based
school improvement programs, Huberman and Miles

(1984)

found it worthy to note that in only a few cases did
adoption result from a perceived problem to which the
innovation was seen as a solution. This was the case in my
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study. Teachers were not calling out for help dealing with
the constant influx of low English proficiency students,
nor were students demanding that the program provide them
with the computer skills to gain an edge in an increasingly
high-tech work environment. Nevertheless, I could see where
CALL could enhance the quality of instruction in the
program and better prepare students for the work force.
My motives for opting for CALL in the program were
multiple, not the least of which was my personal goal of
completing my Ph.D. studies. In the same study, Huberman &
Miles report that in almost half the cases they looked at
the incentives for adoption of an innovation by users were
tied up with career advancement plans. I admit that is the
case with the administrator here. I would have pursued CALL
as a worthy addition to our ESL program had I not chosen to
focus on its implementation as a research topic, but not
with the determination and commitment that I devoted to the
project to be examined here. Whereas the program benefited
from the implementation of the innovation, I also benefited
from the research I was able to conduct.
Huberman and Miles

(1984) concluded that although too

many career-driven motives can cripple an innovation, too
few deprive a project of the energy to follow it through to
stable continuation. I believe my admitted self-interest in
seeing the innovation through ultimately contributed to the
innovation's success. As I continue with
implementation process,

the story

ofthe

I will strive to be honest

inthe
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special challenges that the dual role of administrator and
researcher presented to me.
Preparation for the Innovation and Pre-Study Analysis
In June 1994 I began to make focused observations of
the ESL class sites within the program. Spradely's
Descriptive Question Matrix (1980) provided a general
framework for the questions I asked myself in this pre
study phase. I also began to inform teachers and students
about plans to implement CALL and how the program would
benefit from this. My intentions were to build support for
the innovation and minimize resistance that might arise by
teachers viewing the innovation as coming "out of the
blue". I assured both teachers and students that they would
find the computer programs we would implement to be "user
friendly". Initial reactions were generally positive,
although one teacher insisted she was computer
"illiterate".
Implementation of CALL was due to begin at the start
of the new contract year in October 1994, but was delayed
by bureaucratic entanglements. A signed contract from the
state, required before any purchases could be made for the
program, was not received until late December. The lengthy
routing process for approval of a capital expenditure
request at the agency was held up unexpectedly by confusion
over assigned costs, and was finally approved February 2,
1995.
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Meanwhile I continued my search for appropriate
software and familiarized myself with the hardware and
network requirements of potentially useful programs. I was
able to contact two refugee programs that were using CALLone in Arlington, Virginia, and another in Kansas City,
Missouri. Their CALL specialists provided helpful
recommendations regarding software selection. However, both
these programs were using CALL in a different way from what
I envisioned for our ESL program. At their CALL sites the
computers were made available in an "open lab" setting
where students were given the option to drop in and use the
computers at their convenience. Thus, issues of teacher
training and integration of CALL lessons into the teaching
curriculum were not as salient as they would prove to be
for our program.
The person responsible for programming and installing
PC's at the agency found himself overwhelmed by other
projects, and was not ready to take on the task of ordering
the hardware for the project until early March 1994.
Finally in mid-March the computers arrived. By then
teachers and students were beginning to doubt if they would
ever see computers in the program. I had to assure them
this was not the case, although I was beginning to have
doubts myself.
By February I had decided I would study implementation
of CALL in the evening classes in Versailles Gardens,
instead of the morning classes in Versailles Gardens or the
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evening classes in Marrero (on the West Bank of the
Mississippi), the second CALL site in the grant project.
Several factors influenced this decision, access being the
greatest one. By conducting research in the evenings after
work I would be free to devote to the project the many
hours of fieldwork it would require. Additional hardware
and software purchased for the tutoring component of the
new program for at-risk Vietnamese teens, also
headquartered in

the Versailles Gardens office, would be

available to the

ESL classes in Versailles Gardens.

Therefore I felt

there would be more and varied

opportunities to

learn aboutCALL at the Versailles Gardens

classes. Finally, it appeared as though the program was not
going to be able to renew its lease in the West Bank site,
which indeed turned out to be the case. I decided not to
order computers for the Marrero program until a secure site
with a long-term lease could be arranged for.
In early February 1994 the teacher for the advanced
beginners class in Versailles Gardens resigned from the
program due to a progressively worsening health condition.
Her attendance had become erratic and the number of
students in her class had dropped to only three students.
At approximately the same time the Marrero night teacher
resigned to take a teaching position in the evenings at a
local university.
In February the ESL coordinator and I began to
interview potential applicants for the two sites. For the
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Versailles Gardens site I was looking for someone who would
be comfortable with computers and who would be receptive to
incorporating CALL into her/his teaching. I also realized
it was critical for the project as well as my research
study to find a person who would be reliable and stay with
the job. As is often the case when the ESL program has to
fill a part-time teaching position, none of the candidates
had previous professional experience in teaching ESL.
Alice, however, had volunteer experience teaching ESL to
adult refugee women in Portland and had, in her words,
"grown-up with computers". She also appeared eager to take
the job and was very interested in working with CALL. One
issue I did not want to have to struggle with if I could
avoid it was having to convince a teacher of the merits of
using the innovation. I also wanted to work with someone
whom I thought would be able to take advice and criticism
well. The ESL coordinator and I decided to hire Alice to
teach the advanced beginners' class in Versailles Gardens.
She taught her first class on March 7, 1995.
Another major actor in this case study was Mr. Quoc
Nguyen, the teacher of the low beginner's evening class in
Versailles Gardens. Mr. Quoc had been teaching ESL to
refugees for Immigration and Refugee Services since 1979.
He is a small man, gentle in his actions and speech. His
daytime job was teaching science to fourth graders at a
local primary school. After his school day ended, he
tutored in an after-school program at a local church, where
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he was an active member and respected leader. Teaching ESL
at the Versailles Gardens Community Office was his third
job of the day, although one would never have guessed it by
observing his ESL classes. He came well-prepared,

and

presented his lessons with energy and enthusiasm.
Mr. Quoc's lessons were teacher-centered, but he
managed very well to maintain the attention of his entire
class. A key factor in his teaching success was how
comfortable and enjoyable he was able to make his classes
for his students. As it was not unusual for students in his
class to have had limited and sometimes negative
experiences with formal learning, this was no small feat.
His lessons were often punctuated with laughter, he did not
mind "playing the fool" if it helped engage his students in
language acquisition.
Quoc had limited previous computer experience
involving primarily word-processing packages. Because his
classroom at the grade school was not considered secure (it
was located in a trailer) , he was not using computers in
his math teaching.

In my early discussions with Quoc about

CALL, he was open to trying the innovation, but not
enthusiastic. I did not sense resistance, however, and I
was looking forward to working with someone as experienced
as he was in teaching ESL to Vietnamese refugees.
No one was more relieved than I when the computers
were finally set up in the Versailles Gardens site in midApril 1994. The first teacher's workshop was held April 24,
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1994. Students in the advanced class were introduced to the
computers the following day.
Introduction of the Innovation
At the first teachers' workshop a considerable amount
of information was covered. I continued with the teachers
our earlier discussions of my hopes for CALL for the
program- how it could be a valuable tool to enhance their
instruction and a means to introduce their students to an
increasingly important technology. I emphasized, however,
that it was up to the teachers to determine the best use of
CALL in their teaching, and that I was there to give advice
and support. Quoc and Alice decided that evening that they
would prefer to assign students their CALL lessons rather
than opt for a more autonomous approach where students
themselves would select which lessons to do. Neither
teacher felt comfortable yet with their students exploring
software they were not yet familiar with.
Next, how to schedule CALL use was decided. The
program offered ESL classes Monday through Thursday from 6
p.m. to 8:15 p.m. I informed the teachers they could each
have access to the lab two evenings a week, although I
would require only one evening in the computer lab each
week for each class. I took it as a positive sign that both
teachers agreed to have their students use the lab two
evenings a w e e k .
I then presented options for scheduling. At the time
Alice's class was averaging about 10 students an evening,
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Quoc's about 16. The lab room was small and crowded and
could comfortably accommodate only eight students at a
time. Therefore neither class could fit in the lab all at
one time. I explained that on their assigned computer
nights an option would be to send half of one's class to
the lab at the start of class, work with those students for
an hour in the computer lab, dismiss them, and then work
with the second half of the class in the lab during the
second hour. I pointed out that a downside to this
arrangement would be that overall instructional time in the
program would be reduced. I suggested that as a second
option that the teacher work with half his/her class in the
classroom while the other half worked in the lab under my
supervision. The teachers agreed with me that this would be
a better use of the innovation and this scheduling option
was put into effect first.
Teachers then received their own loose-leaf binders
containing copies of the instructions for operating the
software programs and descriptions of the contents of the
various lessons. At this early stage of the implementation
process I figured the teachers would want concrete,
specific information- what the lessons were about and how
to operate them. I also wanted to make learning about and
planning CALL lessons as convenient as possible. With the
information I had given them they could prepare for their
CALL lessons at h o m e .
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Although our time was running short, I did not want
the teachers to leave the first workshop without some
hands-on experience with CALL. During the last hour of the
workshop I introduced the teachers to English Express and
gave them a brief overview of how to open and navigate the
program. Quoc seemed overwhelmed by all the new information
and at the end of the evening indicated he was not yet
comfortable assigning his students lessons from the
program. I assured him that I would be spending most of the
first sessions with the students just showing them how to
operate the computers, and that he would have more time to
familiarize himself with the programs at our next teacher
workshop, which I had already scheduled for the end of the
following week.
Although I sensed Quoc's anxiety, I had been
discouraged by all the delays in starting up the project,
and was eager to get it going. Thus pre-implementation
preparation and training were limited. I planned to make up
for this by scheduling teacher workshops frequently during
the early stages of the project.
Summary of Problems/Barriers. Solutions, and
Administrator's Roles During the Adoption Phase
One of the original research questions for this study
asked "What roles must the administrator assume during the
process of implementing the innovation?". As the above
narrative details, the need to assume several
organizational roles emerged for me during the adoption
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phase as I sought solutions for the problems and barriers
facing the implementation of the innovation. These issues
are summarized in the matrix contained in Table 4.1.
The first barrier to implementation of CALL was an
obvious lack of resources for the proposed project. In the
role as resource generator I wrote costs for computer
hardware and software into two grants. Once funding became
available, the identification of software appropriate for
the needs of our student population became paramount. In
the role of curriculum coordinator, I studied software
reviews, spoke with other refugee service providers who
were using CALL, visited software fairs, and tried out
sample programs. I then allocated funding for the purchase
of software that appeared promising.
Out of my concern for the security of the CDs I had
decided before the project began to centralize the software
library in the closet containing the server, which could
only be accessed by the teachers. As the facility was
located in a high crime neighborhood, again in the role of
resource allocator I had a burglar alarm system installed
before the computers were brought to the site. In the role
of catalyst/initiator I made frequent site visits before
the innovation was introduced to build support and
enthusiasm for the project.
I believe my active role in the implementation process
made for a smooth coordination of most of the above duties.
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Table 4.l
Problems/Barriers Encountered During Adoption and Early Implementation. Solutions, and
Administrator Roles
Phase
Prc-Implanentntian/Adoptian
Oct. 1993-April 26,1995

Early Implementation
April 2 7 .1995-June 16,1995

Problems/Barriers

Solutions

Administrator Roles

1. W rite grants
2. Researched, identified, and purchased appropriate software
3. Secured facility with theft prevention devices.

1. Resource generator
2. Curriculum designer, Resource allocatur
3. Resource allocator

Built support and cnthusiasn for project through frequent site
visits and discussions with teachers

Catalyst/Initiator

1. Provided more computer access to Alice

1. Personnel manager

2. IVovided ill-going support aud scheduled frequent workdiops

2 Teacher trainer

1. Teacher trainer ond persimncl manager

2. Lack of opportunities to communicate with teachers

I .Provided and discussed information on 2L learning principles in
relation to CALL, requested mure input and coaching from ESL
coordinator
2. Developed dialog journals

3. Attendance swells in June and July

3. Changed schedule so that 3 groups to the lab each evening

Technological and climatlcat problems
1. Units freeze up, printer won't work, programs perfonn
too slowly, sound levels too loud/soft
2. Noise level in lab too high

1. Taught students and staff to cancel minor technical problems,
otAoined assistance from PC specialist for mere serious problems
2. Ordered headsets for all users

Resource Problems
1. Lack of funding for hardware and software
2. Need for educationally appropriate software
3. Facility in high crime neighborhood
Barriers stemming from non-use
Teachers lade awareness of and commitment to CALL
Problems stemming from implementation design
1 T eacher lack of ownership
■negativity and skepticism from Alice
2. Teacher lack of undeisla]ding
- anxiety of Quoe, am fusiin of Alice
Contextual problems
1.Teacher lacks understanding of 2L learning principles

Problems stemming from newness o f the innovation
PROGRAMATICIEVEI.:
1. New very advmccd students start dropping in the
program just to try out the computers
2. General feeling of “unsctllcdncss"
CLIENT LEVEL:
1. New beginner students arc anxious, do not understand
lab monitor's instructiens

(. Requested bilingual counselor give instructions in Vietnamese
to first group of beginners, later encouraged experienced students
to teach newcomers
2. Developed step-by-step instructiens in Vietnamese
3. Developed handout end had it translated into Vietnamese
recommending learning strategies to use with CALL

1. Technical trainer and pcrstnnc) manager
2. Resource allocator

1. Gatekeeper/Policy formula!or
2. Team member
1. Persmnel manager, leather

2. Teacher
3. Teacher
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2. Some students canncl gel the hong of navigating a
major software package
3. Some students appear not to be using CALL effectively

1. Developed policy requiring a student to attend class 4 limes
before use of computers permitted.
2. Project team assumed "grin and bear it" attitude

2. Facilitator of reflective practice sa\d
communicatiixi
3. Resource manager
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Early Implementation: April 26. 1995. to Mid-June. 1995
Teacher Concerns
To gain a deeper understanding of how the teachers
were experiencing the changes that computer-assisted
learning was bringing to the program, at different times
during the course of the research project I asked Quoc and
Alice to share with me their concerns about CALL. The
feedback they provided me on this issue also enabled me in
my role as the program administrator to better assist them
in coping with and/or resolving the problems that the
innovation had generated.
The innovation user concerns captured by the Stages of
Concern About an Innovation (SoC) model developed by Hall,
Wallace, and Dossett (1973) were evident in this study. The
SoC model identifies seven distinct stages of user concerns
during innovation implementation (see Table 4.2). The model
predicts that initial concerns about an innovation are
somewhat egocentric,

involving questions about what the use

of the innovation actually entails and how it will affect
the user personally. After these "self" concerns are
resolved, users become more concerned about "tasks"
relating to the use of the innovation. Following the
resolution of issues of task the user then becomes more
concerned with the "impact" of the innovation on her
students.
Whereas the SoC authors initially suggested that user
concerns about an innovation occur in a developmental and
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Table 4.2
Stages of Concern About the Innovation

Stage
0

Awareness

Description
Little concern about or involvement with the innovation indicated

1 Informational

A general awareness of the innovation and interest in learning more
detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be unworried about
himself/herself in relation to the innovation. She/he is interested in
substantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless manner such as
general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

2

Personal

Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation, his/her
inadequacy to meet those demands, and his/her role with the
innovation. This includes analysis o f his/her role in relation to the
reward structure of the organization, decision making and
consideration of potential conflicts with existing structures or personal
commitment. Financial or status implications of the program for self
and colleagues may also be reflected

3 Management

Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using the innovation
and the best use of information and resources. Issues related to
efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling, and time demands are
utmost.

4

Consequence

Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on students in his/her
immediate sphere of influence. The focus in on relevance of the
innovation for students, evaluations of student outcomes, including
performance and competencies, and changes needed to increase student
outcomes.

5 Collaboration

The focus is on coordination and cooperation with others regarding use
of the innovation.

6

The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits from the
innovation, including the possibility of major changes or replacement
with a more powerful alternative. Individual has definite ideas about
alternatives to the proposed or existing form o f the innovation.

Refocusing

Note. From "A Manual for Assessing Open-Ended Statements of
Concern About an Innovation," by B.W. Newlove and G.E.
Hall, 1976, p. 11. Published by the Research and
Developmental Center for Teacher Education of the
University of Texas, Austin.
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sequential pattern, in a later study Hall and George (1978,
cited in Huberman and Miles, 1984) observed various levels
of on-going concerns within new users. In a comprehensive
study of school innovations Huberman and Miles

(1984) found

evidence for a linear, orderly progression of user concerns
"mixed." In this study the concerns the two project
teachers expressed about the innovation evolved in
differing ways.
In the week following the first teacher workshop on
April 24 I requested that the teachers respond to the
following question in their journals: "When you think about
using CALL in our ESL program, what are you concerned
about?" Mr. Quoc, who had been teaching ESL for 16 years,
answered this question in a way that indicated an advanced
stage of user concerns about an innovation according to the
SoC model. At this early phase of the implementation
process his concerns focused largely on the welfare of this
students. Alice had been employed as an ESL teacher for
only one month when the computers were introduced in the
program. Her initial concerns were more personal- and
involved her instructional role vis a vis the innovation.
Quoc initially listed seven aspects of the innovation
that concerned him. At the top of his list was his concern
for the comfort level of his non-literate students, who
"never touched a computer before in their lives and are
scared to break it". Another Stage Four concern he
expressed was an overall concern for the relevance of the
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innovation for his students: "How much the programs used
will benefit my students?" Quoc also had several concerns
regarding the overall management of the innovation (Stage
Three of the SoC) , including concern for the choice of
appropriate software for beginner level students, the need
for immediate technical assistance for technical problems,
and continuation of funding to maintain a computer learning
laboratory. He expressed only one Stage Two concern- which
was his personal concern for the length of time it would
take him to learn the programs.
While typing up the teachers' journal for data entry I
realized that responding to their concerns in writing could
serve to address their concerns and improve communication.
During the early weeks of the project the teachers and I
were so busy just trying to get the innovation off the
ground that we rarely had time to talk with each other.
Almost every night a new student entered the program, which
contributed to the general feeling of unsettledness that
the introduction of the innovation had created. We could
not easily discuss implementation issues before class as
both teachers had other jobs and arrived at the class site
only a few minutes before classes were to begin. By 8:15
p.m. we were all eager to call it a day. By addressing the
teachers' concerns directly in their journals a written
dialog developed between the teachers and myself which
helped me to respond better to the teachers' concerns and
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which helped the teachers to gain a clearer understanding
of

what I hoped could be accomplished with CALL.
When

I responded in Quoc's journal to the concerns he

had raised I tried to assure him of the stability of the
program and the appropriateness of CALL for his students.
However, his students' early experiences with CALL seemed
to

dispel many of the reservations he had been feeling. He

could see

that his students were enjoying learning with

computers and the feedback he was receiving from his lower
level students assured him that I was making them feel
comfortable in the computer lab. He was also enjoying
working with a smaller group of students in the classroom
while his other students were in the lab with me, and felt
this arrangement was particularly beneficial to his lower
level beginners.
By late May I had begun to notice that some of the
beginning level students did not appear as engaged in their
CALL lessons as students in the advanced class. Lack of
student interest was not a concern for Quoc, however, as he
felt that the vast majority of his students enjoyed and
benefitted from their CALL sessions.
In the pre-implementation phase Alice had expressed a
high level of enthusiasm for computer-assisted learning. In
an interview conducted April 22 she rated the importance of
her students learning basic computer skills as a 4.5 on a
scale of 5. Therefore I had anticipated that Alice would be
very receptive to implementing CALL in the ESL program. She
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first responded to my question about CALL use in the
program in her journal on May 2, approximately one week
after CALL had been introduced to her students. Her reply
indicated to me that she was experiencing major misgivings
about the innovation, which surprised and troubled me.
Her major concern at this early phase of the
implementation process was her role as the classroom
teacher in relation to the innovation, a Stage Two concern
on the SoC. After just one week of CALL use she was
uncomfortable with what she considered a lack of continuity
between the classroom and the computer lab. She felt by not
being in the lab with her students she could not "connect"
with the CALL lesson she herself had assigned or "see
issues and questions" as they arose. In a journal entry two
weeks later she noted that the transition to CALL was
feeling "abrupt". She again expressed her discomfort with
what she termed "lesson/lab continuity" and expressed the
need to spend more time in the lab to "get a feel" of how
CALL and her classroom instruction could work together.
Alice also began expressing major doubts regarding the
validity of CALL as an instructional method, an SoC Level
Four concern. In a journal entry dated May 2 she wrote that
her students had developed a "romanticized image" of
computers which she felt might be working to prevent
effective learning: "This notion has taken over for many
and may be keeping them from really applying the
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information they are getting from the computers into
lessons and perhaps even daily life."
Alice also had concerns about the effect of CALL on
her students' overall psychological well-being. She was
worried that her students, especially the younger students,
were becoming competitive in the lab, which she considered
a negative development. She feared that CALL would create a
damaging inequality among the students: "I am concerned
that some will excel very quickly while other stay at lower
levels thus creating inequality- an inequality that is
somehow more sensitive for the students than class
activity." By the seventh week of the innovation she began
to doubt if her students were learning anything at all
during their CALL lessons. As proof she noted that they
could not name the verbs they had just studied in the lab
during a review lesson in the classroom.
What seemed incongruous about the reservations Alice
was expressing about CALL was the high level of enthusiasm
her students were demonstrating for using the innovation.
Many of the advanced students appeared engrossed in their
CALL lessons and seemed to be taking great pride in the
tasks they were mastering on the computers. They were often
reluctant to leave the lab and several times her students
skipped their breaks so they could come to the computer lab
early.
During the second week of the implementation process I
shared with the teachers preliminary results of a survey of
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student attitudes towards learning with computers I had
conducted May l . These results served to confirm my early
observations about student interest in CALL. On average
Quoc's students indicated a desire to spend 4.42 hours out
of 9 instructional hours a week in the computer lab.
Alice's students desired to spend even more time in the
computer lab- an average of 5 hours a week. I soon began to
sense that the advanced students' ardent interest in
working with the computers was a source of some of the
problems Alice was experiencing.
Upon further reflection and in later discussions with
Alice, I came to see that several factors contributed to
her discomfort with CALL during the early weeks of the
innovation. First, the pre-implementation training Alice
had received had been weak- she was provided only one
workshop before the innovation began. Because Alice had not
had the time to learn the contents of the programs, it was
hard for her to understand how the CALL lessons she was
assigning her students could actually benefit her students'
learning English or how she could integrate that learning
into her classroom teaching.
A second factor that impeded smooth implementation of
CALL for Alice was her lack of teaching experience. Alice
was still very new to the complex practice of teaching a
second language. Although she brought to her teaching
considerable energy and enthusiasm, she was only in the
early stages of constructing her understanding of how
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students learn a second language and her teaching skills
were still that of a novice. I came to see how it could be
harder for her than an experienced teacher to figure out
how CALL could fit into her instructional routine as she
was still in the process of building her teaching
repertoire.
A third major factor impeding Alice's feeling
comfortable with CALL was that the approach I had taken to
implementation had resulted in her feeling a lack of
ownership in using the innovation. When I shared with her
the results of the first survey I sensed that her feelings
were hurt by her students wanting to spend so much time
with the computers. I also perceived that at a certain
level she might have felt "left out" that her students were
excited about a way of learning that she still knew very
little about and was not heavily involved in providing. It
was this problem area I decided to address first.
During the first eight weeks of the implementation
process I had served as the computer lab monitor. In this
role I was the only person who worked with the students in
the lab- teaching them how to use the computers and
responding to their questions about the lessons. In my
vision of how CALL could best be implemented, I thought the
teachers should be freed from the somewhat tedious chore of
teaching students how to operate the computers and instead
continue to focus their efforts on classroom teaching. As
both classes were so large, it also appeared more efficient
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to me to have the teachers work with one group of learners
in the classroom while the other half worked with me in the
lab learning how to operate the computers.
Whereas Quoc was very comfortable with sending half
his class down the hallway to work with me in the lab,
Alice was never very comfortable with this arrangement,
although she had initially agreed it was the better
scheduling option. It took me several weeks to finally
realize that my plan for CALL implementation was not
compatible to Alice's needs or teaching style. At a
teacher's workshop on June 16 the lesson/lab continuity
issue for Alice began to meet with some resolution when
Alice and I agreed that she start spending every Tuesday in
the lab with her students.
Problems. Solutions, and Administrator's Roles
The matrix contained in Table 4.1 outlines the kinds
of problems and barriers encountered during early
implementation of CALL, the solutions or coping strategies
that were developed to deal with them, and the roles the
administrator assumed during these first eight weeks of the
implementation process. Upon analysis and reflection,
certain problems and barriers to the implementation process
appeared to stem from the following sources: implementation
design, newness of the innovation, and program context. At
the client level students were encountering problems
operating machines as new and unfamiliar as computers that
required interventions which were also provided by the
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administrator- serving largely in the role of teacher.
Additionally, certain technological and climatical issues
had to be addressed to get the computers to work properly
and make the lab a comfortable place to work.
Problems stemming from implementation design.
As discussed above, the teachers' lack of
understanding of the CALL programs, as well as the lack of
ownership Alice felt for the innovation, stemmed in part
from the limited front-end training they had received. In
the roles of personnel manager and teacher trainer I
responded to these problems by allowing Alice more time in
the lab with her students and by scheduling and leading
four teacher workshops in the first eight weeks of the
project.
Contextual problems.
In my discussions with Alice about the problems she
was experiencing with CALL I began to realize she still had
much to learn about second language learning. A major focus
of the software being used in the program at the time was
teaching new vocabulary, but Alice seemed to lack an
understanding of how new vocabulary is learned. For
example, she could not understand why her students could
not demonstrate mastery of the new vocabulary words they
had been exposed to in the computer lab for only sixty
minutes. She was also spending considerable time in class
trying to explain concepts or ideas presented in CALL
lessons without eliciting production from her students.
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I discussed these issues with Alice, and I also sought
advice from the ESL coordinator, an ESL professional with a
Master's Degree in Applied Linguistics and over ten years
experience teaching ESL. Jennifer was a gifted teacher. She
was hired as the ESL coordinator only one year prior, and
this was her first job supervising teachers. In the short
time she had been with the program she had shown a
remarkable gift in analyzing and coaching teacher
performance, and had already begun discussions with Alice
on these and other pedagogical issues after conducting two
classroom observations of Alice's teaching. In the role of
personnel manager I requested that she continue to provide
Alice with support and advice, and we both encouraged Alice
to read more of the second language learning literature. I
also began providing the teachers with research articles on
CALL and second language learning strategies at the teacher
workshops. Nevertheless, the focus of the workshops and in
my discussions with the teachers in this early phase of the
project continued to be technical mastery of the programs.
Communication between the teachers and myself was
improved somewhat when in the role of facilitator of
communication I began to respond in the teachers' journals
to the concerns they were expressing about the innovation.
The dialog journals also helped us to reflect more on the
teaching and learning that CALL was facilitating.
When attendance swelled in June and July, in the role
of resource manager I devised a plan in which students were
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divided into three groups on their computer nights. This
proved rather awkward for the conducting classroom lessons
and fortunately not soon afterwards attendance dropped to a
manageable level when a large group of younger students
resumed their studies at a community college at the start
of the fall semester.
Technological and climatical problems.
The computers each came equipped with a set of
speakers and a headset. At the start of the project I was
uncertain which means of delivering aural output would be
better for the students. Although the headsets had obvious
advantages in terms of privacy of delivery, I was concerned
that the lab monitor would not be able to assist students
adequately if she could not hear what the students were
listening to. The cacophony of music, beeps, and voices
that resulted when eight students worked in the lab with
four sets of speakers soon convinced me of the need to
order headsets for each user.
The lab was also very crowded and warm. This problem
was alleviated somewhat when in the role of resource
manager I had the bookshelves and tape library removed and
placed in the hallway.
Problems stemming from the newness of the innovation
at the programmatic level.
During the first weeks of the innovation as news of
the computers spread through the community a few
individuals, some very advanced in their English
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proficiency, began to enroll in the program, but then
stayed for only a few days. It seems all they wanted to do
was try out the computers. However,

their "dropping-in" was

proving rather disruptive to the program. Alice was having
a hard time including these students in her classroom
lessons, and the lab was already becoming too crowded with
lower level students. In response to what I feared might be
a growing trend, in the role of program gatekeeper and
policy formulator I initiated a policy which required that
students attend class at least four times before they be
allowed to use the lab. This immediately discouraged a few
very advanced students from entering the program. Within a
few weeks for one reason or another "drop-ins" by English
proficient students were no longer an issue, and the policy
was abandoned.
Change always results in some disruption to routine,
expectations, or interpersonal relationships. The
disruption that was inevitable with the installation of a
new technology was compounded in this case study by a
sudden increase in student enrollment to the program in the
early weeks of the project. Attendance in Quoc's class
jumped from an average of 12.53 students a day in May to
17.24 in June. Average daily attendance in Alice's class
was 9.87 in April, 11.6 in May, and grew to 14.94 in June.
During this early phase of the implementation process the
teachers and I struggled to achieve some kind of order in a
climate permeated with a feeling of "unsettledness".
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Although on one hand I was pleased to see so many students
enrolling in the program, on the other hand I was worried
that such a stressful climate would work against the
innovation ever "fitting in". I tried to encourage the
teachers to see the positive aspects of increased interest
in the program, but they were actually coping better than
I. I expressed my appreciation for their flexibility, and I
worked at developing a "go with the flow" attitude about
all the change that was occurring.
Problems stemming from the newness of the innovation
at the client level.
Being hands-on in the computer lab allowed me to see
first hand the problems the students were encountering with
the innovation. In the role of teacher I developed step-bystep written instructions to assist students in opening and
navigating a major software program (see Appendix J) .
I had also observed that some students were not using
CALL as effectively as others. I responded to this
development by composing a list of tips for studying
English on the computers which I distributed to the
students, and I asked the teachers to go over the list with
their students in the classroom (see Appendix K) . The list
included advice on proceeding at one's own pace, monitoring
self-learning by reviewing the lesson before moving on to
the next one, listening to and correcting the pronunciation
of one's partner and working as a team, and asking for help
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when meaning was not clear. Both the list and the
instructions were printed in Vietnamese and English.
Initially it was very difficult to explain to the
beginners how to operate the computers. I sensed that the
anxiety they felt about working with computers was being
compounded by the severe language barrier we were
encountering. Therefore in the role of personnel manager I
requested that the bilingual counselor assist me in giving
instructions to the beginners in the lab during the first
couple of weeks of the implementation process. A few weeks
later in the project this problem of explaining
instructions to new beginning level students was solved by
having other beginners already experienced in CALL use
introduce the computers to the new students.
Later Implementation: Mid-June. 1995. to March. 1996
Teacher Concerns
The decision reached on June 16th to have Alice work
with her students in the lab one night a week turned out to
be a pivotal one for the project. Following that point,
Alice became much more comfortable with the innovation and
her concerns for CALL use in the program greatly decreased.
The implementation process proceeded much more smoothly
from then on.
In an interview conducted August 31 Alice said she was
still "a little" concerned about continuity between the
computer lab and the classroom and that it was something
that she would continue to work on. However, being with her
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students in the lab had "definitely helped" because it had
allowed her to become much more familiar with the contents
of the programs and how her students were experiencing and
processing their CALL lessons. She commented,

"the

information and the knowledge with the time and the
experience,

... [now] my mind is at ease after the panic-

what am I doing here with these computers?"
Having Alice more directly involved with student
learning in the CALL lab also served unexpectedly to
improve her confidence as a teacher. She explained that
being in the lab "has helped... because they now know that
I can use everything and they can rely on me to solve the
problems, it is kind of the continuity of the teacher
[between the classroom and the computer lab]" .
After her personal concerns about her role with the
innovation were met, Alice's concerns about the innovation
quickly evolved into higher stages of concern as described
by the SoC model. In a journal entry in October she
expressed a Stage Five concern regarding teacher
collaboration. She suggested that training could be
improved if the workshops were used as a "forum" for
teachers to collaborate on the lesson plans and routing
activities they had developed to teach with CALL, and that
"input circulating from teacher to teacher would improve
training."
When asked in an interview in December what concerned
her about CALL use in our program Alice responded,

"running
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out of software lessons, them [her students] becoming bored
with the software that we have. Not being able to provide
something new." She felt that CALL use was becoming more
challenging, and she was debating if she would start using
the PLATO software program which provided instruction on
grammatical concepts. In response to these challenges Alice
eventually began to consider new ways to utilize the
innovation- reflecting a Stage Six concern on the SoCwhich ultimately led to more individualized use of CALL by
her students.
As described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, the teaching
tasks facing Quoc were in many ways more complex than the
challenges Alice encountered with her more advanced
students. Although all of Quoc's students possessed only
minimal English communication skills, the range of their
proficiencies was still great. Whereas Quoc would often
find it necessary to prepare different classroom lessons
for his Level One and Two students, Alice almost always
taught the same lessons to all her students. Students also
tended to enter the beginners' class at a greater rate than
the advanced class (there were 42 intakes in Quoc's class
during the course of the study versus 27 in Alice's), which
caused a greater disruption to the continuity of Quoc's
classes. These complexities became factors in the way the
innovation was utilized in the beginners' class, and shaped
the concerns Quoc raised about its use.
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After Quoc's initial concerns about the comfort level
and appropriateness of CALL for his students had been
satisfied, Quoc began to express Level Three SoC concerns
about the best use of the innovation given the wide variety
of English proficiencies amongst his students and the
constant influx of new beginning level students to the
program. In a journal entry in late May Quoc asked for
advice on the best way to introduce new students to the
computers,

"Should we pair them [new students] with the old

students so they can get help from them, or should we work
individually with them to upgrade them to the level of
other students?" He was also concerned about meeting the
various needs of his widely divergent class,

"Should we

limit our students to the same category and level or should
we let them work at their own speed without any
restriction?" This was particularly an issue for his Level
Two students.
We discussed these issues in mid-June and worked
together to find solutions. We were finding that having me
assist new beginning level students on the mouse tutorial
usually resulted in a new student having enough skill to
operate a program, and did not prevent any of the other on
going students from focusing on the day's assignment. At
the next class session it then seemed to work well to
assign the new student with a more experienced computer
user.
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Quoc came to feel that allowing students to pursue
whatever lessons they wished in the lab would make it
difficult for him to review and synthesize CALL lessons in
the classroom. We eventually decided that it would be best
to assign all his students in the same level the same
lesson. For those that finished ahead of the others a
supplemental lesson on roughly the same topic would be
added. Soon after the project began we found that the low
level beginners could only use a limited amount of the
available software, and they almost always were assigned a
different lesson than the Level Two learners.
By September a new concern regarding the use of the
innovation had emerged for Quoc. At this stage of the
implementation process some of his students had been using
CALL for a little over four months. Still newcomers
continued to enter the program, some with little exposure
to English and of course no computer skills. In an
interview conducted September 7 he voiced a concern
regarding what CALL lessons to assign these newcomers in
the lab. He wondered if he should assign them CALL lessons
that had already been covered by the other students or give
all the students in a lab session the same assignment. He
was also concerned about re-assigning CALL lessons that had
previously been utilized by some of his on-going students.
In a discussion that followed we talked about the
complex make-up of his class- how new students could be
more or could be less English proficient than on-going
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students in the program, but how their lack of computer
skills would always result in their need for special
assistance during their first experience with the
computers. We agreed that assigning newcomers CALL lessons
that the other students had studied previously would put
them on a "different page" than what the teacher was
covering in class, and that basically CALL lessons needed
to correspond with what the teacher was presenting in class
to achieve the kind of reinforcement and review of
classroom learning that we had come to envision for CALL.
When it came to assigning on-going students the same CALL
lesson again, we agreed that to a point this would be a
good review, but that eventually it would be necessary for
the program to buy new software to keep CALL lessons fresh
and interesting.
In an interview conducted in December Quoc noted again
how the computers had actually contributed to the
complexity of his class. Students differed in English
proficiency, length of time in the program, and with the
addition of CALL- experience with the CALL programs. Level
of English proficiency did not correspond in any meaningful
pattern with level of CALL experience. Although he felt he
could present previously covered material in class in a new
way, he was still concerned about assigning on-going
students a CALL lesson they had done earlier. By that point
I had not been able to locate any additional CALL software
that was appropriate for the English level of his students.
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This problem eventually found temporary resolution when his
more advanced students agreed to join Alice's class and
other long term students left the program for work-related
issues.
In November the CALL lab for the Marrero program site
on the West Bank was finally installed. To assist in
getting that program off the ground I asked the lab monitor
(who had been hired in July to replace me in the lab) to
work with the beginner level students at the Marrero site
twice a week. This precipitated new concerns for Quoc
regarding computer scheduling. He now had to assist both
lab sessions in booting up, and during classroom lessons he
was sometimes called to the lab to assist with technical
problems. This required quite a bit of running back and
forth for Quoc. He did not come to me to complain about the
situation, but in our December interview admitted that
dealing with this new variation in the organization of the
learning environment was a "struggle".
By early January I felt the Marrero beginners1 class
had been adequately trained in CALL use. I then assigned
the lab monitor one evening a week in the Versailles
Gardens Program and one evening in the Marrero program.
This new schedule still required the beginner level
teachers to assist in the lab on one of their two computer
lab nights. In mid-February I hired a new counselor for the
West Bank. As part of his job responsibilities I decided to
also assign him the duties of lab monitor for the Marrero
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beginners' class two evenings a week. This then freed Quoc
from having to assist in the computer lab as well as to
teach class on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, a change
that he welcomed.
Barriers/Problems. Solutions and Administrator's Roles
Purina Later Implementation
The matrix contained in Table 4.3 outlines the kinds
of problems and barriers encountered during the third
through eleventh months of the implementation process, the
solutions or coping strategies that were developed to deal
with them, and the roles the administrator assumed during
later implementation. Several of the problems and barriers
to the implementation process that were encountered during
this phase of the implementation process can be grouped in
categories that emerged for adoption and early
implementation, i.e.: resource problems; problems stemming
from implementation design; and problems conditioned by
local context. In addition to technological and climatical
type problems seen earlier, the configuration of the lab
also had to be addressed in later implementation.
Resource problems.
By mid-June the dual role of administrator and
researcher was beginning to take its toll on my energy
level and I was no longer interested in working in the lab
three evenings a week. However it was evident that
students, especially those in Quoc's class, still needed
on-going assistance in the lab. In response to these needs
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Table 4.3
Problems/Barriers Encountered Purina Later Implementation. Solutions, and Administrator
Roles: June 17. 1995- March 3. 1996
Problems/Barriers
Resource Problems
1. Administrator no linger has lime to assist in lab, but students in both
classes still need assistance in lab.
2. Need for more educationally appropriate software.
3. Workload of beginners’ class teacher increases whm lab monitor is
assigned lemporariily to West Bank CALI. site.

Solutions

Administrator Roles

1. l.ab monitor is hired and trained.

1. Resource allocator/Leachcr
Trainer
2. Curriculum coordinates',
resource allocator
3. Resource allocator

2. New program added to network August 10.
3. Counselor hired for West Bonk is assisted CAl.l. lab duties.

Problems stemming from implementation design
1. Teachers not familiar with new software, need to discuss inplcmcntaticn
issues.
2. Administrator observes need for teachers to better introduce and review
CALL lessons.

2. Administrator presents ideas on “refining" CALL use at 8th
teachers workAop in November (not very effective)

Contextual Problems
1. Some students in the beginners' class appear to lose enthusiaan for
CALL

1. Administrator checks with teacher, interviews students to ctnfam
that students arc srill interested in 2 hours of CALL a week.

1. Program evaluator

2. Teachers lock informaticn on problems/issues that arise in the lab.

2. Lab Monitor Report Form developed

2. Facilitator of communication

3. Students in beginners class work at vastly different paces in computer lab.

3. Discuss problem with teacher and suggest that extra assignments be
given faster students.

3. Consultant

4. Some students in beginners class no longer want to work with CALI..

4. Administrator confirms with teachers that students be made to feel
comfortable staying in the classoom.

4. Policy fotmulotor/Supervisor

3. As new sludatts continue to enter the program the teacher must re-assign
previously assigned CALL lessens to (it-going students.

3. No solution forthcoming Problem eventually w oks itself out when
“old” students graduate to next class or leave the program.

5. None

6.

6. When scccnd CALL site opens on West Bank administrator
requested that ESL coordinator include discussions of CALL use in
quarterly BSL teacher workdtops.
7. Administrator takes “wait and see" ^iproach. Soon after teacher
resumes normal schedule for computer evenings.

6. Personnel managcr/facilitnlor of
communicatien

Teacher expresses need for more teacher collaborator!

7. Teacher appears to be “slacking oft" in teaching duties by allowing
students to remain in lab the entire evening

1. Scheduled frequent workshops

1. Teacher trainer/facilitator of
communication
2. Teacher trainer

7. Supervisor
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I decided that a new staff position, that of CALL lab
monitor, was necessary. In the roles of resource allocator
and teacher trainer I hired and trained an ESL professional
with over ten years of experience teaching a second
language to work as the lab monitor for the Versailles
Gardens ESL site. Sara Southwood began work on July 11.
By the third month of the project it appeared that
most of the software I had chosen to use in the project was
working out quite well. The teachers found the programs
pedagogically sound and appropriate for our student
population, the students were enjoying working with the
programs, and except for one program, the software we had
purchased proved compatible with our system requirements. I
had intentionally not purchased a large amount of software
to start the project as I felt it more prudent to first
gain an understanding of what worked with our students and
what did not. By July the need to expand our software
library so to provide a larger and more varied choice of
CALL lessons began to emerge.
In the role of curriculum coordinator I was constantly
on the lookout for good software, and had heard about
Rosetta Stone from an ESL teacher in Baton Rouge. This
program had several features we were looking for, such as a
tasked-based approach to listening comprehension (which was
largely lacking in English Express) and it presented many
opportunities for learning grammatical structures in
context. In the role of resource allocator I purchased
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Rosetta Stone which was installed on the network in early
August.

It was an immediate "hit" with both students and

staff.
As described above, the need to assign Sara lab
monitor duties at the new CALL site on the West Bank in
November created a difficult situation for Quoc on his
computer nights. This problem was finally resolved in
February when in the role of resource allocator I assigned
the new West Bank counselor the duties of lab monitor for
the Marrero CALL lab.
Problems stemming from implementation design.
To make up for the lack of front-end training, I
continued to schedule workshops during later
implementation. These workshops also served to increase
communication about the use of CALL in the program and
allowed the teachers time to process information and
explore CALL use with their students from one workshop to
the n e x t .
At the fifth teachers' workshop in mid-July (which was
Sara's first workshop) I taught teachers how to navigate
the PLATO Reading and Writing software package and develop
individualized learning paths for their students by
creating PLATO routing activities. At the sixth teachers'
workshop on August 11th I had hoped to introduce teachers
to Triple Play Plus! which had previously been available
only on the stand-alone PC. Unfortunately an earlier
version of this program known as Triple Play had mistakenly
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been installed by the PC specialist the day before. We
therefore had to work on this version at the workshop,
which nevertheless contained many of the lessons also
available in Triple Play Plus!. The seventh teachers'
workshop two weeks later focused on operating and learning
the contents of Rosetta Stone as well as Triple Play Plus!,
which had finally been installed the previous Friday.
The final teachers workshop of the project period was
held November 16. By that time my concerns for the use of
CALL in the program had begun to shift. In the early part
of the project I had been focusing most of my efforts on
helping the teachers learn the programs and assisting both
teachers and students achieve technical mastery of the
software. I began to realize- somewhat belatedly- by
September that the teachers, especially Alice, needed to
better integrate the language learning that was being
provided through the CALL lessons with classroom learning.
I began discussing these ideas with the ESL
coordinator and the teachers on an individual basis. At the
last teachers workshop of the project period I focused our
discussion on how to better introduce and review CALL
lessons in the classroom. However, by then certain habits
seemed to have become ingrained and I observed little
change in this area. Whereas Quoc was open to incorporating
suggestions I made into his classroom lessons, by midJanuary he said he still had not found the time to do so,
in part because he had not had the assistance of the lab
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monitor. Alice, on the other hand, came to feel that the
assignments she was including in her lab sessions provided
adequate review.

(Integrating CALL into the curriculum will

be discussed more in depth in the next section of the
research findings on Teaching with CALL.)
Contextual problems.
From the beginning of the project students in Quoc's
class tended to be less enthusiastic about CALL than
students in the advanced class. In early August three
beginner level students who complained that the computers
gave them headaches had decided that they no longer desired
to work in the computer lab and asked their teacher to
allow them to remain in the classroom on their computer
nights. I was concerned about these developments, and in
the role of program evaluator I made repeated attempts
throughout the project period to ascertain if CALL was
indeed an appropriate method of instructional delivery for
the students served by our ESL program.
Several times I questioned Quoc and Sara if they felt
the beginners were still interested in working with the
computers and if two hours a week was an appropriate amount
of time for these students to be assigned to the lab. I
also had my bilingual research assistant interview students
to obtain their opinions on CALL and to confirm if they
were still interested in going to the lab twice a week. On
each of the three surveys I administered I included a
question about desired amount of time in the computer lab
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each week as well as questions that explored how students
thought computers were helping them learn English. All the
information I received indicated to me that with the
exception of the those few Level One students who chose to
remain in the classroom, most students in the program
desired to work in the lab at least two hours a week
throughout the project period and believed that computers
were helping them to learn English.
In the role of policy formulator at the start of the
project I had informed the teachers that if any students
desired not to work in the computer lab that they be made
to feel comfortable remaining in the classroom. I confirmed
with Quoc that this policy had been carried out when a few
of his low level students chose to remain in the classroom
on their computer nights. Being the master teacher that he
was, he appeared to have no trouble accommodating this
change in scheduling into his lesson plans on his computer
nights.
While serving as the lab monitor during the first
eight weeks of the project I found it very difficult to
communicate with the teachers about the specific problems
students were encountering in the lab or how far students
had progressed in their CALL lessons. As soon as one group
left the lab I had to assist the new group with the
inevitable problems that occurred while booting up. By the
time class ended at 8:15 p.m. both the teachers and I were
eager to call it a day. To increase communication I
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developed a "Computer Lab Session Student Report" form and
had these printed just before Sara entered the picture in
July (see Appendix L) . On this form the lab monitor could
indicate where students sat in the lab and who their
partners were, how far students progressed in a lesson, the
questions that were asked, problems that arose during the
course of a computer lesson (such as difficulties students
encountered pronouncing certain sounds or confusion over a
grammatical structure) , and any problems or issues that
might have occurred regarding how students were paired.
Both teachers indicated that the information they received
on these forms helped them to better understand what was
occurring in the lab and to incorporate questions that were
raised during CALL lessons into classroom review sessions.
As described above, Quoc had become concerned over how
his students worked at vastly different paces in the
computer lab, and in late June was considering allowing
students to pick and choose their own lessons. In the role
of consultant I advised Quoc to continue to assign students
in the same level the same lesson so to facilitate the
integration of CALL into his teaching curriculum. For those
quicker students who finished ahead of the others, we
agreed that they should be assigned a supplemental lesson
as close in content to the first CALL lesson as possible.
As described above, I was not able during the project
period to provide a solution to the problem Quoc saw in
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having on-going students repeat CALL lessons they had been
assigned several months earlier.
In October Alice expressed the need for more
collaboration between teachers regarding CALL use. At the
time, however, she and Quoc were the only teachers in the
program who had access to a CALL lab, and it had become
apparent that their relationship lacked the dynamics where
they could bounce ideas off each other. This was beside the
facts that the learning needs of Quoc's students were quite
different from her students' and that the advanced students
were able to utilize a wider range of software lessons than
the beginners. Nevertheless, I was eager to accommodate
Alice's suggestion as I believed collaboration between
teachers could only help to improve how CALL could be used
in the program. When the second CALL lab was finally
installed at the West Bank site in November, to facilitate
communication between teachers, in the role of personnel
manager I asked that the ESL coordinator begin to include
discussions on ideas and suggestions for teaching with CALL
in the in-service teacher meetings, which were held every
quarter at the central agency.
When Quoc returned to his full-time teaching duties as
an elementary school teacher at the end of the summer, a
new problem emerged regarding CALL use which presented a
challenge to me in my role as a staff supervisor. When
checking with the lab monitor in mid-September regarding
beginner level students' interest in using CALL, I learned
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that on a few recent occasions Quoc had assigned his Level
Two students the computer lab for the entire evening. I
became worried that Quoc might be "slacking off" in his
teaching responsibilities by using computers as an excuse
not to teach, and by doing so might also be turning off his
students to CALL. After some consideration I decided to
wait and see if indeed this was a trend I needed to be
concerned about or just a temporary aberration. I recalled
the five years I had spent as a classroom teacher, and the
utter exhaustion I had felt at the beginning of the new
school year until I regained my stamina. My decision to
respect Quoc1s needs and the choices he made regarding
computer use turned out to be the correct one. There were
no further incidents of Quoc assigning the lab for an
entire evening after mid-September.
Technological, climatical. and configuration problems.
When the project began I was not certain which of the
software programs we had purchased could best meet the
learning needs of our students. The network version of one
program was quite expensive. Also it was rather advanced,
having been designed primarily for ESL students at the
university level. Therefore I thought it best that we
experiment using the singler-user version of this program
and other software programs I was not sure about on the
stand-alone PCs first before committing funds to purchase
the network versions. However, having the lab configured
with three PCs on network and two as "stand-alones" soon
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began to prove awkward. Therefore on July 7th in the role
of resource manager I had the stand-alone on one of the two
tables in the lab added to the network and had the second
stand-alone permanently moved to the counselor's office
next to the lab (previously it was rolled out of the lab at
the start of class and back into the lab at the end of the
evening).
The new network configuration proved too much of a
stress on the apartment's electrical system and we began to
experience "brown-outs". Therefore in the role of resource
allocator I hired an electrician to rewire the site, which
was accomplished on July 12.
Minor technological "glitches" were an everyday
occurrence with the computers. Sometimes the problems were
minor- like when a unit would freeze up, or the sound level
was off, or when a mouse needed cleaning- and could be
resolved by the teachers or myself. Sometimes, however, the
problems were more serious and we were completely at the
mercy of the agency's PC specialist to come out and make
things right. Emmeth was the busiest man alive, and getting
him to Versailles Gardens often required much pleading and
prodding on my part. On August 10th he installed a new
software program, but at the same time inadvertently
deleted a major software package and installed the wrong
version of another program. In the role of personnel
manager I urged Emmeth to return to the site to correct
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these errors, which fortunately he was able to do within
only one week's time.
The air-conditioning system in the apartment we were
using as our class site was very weak. This caused the
students and teachers discomfort during the warm nights of
the summer season which seemed to last forever in New
Orleans. As uncomfortable as classes were, the warmth
became even more unpleasant when eight to ten students had
to sit jammed together in the computer lab. After frequent
urging from the counselors and myself acting in the role of
program advocators, the landlord finally replaced the airconditioning unit in late October.
The computers proved to be quite popular with the atrisk Vietnamese teens being served in the new Vietnamese
Youth Services Program, which was also headquartered at the
Versailles Gardens site. In the role of resource allocator
I decided to purchase two more computers with the end of
the year surplus of funds in the youth program. These two
units and the stand alone were placed along the east wall
in the counselor's office and added to the network on
October 17, thereby making it possible to have up to
fourteen students on the same computer program at the same
time.
This final configuration proved satisfactory for both
the youth program and the ESL program. It remained in place
until our landlord sold the building in September of 1996.
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The program then moved to a new location in Versailles
Gardens, just one block from our old site.
Effective Implementation Strategies
One of the original research questions of this
research project asked,

"What strategies regarding teacher

training, selection and introduction of new software, and
scheduling computer use prove effective?" I believe the
successes and shortcomings of this project provide
administrators, teachers, and researchers with several
important lessons regarding effective strategies for
implementing CALL in an open-entry, multi-level ESL program
for adult refugees. These are summarized in Chapter V in
the form of recommendations for effective CALL
implementation.
Teaching with CALL
How is the Learning Environment Changed by CALL?
One of the research questions I posed at the
initiation of the project was "How is the learning
environment (e.g. how teachers manage their classrooms, how
teachers organize and conduct their lessons, the nature of
group work) changed by CALL?". The introduction of the
innovation resulted in several changes in the learning
environment for the ESL program in Versailles Gardens. The
addition of the computer lab to the physical environment of
learning and the limitations of the computer lab in terms
of the number of students it could accommodate at one time
required both teachers to initiate major changes regarding
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where and when students were to be taught the two evenings
a week the computer lab was assigned for use by their
respective classes. These logistical changes in turn led to
changes in the organization and content of the lessons the
teachers prepared for classroom instruction.
The need for students to work in pairs in the computer
lab created opportunities for peer tutoring and group
collaboration in the lab. This type of student interaction
in the computer lab was encouraged by Alice, and appeared
to play a role in the development of an orientation towards
collaborative learning in her classroom.
Organization of the Learning Environment/Logistics
Because of the limited number of computers available
for use at the beginning of the project (four units in the
center of the computer lab and one unit against the east
wall of the lab) and the location of the computers in a
room other than the classroom, both teachers had to cope
with a major restructuring of their classes when CALL was
introduced to the program in April 1995. At the beginning
of the project this required that on one's computer night
the teacher send half his/her class to the lab at the start
of the first hour and a half of instruction and work with
the remaining students in the classroom until the start of
the second computer session, at which time the students in
the computer lab changed places with the students in the
classroom. While students were in the computer lab they
often worked in pairs as there were not enough computers
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for students to work by themselves. There they were
supervised by the lab monitor, a role that I assumed for
the first ten weeks of the project.
On Quoc's computer nights he assigned his more
advanced Level Two students the computer lab from about
6:15 p.m. to approximately 7:30 p.m., always choosing to
work with his less proficient Level One students in the
classroom during the first instructional session. From the
project's inception Quoc seemed to relish the new logistics
that use of the computer lab necessitated. He liked
teaching to smaller, less heterogeneous groups and he
especially enjoyed being able to give extra attention and
more individualized instruction to the low English
proficient students during the first class session on his
computer nights.
While working with the Level One students in the
classroom he would often deliver his lesson seated in front
of them in a student desk. In this setting he would speak
in a soft and gentle voice, thus creating a comfortable,
more intimate atmosphere for learning. On one of his
computer nights I observed him with his Level One students
coloring pictures with crayons during a lesson on colors.
Quoc realized that many of his Level One learners had not
been in a classroom setting for many years, and felt that
in his normally multi-level classroom these less schooled
learners were sometimes intimidated or overshadowed by the
more confident Level Two learners. He found that use of the
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computer lab on Wednesday and Thursday evenings created an
ideal opportunity for him to focus more closely on the wide
range of needs of his diverse class by allowing for smaller
groupings of students during classroom instruction.
In contrast, Alice was very uncomfortable with how the
learning environment was initially restructured when CALL
was first introduced to the program. She felt by not being
in the computer lab with her students she could not
understand how they were experiencing CALL or relate to
what they were learning. Although she saw certain
advantages to teaching to a smaller group of students on
Monday and Tuesday nights, the positive aspects of a more
intimate classroom learning environment were still
outweighed by her sense of a "discontinuity" between the
learning that was going on in the computer lab and the
classroom. Alice also felt that splitting the class up on
Mondays and Tuesdays resulted in what she termed "jagged
edges" in her lesson plans for the week. She felt she could
not adequately begin a new lesson or concept on Mondays or
Tuesdays because she could not teach all her students at
one time.
How student time with computers was scheduled and
organized underwent several transformations during the
implementation process as the teachers and I strove to
understand the best use of the innovation for our program
and to accommodate its use with the many vagaries of
delivering instruction in an open-entry/open-exit program.
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Tables 4.4 and 4.5 delineate characteristics of changes in
the organization of the learning environment during the
project period.
In late May and early June attendance in the program
began to swell. Scheduling for the computer lab became very
difficult when attendance for a class was greater than 16
students as only 4 PCs had the software program most in
demand during the early days of the project- English
Express.

(The fifth unit- a stand-alone PC- was set up to

provide programs that were not on the network. However, we
were finding little use for it as the teachers had decided
that they preferred to have all their students study the
same CALL lessons during their lab periods.)
Quoc had 18 students on May 31, 19 students on June 1,
and 22 students on June 5. Attendance in Alice's class
totaled 18 students on May 31, 17 students on June 5, and
16 students on June 6. On June 6 I recommended to the
teachers that they begin to divide students into three
groups on their computer nights. I suggested that the first
group work in the lab from 6 to 6:45, the second group from
6:45 to 7:30, and the last group from 7:30 to 8:30. They
agreed to try this, and in meetings I held with each class
students signed up for one of the three time slots. The new
schedule relieved somewhat the overcrowding in the lab,
however, the schedule rarely worked out as planned as new
students kept entering the program and old students would
come late or not show up at all.
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Table 4.4

Changes in the Organization of the Learning Environment: on Computer Nights During the
Implementation Process: Beginners' Class
Instructional
Session
1st Session:
2nd Session:
1st Session:
2nd Session:
3rd Session:
1st Session:
2nd Session:
1st Session:
2ndSession:

Computer Lab
STUDENTS
STAFF
Level II
Researcher/Admin.
Level 1
Researcher/Admin.
Group A Researcher/Admin.
Group B Researcher/Admin.
Group C Researcher/Admin.
Level II
Researcher/Admin.
Level I
Researcher/Admin.
Level II
Lab Monitor
Level I
Lab Monitor

Classroom
STUDENTS
Level 1
Level II
Groups B and C
Groups A and C
Groups A and B
Level 1
Level II
Level I
Level II

STAFF
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Dec. 13-Jan. 16

1st Sesson:
2nd Session:

Level 11
Level 1

Level I
Level 11

Teacher
Teacher

Jan. 17- Feb. 21

Wednesdays
1st Session:
2nd Session:
Thursdays
1st Session:
2nd Session
1st Session:
2nd Session:

Project Period
April 24-June 6
June 7- June 16

June 17-July 10
July 11-Dec. 12

Feb. 22-Mar. 3

none
none*

Reasons for change in logisitics/supervision

Level 11
Level I

none
none*

Level I
Level II

Teacher
Teacher

Level 11
Level I
Level II
Level I

Lab Monitor
Lab monitor
Lab Monitor
Lab Monitor

Level I
Level 11
Level I
Level 11

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Increase in enrollment results in too many students to
fit in the computer lab in only two sessions
Enrollment decreased so no longer a need for three
lab sessions.
Lab Monitor hired to supervise lab on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays as
administrator/researcher no longer desired to do so
yet students still needed assistance in computer lab
Lab monitor assigned by administrator to assist Level
I and Level II students in the new lab at Westbank
CALL site.
Students at West Bank site adequately trained so lab
monitor begins to split time between West Bank and
beginners' class on Wednesdays and Versailles
beginners on Thursdays

New counselor assigned by administrator to assist in
Westbank lab on Wed.s and Thurs.s, allowing lab
monitor to return to two nights a week with beginners
in Versailles.

‘sometimes Level II students assisted
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Table 4.5
Changes in the Organization of the Learning Environment on Computer Nights Purina the
Implementation Process: Advanced Class
Project Period

Instructional
Session

April 24-June 6

1st Session:
2nd Session:
1st Session:
2nd Session:
3rd Session:
Monday
1st Session:
2nd Session:
Tuesday
1st Session
2nd Session
Monday
1st Session:
2nd Session:
Tuesday
1st Session
2nd Session
Monday
1st Session:
2nd Session:
Tuesday
1st Session
2nd Session
1st Sesson:
2nd Session:

June 7- June 16

June 17-July 10

July 11- Sept. 5

Sept. 6-Oct. 16

Oct. 17-Mar. 3

Computer Lab

Classroom

Reasons for change in logisitics/supervision

STUDENTS
STAFF
Group 1 Researcher/Admin.
Group 2 Researcher/Admin.
Group A Researcher/Admin.
Group B Researcher/Admin.
Group C Researcher/Admin.

STUDENTS
Group 2
Group 1
Groups B and C
Groups A and C
Groups A and B

STAFF
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

Group 1 Researcher/Admin.
Group 2 Researcher/Admin.

Group 2
Group 1

Teacher
Teacher

Group 1
Group 2

Teacher
Teacher

Group 2
Group 1

none
none

Group 1
Group 2

Lab Monitor
Lab Monitor

Group 2
Group 1

Teacher
Teacher

Group 1
Group 2

Teacher
Teacher

Group 2
Group 1

none
none

Group 1
Group 2

none
none

Group 2
Group 1

Teacher
Teacher

Group 2
Group 1
none
entire class

none
none
none
Teacher

Group 1
Group 2
entire class
none

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
none

Too many students to fit in the computer lab in
only two sessions
Enrollment decreased so no longer a need for
three lab sessions. Teacher desires to be in lab
with her students, but not all students can fit into
the lab at one time.

Lab Monitor hired to supervise lab on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays as
administrator/researcher no longer desired to do
so yet students still needed assistance in the lab.

Lab monitor desires to go down to only 2 nights a
week. She and teacher agree that advanced
students no longer needed constant supervision in
the lab.
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3 computers are added to network, set up in coun
selors’ office for total of 7 computers on network.
Entire class can now work on the computers at the
same time.
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Meanwhile the teachers struggled valiantly to
accommodate the various groupings of students into their
lessons plans on their computer nights. The general feeling
of unsettledness that the introduction of CALL had
generated was exacerbated by this sudden fluctuation in
attendance so early in the implementation process.
Nevertheless the staff and I remained optimistic about the
appropriateness of CALL for our student population,
especially since we shared the feeling that the increase in
attendance was partly a result of the interest the
computers had generated in the community.
By late June attendance began to level off, and the
original schedule of two computer sessions an evening was
resumed. For the remainder of the project period Quoc
maintained this schedule on his computer nights.
As described in the earlier section on implementing
CALL, by mid-June Alice had become very unhappy with her
lack of involvement in the learning that was going on in
the CALL lab. We both agreed at the fourth teachers'
workshop on June 16 that a possible solution would be to
have Alice begin working with her students in the lab on
Tuesday nights.
This decision resulted in another change in the
learning environment. Because the computer-to-student ratio
was still too small to accommodate all her students in the
computer lab at one time, Alice chose to assign students in
the classroom lessons that they could do on their own or
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with a partner during the time she was with the rest of her
class in the computer lab. Both the students and Alice
appeared comfortable with the new logistics of the learning
environment for Tuesday nights. Often students who had
worked as partners in the computer lab paired-up for the
collaborative learning tasks their teacher had assigned for
their unsupervised sessions in the classroom.
In mid-June I decided to hire a lab monitor to assist
students in the computer lab as I could no longer keep up
the grueling schedule of assisting students in the computer
lab three nights a week and full-time work as the program
administrator. Originally I had hoped that after the
project got off the ground and students and teachers had
been trained in computer use that it would not be necessary
to have someone oversee the lab. However eight weeks into
the project I began to think this would never be possible,
especially for the students in Quoc1s class. Most of the
beginners still could not open and navigate the software
programs on their own and his more advanced learners often
asked questions about the meaning of new vocabulary or
unfamiliar grammatical structures they encountered in their
CALL lessons.
On July 10 I hired Sara Southwood, an ESL professional
with over 12 years of experience in second language
teaching, to serve as lab monitor in Versailles Gardens
three nights a week: Mondays for Alice's class, and
Wednesdays and Thursdays for Quoc's classes.
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Sara quickly caught on to how the programs operated
and soon established a warm rapport with the teachers and
students. In September when classes resumed at the
university where she was employed as a full-time ESL
instructor she requested a reduction in her work schedule
to two nights a week. At that time both she and Alice
agreed that students in the advanced class no longer needed
constant supervision in the lab, so Sara began coming to
Versailles Gardens on Wednesdays and Thursdays only to
assist Quoc's during their CALL lessons. This resulted in
no major changes to how Alice conducted class on Mondays.
She still worked mainly with her students in the classroom
on Mondays, and would "trouble-shoot" in the lab only when
needed regarding technical problems. She adjusted well to
added chore of going back and forth from the classroom to
the lab, and these interruptions were handled with minimal
disruption to her classroom teaching.
In October the stand-alone and two new computers
(purchased with end of the year surplus funds in the youth
program) were added to the network and placed against the
east wall in the counselor's office which was next to the
computer lab, creating yet another change in the
organization of the learning environment.
Attendance in Quoc's class had dipped so low by then
that he could have easily scheduled the lab for use by all
his students at the same time, nevertheless he chose to
continue to assign his Level One and Level Two students to
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different computer lab periods. Again, the major advantage
he saw in maintaining this schedule was the opportunity it
afforded him to work with similar ability small groups in
the classroom.
The increase in the number of computers on the network
made possible a major change in the logistics of
instructional delivery for Alice on her computer nights.
She was now able to work with all her students at one time
in the expanded lab as well as afterwards back in the
classroom. By December a pattern had developed where she
usually assigned the lab for the first hour of instruction
on Mondays and the last hour of instruction on Tuesdays.
In November I asked Sara to work temporarily as the
lab monitor for the beginners' class in the CALL lab that
had just been installed in the refugee program office in
Marrero on the West Bank. My experience teaching beginning
level students in Versailles Gardens how to operate the
computers had informed me of the need for constant on-going
assistance for low English proficient students new to
computer learning. My plan at the time was eventually to
split Sara's work schedule between the two sites by having
her work one night a week with the beginners' class in
Versailles Gardens and one night a week with the beginners'
class in Marrero. I estimated that after about eight weeks
the beginning level students in Marrero would be computer
proficient enough that their teacher would not have to
spend an inordinate amount of time instructing them on
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basic computer operations. Also our experience in
Versailles showed that by that time the trained students
would likely be able to assist any new students to the
program. As attendance in the Marrero advanced class rarely
totaled more than eight students, the teacher for the
advanced class could easily work with all his students in
the lab at one time and did not need assistance from a lab
monitor.
When Sara left for the West Bank, the refugee program
was not in a financial position to hire another lab monitor
for Versailles Gardens. Although I preferred that Quoc's
students have someone available to offer assistance in the
lab, I felt that for the eight weeks that Sara would be
needed to get the Marrero beginners "up to speed" the
Versailles program could handle the readjustment. I
reminded Quoc that he always had the option of using the
lab just one night a week. I also suggested that he could
consider having his Level One and Level Two students come
at different times on Monday and/or Tuesday nights.
However, he did not want his students to receive less than
their normal hours of instructional time a week and he
still preferred to work with smaller, more homogeneous
groups of students on his computer nights. Therefore he
chose to continue with the original schedule of assigning
Level One and Level Two learners different computer time
slots on Mondays and Tuesdays, working with the alternate
group in the classroom.
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Quoc never complained about this new arrangement, but
he did find it stressful. Unlike Alice, Quoc had to be
present in the lab to ensure that his students booted up
correctly. He also took a more active role in assigning
partners. Because the English language abilities of his
Level One and Level Two students were so different, he
almost always had to assign his two different groups of
learners different CALL lessons. When his Level One
students were in the computer lab, he often asked one of
his more computer proficient Level Two students to stay in
the lab with them to troubleshoot. Occasionally I would
help out as well.
The new logistics that lack of a lab monitor
precipitated required quite a bit of running back and forth
between the lab and the classroom for Quoc. If he ran into
a prolonged problem in the lab, he would sometimes return
briefly to the classroom to assign students there a lesson
to do on their own. Through 16 years of teaching English to
refugees in Versailles Gardens Quoc had become a master at
adjusting to change, and he seemed to cope well with this
new twist in providing ESL instruction to his students.
Nevertheless,

it troubled me to see his workload so

taxed. A solution to this problem appeared to me in
February I decided to assign the newly hired West Bank
counselor lab monitor duties at the Marrero office. Sara
then returned to work in the computer lab for Quoc's
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classes on Monday and Tuesday evenings, and remained there
until the study came to a close in March.
Cooperative Learning
Recent trends in second language (SL) learning
emphasize the importance of active, purposeful
communication on the part of learners. Many SL educators
believe that cooperative learning- defined as those
instructional settings that encourage collaborative,
interactive peer teaching and learning (Chang & Smith,
1991) - is essential in providing students with the quantity
and quality of communicative tasks needed to achieve
fluency in the target language. Long and Porter (1985)
outline five pedagogical arguments for having SL students
work together in small groups. They note that collaborative
group work has the potential for: 1) increasing the
quantity of language practice opportunities,- 2) improving
the quality of student talk; 3) individualizing
instruction; 4) creating a positive affective climate in
the classroom; and 5) for increasing motivation. Long and
Porter contend that psycholinguistic research strongly
supports the notion that the interlanguage talk produced by
students engaged in collaborative learning tasks leads to
second language acquisition.
Bueno and Nelson (1993) found that having language
students work together on CALL programs which provided
contextualized listening tasks seemed to encourage
participatory and cooperative learning behaviors between
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users. Chang and Smith (1991) suggest that the combination
of computer-assisted instruction and cooperative learning
strategies provides students with the type of learning
tasks which facilitate language learning and promote
positive attitudes towards peer learning. These
researchers' findings had piqued my interest in exploring
whether the learning environment in the Versailles Gardens
ESL program, specifically the nature of group work and how
teachers used group work to teach English, had somehow
changed after the implementation of CALL in the program.
Cooperative learning was an important strategy in
Alice's language teaching methodology. She strongly
believed one of her most important tasks as a teacher was
to "empower" her students as learners. She noted in an
interview conducted May 4 that when teaching adults,

"you

are not shaping them like children. Really, you are working
with what is already there, and you are teaching them to
teach themselves." She frequently assigned her students
work to do in small groups in the classroom, such as
writing language experience stories together, role playing
activities, or ice-breaker word games. She felt that such
collaborative learning tasks contributed to her students1
confidence in themselves as learners and created meaningful
opportunities for them to communicate in the target
language.
Quoc, on the other hand, rarely assigned his students
group work. Throughout the years Quoc had often been
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encouraged to implement more student-to-student activities
in the classroom. However, Quoc simply did not like
assigning his students pair work. In an interview conducted
January 4, 1996, I asked him why he chose not to do more
group work in the classroom. He answered that it was not
simply his preference not to, but that of his students as
well. He said,

"When I ask them to work in groups like

that, some of the group just sit there by themself."
Traditionally the teacher leads most classroom
activities in the Vietnamese culture. Although Quoc had
learned many effective teaching strategies throughout the
years, after almost 16 years as an ESL teacher he still had
not adjusted to using small group learning as a means to
teach English.
Students often had to work in pairs in the computer
lab during the first eight months of the project until the
lab was expanded in October. After that point Alice almost
always chose to have students work in pairs regardless of
the number of students in attendance. In contrast, Quoc
only assigned his Level One students partners in the lab
when enough computers were available for students to work
on their own.
CALL seemed to provide students with many
opportunities for interpersonal interaction. I often
observed students in the computer lab, especially the Level
Two students and Alice's students, ask their partners
questions or discuss which response to select, explain new
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vocabulary to their neighbors, or announce to the entire
lab information on how a program functioned or the meaning
of a new language concept.
Alice noted that the problem solving that she observed
in the computer lab was more "serious" than what she had
been observing in the classroom, and was contributing to
students' respecting each other more as teachers and
learners. She felt the cooperation and peer teaching
occurring in the computer lab was "doing a wonderful thing
for the group dynamic in the lab", and even more noticeably
back in the classroom.
I observed both classrooms throughout the project
period. At the beginning of the study Alice's students'
seemed quite uncomfortable working together in small groups
in the classroom, and appeared embarrassed and confused
about what was expected of them. By the end of the study
there was terrific comradery in her classroom. Students
went about pairing up or working in small groups quite
naturally, and rarely spoke to each other in their first
language while performing collaborative learning tasks in
the classroom. Students who worked in pairs in the lab
often chose to be partners in group work in the classroom.
Certainly Alice's emphasis on small group activities and
the bonds of trust that evolved between her and her
students over time are factors that must have played an
important part in the increase in cooperation among
learners in her classroom. Nevertheless, I also share with
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Alice the sense that her students' experience with CALL is
part of the explanation as well.
It was not readily

apparent if the cooperation and

peer teaching occurring

in the computer lab was

transferring in any way

to Quoc's classroom, however,

as he

still rarely assigned group work in the classroom. Thus
ways of organizing his class so that the cooperative
learning that was occurring in the lab could be capitalized
upon in the classroom did not occur. By the end of the
project Quoc did not feel that the innovation had affected
the nature of group work in his classroom. My observations
concurred with this assessment.
What Changes Do Teachers Experience as CALL Becomes a Part
of Their Teaching Repertoire?
Another research question I sought to answer with this
study asked,

"What changes do teachers experience as CALL

becomes a part of their teaching repertoire?" As in
Huberman and Miles (1984) seminal study of educational
innovations in schools, teachers in this study also
experienced repertoire expansion, changes in routine, and
changes in their relationships with their colleagues. For
the less experienced of the two teachers, CALL also served
to enhance self-efficacy.
As the project progressed and the teachers grew in
their knowledge and understanding of the CALL software,
they began to explore ways CALL could best support the
learning goals they had identified for their students. Both
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teachers eventually looked to CALL primarily as a way to
reinforce topics being addressed in the classroom. However,
the significance of the role of CALL in one's teaching
repertoire differed between the two teachers. This had to
do in part with the personalities of the teachers, their
vastly different experiences both in teaching ESL and in
their exposure to computers, and the English language
proficiency of their students. In this section I will
discuss changes the two teachers experienced as a
consequence of the innovation separately.
Changes Alice Experienced
When Alice participated in the first CALL workshop on
April 24, she had been employed as an ESL teacher for
exactly eight weeks.

It is thus difficult to discuss the

changes Alice experienced in her teaching in relation to
CALL as she was so new to teaching when the innovation was
introduced. On June 21 she commented,
because the computers were introduced in the second
month of my teaching I can't say that anything has
been interrupted or dramatically changed as there
wasn't really much that was set or in place. The whole
thing was really developing and evolving very freely
and the computers just really influenced that.
Although Alice was new to teaching ESL when the
innovation was introduced, she was already an "old hand" at
working with computers. As a child she had attended the
first school in the state of Montana to incorporate
computer-assisted instruction into the curriculum. She used
computers throughout her high school and college careers to
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write papers, create graphics, and for e-mail, and she had
completed two computer programming courses. At the
beginning of the project she said , "I have basically had a
lifelong relationship with computers. They have been there
as long as I have been an active learner." Therefore, fear
of computers or "technophobia" was never an issue for Alice
when computers were introduced to the ESL program. In fact,
she expressed a high level of enthusiasm for the new
innovation, and felt fortunate that she was going to have
the opportunity to work with CALL so early in her teaching
career. On May 5 she commented,

"I feel very lucky to have

it at the beginning of my teaching, because I feel it is
just going to benefit what I am able to teach."
The use of CALL in Alice's instructional routine co
evolved with her development as a teacher for the program.
Nine weeks into the project Alice had come to feel that
CALL had become an influential factor in the development of
her class by helping to create "consistencies and routines
and helpful patterns of learning" for her students. By the
end of the study Alice had become so accustomed to
incorporating CALL into her weekly lesson plans that she
felt she "could not imagine teaching English without
computers".
Throughout the study in interviews and in journal
questions I asked the teachers to comment on how they felt
the innovation was affecting the way they taught English
and student learning. Analysis of data on questions
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pertaining to these changes and classroom observations
indicate that CALL influenced Alice's teaching largely in
the following areas: changes in daily routines and
expansion of repertoire, self-efficacy, and relationships
with colleagues.
Changes in routine and expansion of repertoire.
As described above, the scheduling of CALL for use by
Alice's class on Monday and Tuesday evenings and the
changes introduction of the innovation had generated
regarding where and when students were to be taught
resulted in major changes in Alice's daily routines of
teaching, especially on her computer nights. Selecting the
CALL lesson, assigning students to the lab and later in the
project responding to student questions in the lab, and
then discussing the CALL lesson afterwards in classroom
soon became a part of her instructional routine.
How Alice integrated CALL lessons into her classroom
teaching became more effective as the project progressed.
This evolution occurred through coaching- primarily from
the ESL coordinator, her participation in quarterly inservice meetings, CALL workshops, and ESL conferences, and
learning from her own experiences in the classroom.
Nevertheless, by the end of the project I observed there
was still a need for Alice to better integrate her
students' learning experiences with the computers and the
teaching she provided in the classroom.
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In the early weeks of the implementation process Alice
was concerned with what she termed the "lack of continuity"
between learning in the classroom and learning in the
computer lab. To bridge the gap she felt existed between
the lab and the classroom she would attempt to, in her
words, "contextualize" learning in the lab by talking at
length in the classroom about the meaning of the new words
or phrases her students had just been exposed to in the
computer lab. Like many novice teachers, she had a tendency
to engage in "extended teacher elaboration". As the project
progressed and her understanding of language learning grew
she gradually began to develop more effective ways to
review CALL lessons which required more thoughtful
processing and more language production on the part of her
students. For lessons which focused on new vocabulary
words, this often involved the students composing sentences
or stories on the computers using the new words from a CALL
lesson. Sometimes she would develop word games to review a
CALL lesson in class. Other times she referred to lists of
vocabulary words or dialog sentences used in a CALL lesson
to develop questions she would ask to check for
comprehension. However by the end of the project she at
times would simply limit her review to having students
simply recite in class from lists of vocabulary words or
sentences from a CALL lesson to check for pronunciation, a
practice which perhaps reflected her still novice's
understanding of second language learning principles.
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As the software library expanded and her familiarity
with the contents of the programs grew, Alice came to see
CALL as an important resource for her to draw upon to
support and reinforce certain concepts, vocabulary, or
cultural themes she was teaching in the classroom. She felt
that the CALL lessons she assigned her students enhanced
her "frame of reference" with her students, and she found
herself frequently referring to material presented in CALL
lessons during the course of a classroom lesson. With the
expansion of her CALL repertoire it also became easier for
Alice to choose CALL lessons that fit more closely with one
of the topics she was presenting in class.
At any one time Alice was working through several
"themes" with her students, often based on needs she had
identified in the course of instruction in the classroom.
For example, after studying a play for several weeks, she
realized when she asked her students what the protagonist
would have to do next that her students' grasp of the
future tense was weak. She then began teaching lessons in
the classroom on the future tense. These lessons were
reinforced in the computer lab with CALL lessons from
various software programs that covered the future tense.
Sometimes Alice would choose a particular cultural
theme to explore with her students, such as shopping in the
United States. She supplemented lessons on shopping with
CALL vocabulary lessons on the supermarket. She concluded
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her unit on shopping by taking her entire class on a field
trip to the grocery store one evening.
Occasionally Alice could not think of a CALL lesson
that had anything to do with topics she was covering in
class. Although the option to cancel computer use on her
computer nights was available to her when this occurred,
she rarely chose to do this as she felt this would have
disappointed her students. Instead she would choose a
lesson that looked fun to do or offered a review of
concepts studied previously. She felt an hour to an hourand-a-half of CALL instruction two nights a week made for
variety in the students' learning and kept instruction in
the program "new and fresh", which she felt was very
important when teaching adult learners. In October she
wrote in her journal,
computer learning has proven to be fun [underlined
twice] for my students. This is very important in a
program such as ours and I am constantly trying to
integrate important lessons and concepts with light
hearted and enjoyable experiences. With this in mind
computers have been a huge addition to [my] teaching
English.
At times Alice would almost try and take on too much
at once, and felt that use of the computer lab on Monday
and Tuesday evenings imposed a structure on her weekly
lesson plans that she felt was lacking before the
innovation was implemented and which she welcomed. When
trying to plan her lessons for the week, she liked knowing
that for 60 to 90 minutes on Monday and Tuesday evenings
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her students would be engaged by CALL. She also felt her
creativity was challenged when she strove to integrate the
CALL lesson into her classroom teaching.
Ten weeks into the project she noted that the use of
CALL in the program was making her more conscientious about
planning lessons and really "focusing on ways to integrate
what they are learning on the computers." Nevertheless, by
the end of the project it was still not often clear to me
nor the ESL coordinator what language learning objectives
Alice had in mind for the lessons she planned for her
students. Although she perceived that learning in the
computer lab and learning in the classroom were becoming
"more integrated", she often did not seem to provide her
students with the tools to build upon the language learning
that was occurring in the computer lab. Again, this problem
area reflects her lack of experience in the complex
practice of second language teaching. By the end of the
project Alice was still not very aware of the need to think
through all her lessons more carefully- not just the ones
involving computers- by more clearly identifying the
language learning goals she hoped to achieve with a lesson
and the steps she needed to take to facilitate student
learning.
At the last teachers workshop of the research project,
held on November 16, I lead a discussion with the teachers
on how to "refine" CALL use in the program. By that point
of the research project I had become concerned that I had
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focused too much of our time on learning the contents of
the programs and that we now needed to spend more effort on
better integrating CALL into the curriculum. I was
particular concerned with how Alice reviewed her CALL
lessons with her students afterwards in class and how
students in both classes were not being properly prepared
for their CALL lessons.
I made several suggestions at the workshop on how use
of CALL could be improved. I had observed on several
occasions that students often did not know what they were
going to study in the lab until they saw their assignment
written on the blackboard in the lab. I recommended that
some sort of pre-listening preparation always precede a
CALL lesson. I also suggested that to increase student
learning of new vocabulary, teachers needed to develop
review activities that would require deep and thoughtful
processing by students. I suggested several ranking and
classification tasks that would encourage such thinking on
the part of students.
Although Alice was originally open to such
suggestions, it seemed by that time in the implementation
process certain habits had become ingrained. She came to
feel that the writing exercises she assigned her students
in the lab were providing adequate review and that
additional review in the classroom beyond what she was
already doing was not needed. I therefore observed little
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change in this area by the time the research project came
to a close in early March.
Changes in self-efficacy.
Early in the project Alice was not comfortable with
the organization of her class on her computer days, and for
a few weeks her enthusiasm for CALL waned. However, when
she began to work with her students in the CALL lab and
gained a greater understanding of how her students used and
experienced CALL, she again became very positive about
CALL, and remained very enthusiastic about CALL throughout
the project period.
Alice felt that the computers played an important role
in the development of the tone of her classroom by giving
the program a "stronger sense of importance" and instilling
in her and her students a sense of pride to be able to work
with such a new and important technology. She also felt a
sense of accomplishment for having mastered the content and
operation of the CALL programs and having incorporated CALL
into her teaching repertoire. In an interview conducted
August 31 she said,
I am feeling even more competent than I did before
with learning the software programs which is a
wonderful thing for me and I am very happy about i t .
. .. [CALL] has again become something I have become
dependent on and [I] really like exploring its many
possible uses.
Alice felt that CALL had contributed to her self
efficacy as a teacher in another way. She noted that her
students had become more "comfortable and solid" with the
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questions they asked her about the programs when they
realized that she was also knowledgeable of computers and
the various software programs. She felt this enhanced
respect from her students was an unexpected bonus that the
implementation of CALL had afforded her.
Changes in relationships with colleagues.
The implementation of CALL led to very few changes in
how Quoc and Alice interacted at the class site. Before the
project began, they had little interaction in the course of
carrying out their teaching duties and responsibilities,
and this pattern did not change after CALL was implemented.
When Quoc had to take over getting his students started on
the computers when Sara left for the West Bank, there were
a few instances when he needed to call upon Alice for
assistance on minor technical problems he ran into in the
lab. Other than this, they rarely interacted.
Before the CALL project, I had little contact with the
ESL teachers in the program. However, throughout the
implementation process, and particularly in the early
weeks, I had considerable interaction with the two project
teachers. I came to know them better and my respect for the
very difficult job they had teaching English in a program
as unstructured ours grew even deeper. I believe we
developed cordial working relationships.
I was very impressed with Alice's sensitivity to the
Vietnamese culture, her self-confidence, and the energy and
commitment she brought to the program. When the position of
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youth counselor for at-risk Vietnamese girls opened up in
the new youth program,

I thought she would be ideal for the

job. I offered her the position, which she happily
accepted. This new position allowed her to go to full-time
status with the program and opened up a whole new career
area for her. It also resulted in even more interaction
between us, which I believe contributed to a deeper and
fuller mutual appreciation of each other's talents and
abilities.
Alice was always very eager talk about her teaching
and how she was using CALL, and was somewhat disappointed
that she and Quoc did not have the personal dynamics which
would have allowed them to interact and share teaching
experiences. For the brief time that Sara was with the
program, Alice was able to fulfill her need to be connected
to others similarly involved in teaching. She liked
bouncing ideas off Sara and enjoyed the discussions they
had on learning.
Changes Quoc Experienced
When the project began in April of 1995 Quoc Nguyen
had been employed as an instructor for the ESL program in
Versailles Gardens for almost 16 years. Except for the
three weeks he and his family visited Vietnam in 1993 for
the first time since fleeing in 1975, Quoc rarely even took
a night off from his teaching duties in Versailles Gardens.
As he explained to me at different times during the course
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of the project, Quoc steadfastly remained with the program
because he wanted to be of service to his people.
Through the years the refugee program in Versailles
Gardens had undergone many transformations in response to
the often chaotic exodus of refugees from Vietnam and the
government programs and policies that were developed to
deal with that long-term crisis. Change, therefore, was a
constant feature of the ESL program in Versailles Gardens,
and I was constantly amazed by Mr. Quoc's flexibility and
ability to "roll with the punches". Even when enrollment in
his class grew so large in July that students had to sit
crammed together in the hallway next to his classroom, he
never appeared rattled. New students were constantly
entering his class, yet he always made them feel welcome.
Quoc had little exposure to computers before the
project began. He was familiar with word processing
packages, but he did not have a computer in his home nor
were computers available for his use at his day job as a
fifth grade math teacher. When the project began I did not
sense any resistance on Quoc's part to using CALL in the
program, but I did not sense much enthusiasm either.
When I first interviewed Quoc at the beginning of the
study I was somewhat surprised to learn how difficult it
was for him to articulate how he went about teaching.
During the course of the research project I found that Quoc
actually had very little to say about his teaching methods
or the pedagogical reasoning that he employed to take
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certain actions in the classroom or the computer lab. I
believe only part of the reason for this could be said to
be the result of the language barrier that existed between
Quoc and myself. I came to sense that he had a strong
intuitive feel for how to teach a second language, and
simply was not conscious of all the many factors that went
into his decisions to teach in a particular manner.
Quoc's lessons were usually teacher-lead and centered,
nevertheless, he had an extraordinary ability to engage
everyone in his class in what he was teaching, even when he
had students with a wide range of English proficiency
together in the classroom on his non-computer days. While
conducting a lesson he would often go around the classroom
and ask individual students to respond. The chosen student
would then turn her total attention on the teacher while
giving the answer, looking to the teacher for non-verbal
clues and other feedback. While that student would be in
the process of responding, usually several other members of
the class would voice their responses as w e l l . Although
Quoc would not acknowledge their contributions, only rarely
did he discourage the other students from answering too,
which seemed to serve to keep everyone involved in what was
going on. The atmosphere of his classroom was relaxed and
comfortable, yet full of energy and the buzz of students
talking softly with each other or responding in clear
voices to their teacher's prompting.
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Whereas Alice loved to talk about her teaching and the
goals she was trying to accomplish with her teaching, Quoc,
on the other hand, appeared uncomfortable with questions
about why he did what he did. His answers to my questions
were often sparse and simple. To a question I posed early
in the study,

"What is it about teaching ESL that you enjoy

the most?" Alice's answer occupies one entire page of
transcripts. This is in sharp contrast to Quoc's reply,
which follows in its entirety: "Seeing people progressing
from almost nothing. And after one or two years can be on
themself. To see doctors, to go to the store. Survive."
Although it was hard for Quoc to discuss his teaching,
I believe the larger, more significant reason why the
volume of data I gathered on Quoc is much less than Alice's
is this: CALL was simply not as important to Quoc as it was
to Alice.
Quoc was an experienced and accomplished ESL teacher
when CALL was introduced, and a master at adapting to
change. He was quite clear about what he needed to teach
his students and how to go about it. Also, the software
programs that he chose to use closely matched the content
and teaching goals he had identified for his students.
However, as the English proficiency of his students was
much lower than Alice's, his students could not use as wide
a range of software programs as students in the advanced
class. Therefore Quoc had fewer options available to him in
using CALL. For these reasons, the addition of CALL to
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Quoc's teaching repertoire resulted in little change in how
he went about teaching or how he felt about himself as a
teacher, and he adapted easily to its use.
Throughout the study I asked Quoc to comment in his
journal entries and during our interviews on how he felt
the innovation was affecting the way he taught English and
student learning. Analysis of data on these issues led me
to conclude that use of the innovation had resulted in the
development of a closer working relationship with me and a
cordial working relationship with the lab monitor, as it
had with Alice. Although CALL use in the program affected
Quoc's teaching routine and also served to expand his
teaching repertoire, neither the magnitude nor the
significance of these changes were as great for Quoc as
they had proved to be for Alice. The changes that CALL
precipitated for Quoc are discussed below.
Changes in routine and expansion of repertoire.
As described earlier, the scheduling of CALL for use
by Quoc's class on Wednesday and Thursday evenings resulted
in some major changes in Quoc's daily routines of teaching,
especially on his computer nights. Quoc seemed to relish
the new logistics that use of CALL necessitated, which
allowed him to work with smaller groups of students more
similar in their English proficiencies in the classroom.
Even when the lab monitor left for another assignment, he
continued with the original scheduling of CALL use.
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After the project was underway, students in the
beginners' class rarely asked the lab monitor questions
about their CALL lessons, and instead often looked to the
more advanced students in the lab to provide an immediate
explanation in Vietnamese. When questions still remained,
as they often did, students would then query their teacher
in Vietnamese about the meaning of unfamiliar words or
phrases back in the classroom.
Soon after CALL was implemented Quoc altered his
teaching routine for class sessions which followed a
computer session by including time to reply to these
questions. Quoc almost always responded in English to his
students' questions about CALL, and reverted to Vietnamese
only as a last alternative. He would then usually continue
to review the CALL lesson with his students using various
methods and techniques.
For example, for a CALL lesson on the parts of the
body he led the class in Simon Says. His students roared
with laughter as they played this game with their teacher.
For a CALL lesson on calendar and holidays he had his
students fill out a calendar for the month of August,
asking questions and eliciting responses from his students
throughout the exercise. Sometimes he would have his
students play Bingo using new vocabulary words. Quoc had a
sharp understanding of the learning needs of his students
and he clearly knew how to illicit production from his
students during these review sessions.
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The teaching of new vocabulary is a major goal in
providing English language instruction to low level
beginners such as Quoc's students. Another major emphasis,
particularly in a program which strives to provide students
with "survival English" as quickly as possible, is the
development of listening skills. Quoc felt certain software
programs chosen for use in this project closely matched the
topics and objectives of his classroom instruction.
Therefore choosing CALL lessons was not difficult for him
and he felt that CALL "fit" his teaching very well and
added to his instructional resource bank. In an interview
conducted June 29 he commented,

" I don't see that

disruption and I do feel that it is a continuation of what
we learned in class." In an October journal entry he wrote,
"I think English Express is a very good tool to teach
survival English. Its basic method of teaching is similar
to mine, and the students can print out their lessons."
It is interesting to note that although it was Alice
who expressed much concern about "bridging the gap" between
the classroom and

the lab, it was

actually Quoc's students

who appeared to sense the greatest continuity between the
two venues for learning. In interviews and focus groups
conducted by my bilingual research assistant, it was only
the beginners who noted a connection between learning in
the classroom and learning in the

computer lab. How

students compared

computer lab and learning

learning in the
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in the classroom will be discussed in depth in the next
section of research findings on "Learning with CALL".
During our June interview Quoc explained what went
into his selection of a particular CALL lesson for his
students:

"I try and choose subjects that would benefit my

students the most. I usually chose something that [has] to
do with the lesson.
soon

Or that I am going to introduce to

or that I just taught them."
In an interview conducted in December I asked Quoc to

summarize how he uses computers to teach English. He
responded,

"For me I use them to reinforce my lesson-

especially survival English, new vocabularies. Students
have a chance to listen, talk, listen to their voices."
Early in the project Quoc recognized CALL as a
valuable tool to enhance language learning for his
students. In late May he wrote the following in his
journal:
My general impression about CALL is it is a wonderful
program for to make ESL easier, funnier, and more
enjoyable to learn. All my students seem to enjoy the
computer lab very much. Some of them wish to have a
computer at their home so they could spend more time
to work on their lesson. They understood the lesson
taught better and remembered more vocabulary words
introduced to them by the teacher and the English
Express program. They enjoy hearing their own voices,
repeating the vocabulary words or saying the
sentences.
Through the course of the project Quoc and I came to
see that CALL may not always be appropriate for older, low
level beginners. But other than for that small group of
students, nine months into the project Quoc was still very
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committed to using CALL to teach English to beginner level
students. In an interview conducted in late December he
said,

"I feel strongly that it [CALL] is very good and that

we are fortunate to have the program. It really helps."
Quoc thought CALL was helping his students to learn
English mainly in the following ways: by providing
opportunities to hear native speakers, by allowing students
to learn at their own pace, and by providing constant
review of material students had previously been exposed to
in the classroom.
Although CALL had a major effect on the way his
classes were organized, CALL did not seem to have the
centrality of importance that it did for Alice. Other than
changes in routine described above, the introduction of
CALL seem to have little impact on how he went about his
teaching or how he perceived himself as a teacher.
At the last teachers workshop of the project period
held in mid-November I reminded the teachers of the need to
provide students with the background information needed to
understand the oral discourse presented in CALL listening
activities. I also suggested ways to better review CALL
vocabulary. I had observed that Quoc was very solid in most
of these areas of his teaching, and employed established
second language techniques in incorporating CALL into his
teaching. Occasionally, however, he sent his students to
the lab with little preparation. Quoc was receptive to my
suggestions at the workshop, but he found that it was very
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difficult for him to try and better prepare students for
the computer lab or review more thoroughly in the classroom
when he did not have the assistance of a lab monitor. I
observed little change in these areas by the time the study
came to a close in early March.
Changes in relationships with colleagues.
Quoc and I rarely interacted before the project
period. As with Alice,

I believe our collaboration in

implementing CALL led to the development of a cordial
working relationship between us. Quoc had seen very little
of the previous refugee social service administrators. He
thought it was very helpful to have me at the program site
as it got me "more involved" in the program, and I could
really "see what's going on".
He also enjoyed working with Sara and having her as a
colleague. He stated in an October journal entry:
Sara is very helpful and I think our coordination is
great. Usually before a computer lab we decide
together which lessons to give the students. At the
conclusion of the session she always gives me the
report on what and how the students were during the
computer session. She also goes about to check and
help students with pronunciation, meanings of the
word, and how to use different command keys. She is
very helpful and very nice. That is the impression
that I have from my students.
Change can be difficult on many levels. The addition
of a pleasant and competent colleague to the Versailles
Gardens teaching staff such as Sara appeared to make the
transition to CALL use less stressful for both teachers.
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Learning with CALL
Students' Earlv Impressions o£ CALL
Most students attending ESL classes at the Immigration
and Refugee Services Community Office in Versailles Gardens
had never touched a computer before CALL was implemented in
the program. The installation of the computer lab on April
20, 1995, therefore stirred quite a bit of excitement.
After I explained the project to the students on April 25,
the teachers and I were encouraged by the comments of an
older gentleman in Alice's class. Mr. Bui, acting as a
spokesperson for his classmates, said that the students
were grateful to have the opportunity to learn with
computers and felt "honored" to have been chosen as some of
the first refugee students in the U.S. to be taught English
with computers.
A student's first lesson on a computer usually
involved the lab monitor demonstrating how to use the
mouse. Students would then practice 20 to 3 0 minutes on a
tutorial designed to teach this skill, after which most
students were ready to begin work on a program.
Students exhibited a range of emotions and behaviors
during their first few experiences with the computers. In
many cases nervousness and timidity evolved quickly to
surprise and delight. Several times students appeared
visibly excited after their first computer lessons, and
overall initial reactions to CALL were very positive in
both classes.
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Alice reported that one man who had lived in the
United States for 15 years was shaking after his first
session on the computers. He told her in an excited voice
"I can finally hear!" I observed another older gentlemen,
laughing and smiling after his first lesson, who actually
skipped back to the classroom. It was very common in the
early weeks of the project to almost have to drag some
students off the computers when their time in the lab was
up. The students appeared very focused and engaged in their
lessons, and there was little "off-task" behavior. Students
often commented how quickly the time went or how they would
like more time on the computers.
The teacher for the advanced class recorded the
following comments her students made back in the classroom
after their first lesson: "It was easy because I could hear
clearly like when the teacher speaks"; "I think it is very
interesting that I saw that I can make progress"; "I see
that I can learn about many thing, anything I want to I can
get"; "There are many good things, I feel comfortable".
Quoc, the beginners' teacher, commented in his journal
entry five weeks into the project that, "All my students
seem to enjoy the computer lab very much. Some of them wish
to have a computer at their home so they could spend more
time to work on each lesson."
Some students reported that at first they were nervous
about using computers, but within a week or two their
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worries had vanished. In a survey administered1 in May soon
after the computers were introduced a 64-year-old man who
had arrived in the U.S. only two weeks earlier wrote,

"I

was very nervous the first time I used the computer because
I did not know how to use it, and I was afraid to press the
wrong button and mess up the computer." A young woman
responded,

"When I just entered the lab I was very nervous,

but after the teacher heartily helped me, I liked it. Yet,
I'm still a little puzzled about the ways to operate it."
Another student said she was "trembling" and could not
remember what should be done. However, most students (19
out of 33 responses) reported they were not nervous during
their initial experiences with the computers.
I did not notice any pattern of differences in initial
experiences between the younger students or the older
students or women versus men. However, from the project's
inception there were differences between the feel or tone
in the computer lab when the beginners, especially Level
One students, were using the computers than when the more
advanced students were assigned to the lab.
The atmosphere in the lab was more subdued when the
beginners were there. Beginners would repeat words or

1 All three questionnaires used in this study were
translated into Vietnamese before being administered to
students. Verbal instructions were given in Vietnamese and
students were asked to write their responses in Vietnamese.
Both the English and Vietnamese versions of the student
questionnaires may be found in Appendices A, B, and C.
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phrases from the computer, but not as frequently as the
advanced students and usually in a soft voice. Sometimes
the beginners would almost whisper back and forth with each
other over what to do next. The lab monitor would encourage
them to speak more loudly, but to no avail. In contrast,
the students in the advanced class and the more confident
Level Two learners would repeat what they were hearing and
converse with each other in near normal speaking volume.
Still the beginners appeared to be enjoying their CALL
lessons and seemed keen to work in the lab. In the early
weeks of the project students from Quoc's class would line
up eagerly at the door to computer lab to await their turn
at the computers, and often appeared reluctant to leave the
lab when their time was up. Several times I observed a
smile slowly cross the concerned face of a beginner as he
or she began to understand how a program operated. Some
found their early experiences learning with computers
amusing, and at different times pairs of beginners were
seen laughing and giggling over pictures or phrases in a
CALL lesson that they had found funny or unusual.
The advanced class could understand the lab monitor's
instructions in English, however it was necessary to have
an interpreter present with the beginners to translate
instructions on how to operate the computer for the first
few computer lessons at the beginning of the implementation
process. Five weeks after the project began, several
advanced students had learned how to enter and exit the
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software programs, and by early September students in
Alice's class had progressed enough in their computer
skills that it was decided that they did not require having
a lab monitor present to assist in

booting

up.By the end

of June Quoc and I agreed that the

beginners'class would

probably always need someone in the lab with them to
"troubleshoot" on minor technical problems and that some of
the older Level One students would

"never" be

and exit certain programs on their

own.

able to open

About four weeks into the study I began to notice
"off-task" behavior on the part of a few students in the
beginners' class. It seemed as though their initial
"dazzlement" with the computers had worn off and that the
hard work of having to learn a new language had become a
reality in the computer lab as well. On May 18, Kim, a 34year-old Level One learner, groaned loudly in the lab: "I
am tired and hungry." She did not appear at all interested
in the program and had relinquished control to her partner,
who chose largely to ignore her. On May 24 I observed this
same student engage in a long conversation in Vietnamese
with a woman sitting across from her in the lab who was her
co-worker at a sewing factory. This was the first time I
had observed students "off-task" for a significant length
of time.
In June Mr. Quoc began to hear complaints from some of
his Level One students that the computers gave them
headaches because they required the students to
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"concentrate too much". In early August three Level One
students requested to stay in the classroom with the
teacher during their scheduled computer time. At the
initiation of the project I had stressed with the teachers
that students not be forced to go to the lab. Mr. Quoc was
in complete agreement with this policy and readily
accommodated these students1 requests to remain in the
classroom.
Factors That Influence Learner Engagement with CALL
It has been argued that the single most important
factor affecting language learning is the student's level
of engagement with the content material (Blake, 1987). The
potential for computers to stimulate and maintain student
interest in the target language has been cited as a major
argument for CALL use (Stevens, 1989; Pennington, 1996;
Soska, 1994).
One of the most commonly heard observations made by
visitors to the computer lab was how "engaged" students
appeared in their CALL lessons. CALL was capable of
generating interest and focus among students, yet in
varying degrees. Whereas some students remained "fired up"
by CALL throughout the project period, a distinct few were
soon "overcome by the smoke".
Determining to what extent a student appears
interested or engaged in a learning activity requires a
somewhat subtle judgment on the part of the observer.
Notwithstanding, educators constantly look for behavioral
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cues which might indicate the degree to which a learning
activity has captured their students' interest. The
teachers and I agreed that certain student behaviors
clearly indicated whether a CALL lesson was maintaining a
student's interest or not.
Eyes focused on the screen and a look of intense
concentration on the face of the learner were sure signals
of student engagement with a CALL lesson. Another
indication of a student being absorbed by CALL was frequent
interaction of the student with the program. For taskoriented software programs the engaged student appeared
focused on accomplishing the task properly and became
concerned if errors caused her score to decrease.
For the more open-ended type programs, behavior that
indicated high interest in the lesson included actions on
the part of the student to exploit the opportunities to
practice English presented by these lessons. Some programs
asked students to make up their own answers to questions
posed by the computer. The more "engaged" learners took
full advantage of this opportunity to compose in their new
language and took care that their answers were correct,
both in meaning and structure. When the computer said an
unfamiliar word or phrase, the more English-proficient
engaged students would often repeat out loud the word or
phrase, often several times, until they were satisfied with
their pronunciation.
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The engaged student was not easily distracted and
rarely became involved in "off-task" conversations with
other students. Finally, one of the most important
indications that a student was absorbed in learning with
computers was time on task. When a student worked in the
computer lab the entire lab period and did not return to
the classroom until asked to do so by her teacher was
considered a clear sign that the student was interested in
the CALL lesson.
Several factors played a role in engaging and
maintaining student interest in working with CALL. Students
who sustained an active interest in working with CALL
throughout the project period were generally highly
motivated to learn English and were more advanced in their
English proficiency. However, those few low English
proficient students who had comparatively advanced
educational backgrounds tended to like learning with
computers very much.
For any particular lesson the compatibility of one's
CALL partner was important in maintaining a student's
active involvement in the lesson for the entire lab period.
A "novelty effect" was clearly operative when students
were first introduced to CALL. Students' overall interest
in learning with computers, as measured by the amount of
time students indicated they preferred to work in the
computer lab each week, tended to decrease with time.
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A student's age in combination with her English
proficiency also affected overall interest in learning
English with computers. It was harder for some of the older
students with low English proficiency to maintain an
interest in computer-assisted language instruction.
Student Motivation to Learn English
Rubin (1979) notes that successful second language
learning depends on at least three variables: aptitude,
opportunity, and motivation. The important role of learner
motivation in second language acquisition is well
established in the literature (Gardner & Lambert, 1959;
Ehrman & Oxford, 1995; Oxford & Shearin, 1994) . Mastering a
second language is a very difficult and lengthy process for
most learners. Students not willing to dedicate themselves
to such an effortful task will often give up before any
real progress is made.
The ESL program in question was open-ended and
attendance was completely voluntary- students were not
sanctioned in any way if they did not attend class. Thus
those students that made the effort to attend class were
clearly motivated to do so. However, both teachers agreed
that although all their students attended class on a
voluntary basis, some of their students were more motivated
to learn English than others. Consistent attendance on the
part of the student was considered by the teachers as one
of the strongest indications of whether or not a student
was motivated to learn English.
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Specific behavior in the classroom also signaled to
the teachers high motivation on the part of a student to
learn English. Alice noted that her more motivated students
frequently asked questions in class and responded often to
questions she asked of the entire class. They would also
often volunteer information about their lives at home or at
work to enrich the discourse they were trying to produce
during classroom exchanges with the teacher or their
classmates. Motivated students tended to "take charge" of
discussions in small groups, a behavior Alice sometimes
needed to monitor. Alice had also observed that her more
motivated students frequently raised queries in class about
English usage they had encountered outside the classroom.
Quoc added that lack of participation in oral
exchanges in class was not always an indication to him that
a student was not motivated. He had observed that often
times new students were too shy to speak in class or
contribute to discussions, but he could tell that they were
motivated to learn because "their eyes are always upon me."
Students described by their teachers as highly
motivated to learn English in the classroom were generally
the most enthusiastic CALL users. These learners appeared
to consider CALL an excellent opportunity to investigate
the nature of the language they were intent on mastering.
They were as dedicated to using and creating opportunities
to learn English in the computer lab as they were in the
classroom.
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Mr. Phuc, a 58-year-old former political prisoner, was
so motivated to learn English that he attended class twice
a day, once in the morning ESL program and again in the
evening for Alice's class. He was also one of the most avid
CALL users in the program. Phuc had very poor eyesight, and
would often sit with his face just inches from the computer
screen to examine pictures or read text. Despite his vision
problems, he never seemed to tire of the computers. One
evening two of his friends, also former political
prisoners, came to class to pick him up and take him to the
funeral service of the family member of another former
political prisoner. His friends tried to persuade him to
come with them, but it was Phuc1s computer night and he
refused to leave the lab. Ten months into the project he
responded on the third questionnaire administered in late
February 1996 that the amount of time he worked in the CALL
lab each week (about two hours) was still "not enough".
There were no data that would support the notion that
students unmotivated to learn English through classroom
instruction became motivated to learn English with
computers. Neither teacher could recall a student who had
appeared disinterested in the classroom suddenly come alive
in the lab. Nor did we note any patterns of attendance that
indicated that students who often missed class on non
computer days showed up more consistently on their computer
days.
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Language Level. Age, and Education of the Student
Generally students more advanced in their English
language proficiency seemed the most interested in learning
with CALL. The learners in the advanced class remained
enthused about learning English with computers throughout
the project period. The advanced class consisted of older
and younger learners who varied considerably in educational
background, including Mr. Nhan who had attended college in
Vietnam and Mr. Ha who had not finished the third grade.
In the beginners' class, it was the more proficient
Level Two learners who appeared most engaged in their CALL
lessons. As discussed above, a few Level One learners
became so turned-off by CALL that they refused to go to the
computer lab anymore. Two of the three Level One learners
who chose to remain in the classroom during their scheduled
lab sessions were more than 49-years-old.

(The third was in

his early thirties and had less than 3 years of formal
education.) Older, low English proficient learners
generally exhibited the least interest in working with CALL
of all the students in the program.
Although Level One students appeared the least
enthusiastic about CALL, there were major exceptions to
this observation. Students who entered the program with
little or no English sometimes became very interested in
CALL, such as Tri and his wife Lili, who were accountants
in Vietnam. This couple asked many questions of the lab
monitor in the lab and often preferred to remain in the lab
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after their time was up, returning to class only when
required to do so by the lab monitor. Previous education
seemed to be an important factor in engaging and
maintaining Level One students' interest in learning with
computers. Most Level One learners had little formal
education and often could not sustain an interest in a CALL
lesson for more than forty minutes at any one time.
However, those few Level One learners who also had a
comparatively extensive education, i.e. they had graduated
from secondary school in Vietnam, and were not of an
advanced age seemed to "take" to the computers very well.
Time in Program
One measure of students' interest and desire in
learning English with computers is the amount of time
students indicated they would like to be in the computer
lab each week. Three surveys were administered to the
students during the course of the study (see Appendices A,
B, and C) . In each of these surveys students were asked the
following question: "Presently the ESL program offers
classes four evenings a week for a total of about nine
hours of class time per week. About how much class time
every week would you like to work on a computer?". Results
are summarized in Table 4.6.
It would be incorrect to make a strictly longitudinal
comparison of these data, as student enrollment varied so
over time. Only seven students who completed surveys in
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Table 4.6

Class Preferences for Computer Lab Time

(May)

(July?

(February)

Beginners
M (hours)

4.42

3 .00

3 .40a

SD

1.57

0.95

2 .22

n

18

12

10

Advanced
M (hours)

5.00

3 .73

2 .92

SD

2.62

1.71

1.00

n

10

15

12

a One beginner responded that he wanted to be in the lab 9
hours a week. If his response is not included, M becomes
2.78 with a SD of 1.09.

May and July were still with the program in February (their
responses are listed in Table 4.7). Data presented in Table
4.6 are best viewed as "snapshots" of different groups of
students1 interest in spending time on the computers during
the implementation process. Nevertheless,

the data indicate

that when the computers were first introduced and therefore
were new to all the respondents, initial enthusiasm was
high, especially among the advanced students. Although an
individual student1s general level of interest in CALL
tended to decrease over time, it is important to note that
at no time did any of the 56 students who responded to this
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question indicate a preference for less than two hours in
the computer lab a week- which was the average amount of
time students were scheduled to work in the lab each week
throughout the study. Eventually, however, three low level
beginners chose not to go to the computer lab at all. These
students remained in the program for only a short period of
time- less than nine weeks.
Table 4.7
Preferences for Time on Computers of Students Who ResDonded
to All Three Survevs
May

July

Hoa

8

8

4

Ha

9

4

2

Tan

3

2

4

Ngoc

3

2

2

Phuc

9

5

4

Phung

4

4

4

Thinh

5

2

2

February

M (hours)

5.86

3 .86

3 .14

SD

2 .73

2 .19

1.07

Range

6

6

2

Clearly a "novelty" effect is operative when students
are first introduced to CALL. Alice described her students'
early fascination with computers as the "dazzlement" phase.
A teacher in the ESL program on the Westbank told me her
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students appeared "addicted" to computers during their
first few weeks of CALL instruction.
An incident which occurred in the fall vividly
illustrates the type of intense interest and focused
engagement CALL was capable of stimulating among students.
On the evening of October 3 eight students from the
advanced class were working in pairs in the computer lab.
Although the air-conditioning for the apartment was on full
blast, the lab was still quite warm and uncomfortable. The
ceiling fan in the room seemed pointless as it was just
pushing around warm, humid air. Students seemed oblivious
to the discomfort, however, as they worked intently on
their CALL lesson for the evening, which was a Rosetta
Stone lesson on quantity relationships.
Approximately 40 minutes into their lesson at 6:50
p.m. there was a power failure in the neighborhood. The
lights went out in the apartment and in homes up and down
Gilbert Street. The computer users hardly seemed to notice,
however. The battery back-up for the main server kicked in
when the power failed, which enabled the computers to keep
functioning. The computer users continued with their lesson
as though nothing had happened. The lab was dark, the glow
of color from the monitors was the only source of light in
the building. The beginners class was dismissed for the
evening. About 15 minutes later a power drain on the server
caused a warning beeper to alarm. At that time the lab
students reluctantly agreed to go home.
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Compatibility of Partners
Because there were only five PCs available during the
first 6 months of the study, a student often had to sit
with another person at a computer terminal when it came
time to work in the lab. How a student ended up working
with another student in the lab varied. Often students
mutually chose to sit together, at other times the lab
monitor paired students. Sometimes it just depended on when
one arrived to class (a few students regularly missed the
first half hour of instruction due to their work
schedules) . A latecomer would often have to take the onlyavailable seat.
Early in the research project student interactions in
the computer lab became a salient feature of the study.
Throughout the study I recorded my impressions and
observations of students working together in pairs at the
computers and asked the teachers and the lab monitor for
their impressions of the nature of group work in the lab.
Additionally, three pairs of students were videotaped and
six pairs of students were audiotaped working together on
CALL lessons. I reviewed the videotapted lessons to search
for general patterns of interaction, but as the sound
quality was so poor these were not transcribed. The
audiotaped lessons were transcribed word-for-word. Analysis
of data on student interactions in the computer lab pointed
clearly to the following general conclusion: Being
comfortable with one's partner and the mutual respect of
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each partner's abilities was an important factor in the
quality of the lesson that resulted when two people worked
together at the computer.
Students who worked well together appreciated each
other's input and no one person dominated the lesson. Such
collaboration seemed to contribute to maintaining both
partners' active interest and enjoyment in the lesson. When
a program required a response,

"good partners" would

briefly confer with each other as to the appropriate
choice.

If their chosen answer proved wrong, they would

often laugh and confer again before attempting another
response. Good partners approached a lesson very seriously,
but were able to maintain a sense of lightness about the
decisions they made together-humor seemed important. If one
team member had insisted on an answer that proved to be
wrong, the student who chose incorrectly would often laugh
and apologize good-naturedly while the other partner smiled
in an understanding way. Good partners shared control of
the program. If one partner assumed the role of typing, the
other would operate the mouse. Later in the lesson they
would often switch roles.
Most students seemed comfortable with a variety of
partners: men with women, same gender pairs, and older
persons with younger persons. Occasionally a bad
combination would result, however.
Two former political prisoners who enrolled in the
advanced class at the same time in June seemed like a
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natural team, but they ended up often arguing over who was
to control the mouse and once one member of the team was
seen angrily pushing away the other's hand. They soon
"broke up" and began sitting with two young women in their
early thirties- sisters- who had never chosen to work with
each other.
The two new dyads ended up almost always sitting
together and developed cordial working relationships. The
young women were more comfortable with the mechanical
aspects of operating the computers, and usually did the
typing for exercises requiring word processing. Their
partners would often recite out loud what was to be typed
and controlled the mouse. Although in these cases the two
women appeared more in control of the operation of a
lesson, they would often to defer to their older male
partners, whom they addressed as chu (meaning uncle who is
younger than one1s father) regarding responses to language
exercises. Thus their partners felt that their input was
valued and that sharing was going on.
The lab monitor believed one of her most important
tasks was to see that students were paired appropriately.
After the program was underway, the lab monitor or the
teacher made sure that new students would at least
initially be paired with students who were more experienced
users and who worked well with new students. Some students,
especially new students in Quoc's class, appeared too
willing to relinquish control of the lesson to their
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partners, although often the new students seemed to prefer
their more passive roles. After a few weeks in the program
students learned with whom they worked best and often chose
to sit with the same person, especially in Alice's class
where students attended on a more consistent basis and
enrollment of new students occurred less often.
On the second survey administered in late July
students were asked to list the three persons in their
class they most preferred to have as a lab partner and to
explain why they chose those people. Explanations for
students' choices fell roughly into two categories- English
language ability and personality. About half the students
said their choices for lab partner were based on these
students' superior knowledge of English or because they
shared an equal knowledge of English as the respondent. For
other students the personality of the lab partner seemed
more important- they explained that the persons had listed
were their friends, were more "willing to help" the
respondent, or that they were "understanding".
Working with a partner vs. working independently.
On the second survey students were asked if they
preferred to have a computer to themselves or if they
preferred to have a partner, and to explain their choice.
In Alice's class 12 students said they preferred to have a
partner, and 4 indicated a preference for working alone. In
Quoc's class, 8 students indicated a preference for
sharing, whereas 3 students said they wanted to learn by
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themselves. Reasons for wanting to work with a partner
centered on how a partner could help the student, either
with unfamiliar words or the operation of the program, and
echoed responses as to why students chose certain partners:
"When we learn together, my partner can help me with the
terms I don't know"; " both people can... help each other,
exchange ideas, and point out the good results to each
other";

"Sometimes there is just a small problem and we

don't want to lose time waiting for the teacher to come
over." The few students who admitted they preferred to have
a computer to themselves felt they could learn more quickly
or have "more freedom" if they did not have to share. One
student found it motivating to have a partner as it created
a situation where he could "compete" with the other student
on listening tasks.
On October 17 two more computer terminals were added
to the network to make a total of seven computer stations
(four PCs were located in the original lab and three in the
counselor's office next door).
Throughout the study Quoc chose to send his Level Two
students to the lab for the first hour of instruction on
his computer nights, and his Level One students the second
hour. After the network was enlarged Alice chose to have
all her students work in pairs on the computers during the
first hour of instruction on her computer nights. She would
then work with the entire group in the classroom for the
remainder of the evening.
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By October attendance in Quoc's class had dropped to a
level where there were enough computers for most of his
students to work on their own when it came their time to go
to the lab. It then became rare to see students working in
pairs in Quoc's class, with the exception of older Level
One learners who almost always worked with another Level
One learner.
On the third student survey administered in late
February students were again asked if they preferred to
work alone or with a partner at the computer. Responses to
this question from the second and third questionnaires are
summarized in Table 4.8. In Alice's class 10 students
indicated that they would prefer to have a partner, 2
replied that they would prefer to work alone (one of the
two preferring to work solo had recently graduated from
Quoc's class to Alice's). In contrast, the majority of the
students in the beginners' class- 6 students- replied that
they preferred to work alone at the computers , and only 4
students indicated a preference to share. Quoc's most
advanced student, Mr. Do, wrote that he liked both ways:
"This is a hard question because I would have more times
for myself if I have a computer to myself, but there is no
one to discuss with."
Although most students in Alice's class indicated on
both surveys they preferred to have a partner, certain
behavior contradicted their survey responses. Soon after
the network was enlarged in October I heard students in
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Alice's class request to work by themselves on the
computers that were not being used in the counselor's
office. Also, when students from the advanced class walked
into the lab on nights when attendance was low and there
were enough computers to go around, most did not "pair up"
unless requested to do so by their teacher.
Table 4.8
Student Preferences for Working with a Partner in the
Computer Lab
Work Alone

Work with a Partner

July
Beginners

(n=ll)

3

8

Advanced

(n=16)

4

12

Beginners

(n=10)a

6

4

Advanced

(n=l2)

2

10

February

aOne student in the beginners1 class in February responded
that he liked "both ways". His response is not included
here.

In July students in both classes had little choice
regarding working alone or with a partner as the studentto-computer ratio at the time usually dictated that a
student had to share a terminal with another student. The
Vietnamese culture places strong value on harmony and
respecting the wishes of authority figures such as
teachers, who are highly revered in Vietnamese society. I
believe one reason many students from both classes in July
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and most students from Alice's class in February said they
wanted to share a computer with another student is because
respondents might have felt to say otherwise would have
been seen as selfish by their classmates and disrespectful
towards their teacher given the seating situations they
were faced with in the computer lab.
Most students in the program in late July when the
second survey was administered had been exposed to CALL for
only about eight weeks, therefore CALL was a relatively new
phenomenon for all these respondents. It appeared to the
staff and myself that students desired to work with a
partner when they were new to CALL. Learning how to operate
the computer with another student seemed to lower the
stress level and make mastering basic computer functions
more fun and less frustrating. However, after a minimal
level of computer proficiency was achieved, students often
seemed to prefer working alone.
In February the respondents from the beginners' class
had been working with computers an average of 20.8 weeks.
Perhaps by this time students had "outgrown" the benefits
of working with a partner. Coupled with the knowledge that
the choice to work alone would not generate conflict- as
there were enough computers for everyone and their teacher
did not require that they work in pairs- may explain why
most of the beginners therefore opted to have a terminal to
themselves.
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Several explanations of these somewhat contradictory
data are possible. Regardless, when students were required
to share a computer they appeared to enjoy the lesson and
become more engaged in CALL activities when they were
paired with people with whom they got along well.
The case of Trunq.
A development in early June alerted me to some of the
subtle dynamics that were occurring when students chose
their partners and the importance of a student feeling
comfortable in a collaborative learning situation. One of
the slower students in Quoc's Level One group, Mr. Trung,
stopped coming to the lab approximately seven weeks after
the computers were introduced to the program. I was
surprised to learn of this development, as he had appeared
to enj oy working on the computers.
Trung was 24-years-old and not well educated. He could
barely read and write in Vietnamese, and appeared shy and
bashful when it came time to select a seat in the lab. Five
weeks into the project the man he usually sat with in the
lab, another low level beginner, took a night job and quit
coming to class. I suspected that something about the
social dynamics of how people chose their partners might
have affected Trung's decision not to come to the lab.
In early August when attendance had tapered off in the
beginners' class Quoc sensed that Trung might be ready to
give the computers another chance. Quoc allowed Trung's
little brother, who had been attending class with his older
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sibling, to sit with Trung in the lab. Both Trung and his
brother had big smiles on their faces that night as they
worked on an English Express lesson. Trung had remembered
quite a bit about how to operate the program and was able
to instruct his little brother on its use.
A few weeks later I requested that the Refugee Social
Services counselor, who also assisted me as an interpreter
for the study, question Trung as to why he had stopped
coming to the lab. My earlier suspicions were confirmed
when Trung informed the counselor that he did not like how
people "fought" to get to the computers when there were not
enough terminals for everyone, whereas now he was
comfortable coming to the lab as there were less people.
I imagine that when it came time to decide who was to
sit with whom in the computer lab Trung must have felt like
the last kid chosen to play on a softball team. Rather than
endure that embarrassment, he simply chose to remain in the
classroom.
Student Views on How Computers Help Them Learn English
Helpful Computer Features/Characterisics
Throughout the study students were asked in surveys,
interviews, and focus groups how they thought the computers
were helping them to learn English. Quite often students
responded that computers were helping them by making .
learning easier or faster. Explanations of how the
computers accomplished this varied.
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Students frequently said they enjoyed seeing the
pictures and then hearing and/or seeing words and phrases
at the same time. If they could not understand the meaning
of a new word or phrase, they felt they often could derive
the meaning from the contextual clues provided by the
picture. A 21 year-old advanced student who was with the
program throughout the project period explained in
November,

" I am learning English faster [with computers]

because I can hear and see the words, too.. . It is easier
to remember because I can hear the word, see it, and see
the picture at the same time." A beginner explained, " I
think the computer helps me tremendously... The computer
helps me put words into use by using the same word in more
than one sentence. The computer has illustrations to help
me figure out some of the words that I don't know. It also
helps me to remember easier with its illustrations."

Said

an advanced student, " I like it when the computer
pronounces a word, but I don't understand it. Yet, when I
look at the screen, I can figure out what it means."
Another way students felt computers were helping them
to learn English was by enabling the user to hear and
repeat the sound of a word or phrase over and over again
until the student understood what was being said. A
beginning level student commented, " I like the [computer]
voice because I can hear it accurately. I can hear it over
and over again many times, until I understand the word.
Then I pass to the next word."
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The ability to control the pace of the lesson was
appealing to students, especially Mr. Phuc, one of the most
enthusiastic computer users in Alice's class. He commented,
" With a computer, I can control its pace. When I want it
to go slowly, it goes slowly, then when I want it to go
fast, it goes fast..."
On the third questionnaire administered to students in
late February, I listed six of the features/characteristics
of learning English with computers that the students
themselves had mentioned in previous questionnaires and
interviews as being helpful in learning English (see
Appendix C) . Students were asked to rank these
features/characteristics from one to six, with one being
the feature/characteristic the student thought the most
helpful in learning English and six being the
feature/characteristic the student thought least helpful.
Student rankings were then converted to scores and averaged
(the rank of 1 received a score of 6, a rank of 2 received
a score of 5, etc.). Results2 are summarized in Table 4.9.
2 All 12 advanced students attending class at the time
completed the ranking tasks included in the third
questionnaire, but only 9 of the 11 beginners were able to
do so. My bilingual researcher explained to me that the
idea of ranking items was very foreign to the students, and
that he had never encountered anything like it before
coming to the U.S. as a teenager. Although instructions had
been given both orally and in writing in Vietnamese, the
two non-respondents in the beginners' class still were
confused by the task. When I returned to class to ask them
to attempt again to complete the ranking tasks included in
the third questionnaire, this seemed to embarrass them, so
I did not pursue this further. However, I do not think
their lack of response had a significant effect on the
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Students in the advanced class ranked first "pictures
are shown with the sound and spelling of a new word or
phrase." This feature of CALL was a close second for the
students in the beginners' class. Research by Reid (1987)
indicated that second language students from certain Asian
language backgrounds/ including Korean and Chinese,
preferred a visually oriented learning style. The frequency
by which students

in this study mentioned

thepositive

value of learning

with pictures and these

survey results

suggest that visual learning may be a preference for
Vietnamese students as well.
It is important to note how differently the advanced
and beginning students ranked their preference for using
typing to reinforce learning.

(The dictation mode within

Rosetta Stone requires students to type what they have just
heard, any mistakes are highlighted on the screen.)
In interviews and surveys the advanced students often
mentioned how they enjoyed typing. Ms. Hoa, a student in
the advanced class, commented, "Learning English with a
computer is better because when

I type, I

canremember

those words in my head longer."
In contrast, beginning level students often seemed
frustrated by having to type sentences that were dictated
by the computer. A beginner explained in an interview,

"The

results of the ranking tasks as I do not see a relationship
between why a student would not respond to a ranking task
and how a student might evaluate computer features or skill
areas helped most by CALL.
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T a b le

4 .9

Student Ranking of Features/Characteristics of CALL
Programs According to Helpfulness in Learning English

Beginners (n=9)
Rank

M

SD

student can repeat oral output of computer
as often as she likes

1

4.78 1.92

student controls pace of program

3

3.33 1.50

computer scores answers

4t 2.78 1.20

student can record and compare her voice
to computer voice

4t 2.78 1.30

pictures are displayed with the sound and
spelling of new words and phrases

2

4.67 1.50

typing of dictation lessons

6

2.67 1.73

Advanced Students (n=12)
Rank

M

SD

student can repeat oral output of computer
as often as she likes

3t 3.08 1.83

student controls pace of program

5

2.75 1.36

computer scores answers

6

2.58 1.44

student can record and compare her voice
to computer voice

3t 3.08 1.56

pictures are shown with the sound and
spelling of new words or phrases

1

5.25 1.21

typing of dictation exercise

2

4.25 1.42
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program that I have to type and retype to see if it is
correct or not wastes a lot of time. When I miss just a
period, or a small mark, I have to start all over again."
The lab monitor noted in February that all the
beginners in the program at that point in time simply
refused to use the dictation mode. Despite repeated
instruction from her on word processing, beginning level
students still seemed confused over how to go about it.
Perhaps because their English proficiency was so low and
the computer and how it works so new, expecting these
students to perform word processing in conjunction with
learning a new language was simply too much new information
to handle at once.
In the same survey students were asked to rank from 1
to 4 the English language skill areas helped most by CALL
(see Table 4.10). Here both classes ranked "listening" as
the skill area which benefitted the most by studying
English with computers. I believe this result was to be
expected, as both classes were using basically the same
programs, which were chosen by the administrator in large
part because of the way they emphasized listening skills.
Nevertheless this finding pleased me, as it indicated we
had met our objective in providing students support in the
skill area that they frequently complained was their
weakest and which was critical to their achieving survival
level English.
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T a b le

4.10

Student Ranking of Skill Areas Helped Most by CALL
Beginners
Skill Area

Rank

M

(n=9)

Advanced (n=12)

SD

Rank

M

SD

Speaking

4

2.22

1.48

2

2.50

1.09

Reading

2

2.67

1.12

3

2.33

0.79

Listening

1

2.78

0.67

1

3.67

0.65

Writing

3

2.33

1.22

4

1.50

0.80

It is interesting to note that the beginners ranked
speaking skills as the skill area helped least by the
computers, whereas students in the advanced class ranked
this as the language skill area helped second most by the
computers. As noted earlier, the lab monitor and I had
observed that the beginners tended to repeat out loud what
they were hearing with the computers more softly and less
frequently than the advanced students. Delayed oral
production has been identified as an effective
metacognitive learning strategy for beginning level
language learners (Chamot & O'Malley, 1984). These survey
results and observations suggest that the beginners in this
study were not yet ready to take advantage of CALL features
that facilitate practice in learning speaking skills.
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How Students Compared Classroom and Computer Learning
Findings from focus groups and questionnaires.
In order for me to further understand how students
were experiencing CALL, towards the conclusion of the study
students were asked in focus groups and on the final
questionnaire to describe how learning English in the
computer lab was different than learning English in the
classroom.

(I was also hoping to gain from this line of

inquiry some insight into whether students perceived their
roles as learners any differently as a consequence of their
exposure to CALL. This issue will be addressed in the next
section of this chapter.)
Three students in the beginners' class responded to
this question by noting how closely CALL was linked to
their learning in the classroom, whereas a direct
connection between classroom and computer learning was not
mentioned by students in the advanced class. Among the
beginners, Mr. Doa, a 47-year-old former political prisoner
who joined the program in November, said, "When we use the
computers and see the words that we have learned in class,
we can remember those words easier. The computer works as a
reminder." Van, a 52-year-old former political prisoner who
also joined the program in November responded in a focus
group that "the computers are making our learning easier
because when the teacher teaches a sentence in class, and
we have not grasped it, then there are sentences on the
computers that help us understand." Mrs. Bich felt she
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"gained a lot" when she first learned a lesson in class,
and then reviewed a similar lesson in the lab. On the third
questionnaire she wrote that "the lab supplements the
lessons from the class." The beginners seemed to enjoy and
appreciate the reinforcement they were receiving in the
computer lab. In the words of one student, "I can learn at
many different angles."
A major focus of learning in the beginners' class was
new vocabulary. The way CALL was used in this project
appeared to complement the fulfillment of that objective.
Quoc was almost always able to assign a CALL lesson that
included vocabulary he was teaching in class. Often his
students would bring questions about a CALL lesson to the
classroom, and he would frequently review word lists and
dialogs from CALL exercises in the classroom. Quoc's
students thought it would be difficult to learn new
vocabulary on the computers if a similar lesson was not
also being taught in the classroom.
Students in both classes described the teacher as
uniquely capable of providing explanations, especially
about grammar usage, whereas the computers made possible
more listening practice. Said Mrs. Bich, "I have learned a
lot of grammar in the classroom, but I don't know what
people are saying when they talk. The computers help me
learn how to hear what is being said." Another student from
the beginners' class, Miss Chau, explained, "I like both
[learning English in the classroom and the computer lab]
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because the computer is very useful, but I don't understand
a lot of English. So I have to ask Mr. Quoc to explain to
me. And I can learn grammar in a classroom, too. Both
methods are great." A student in the advanced class wrote
"the teacher can teach, assist, and correct us directly,
and they can help us with real communication", whereas
computers "help me learn how to use new grammars, spelling,
and sentences, etc."
Mr. Van said that sometimes it was hard for students
to understand what was being taught in the classroom
because "there are different levels in the class, but the
teacher is teaching at a normal pace." Students rarely
indicated that they found a CALL lesson difficult to
understand, however. I believe a major reason for this was
because the programs selected for use in the project were
at an appropriate level of difficulty. The comprehensible
input provided by the CALL lessons appeared just beyond
students' level of competency, i.e. Krashen's i + 1 (1985),
in one way or another, so that students were constantly
challenged by their CALL lessons, but the challenge was
within their range of abilities to meet. Another reason
that students rarely complained of being lost in a CALL
lesson was that students could control the pace of a CALL
lesson. If they could not understand what they heard the
first time, they could listen repeatedly and/or obtain
additional information by examining more closely the
accompanying picture or text, moving on only when they were
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ready to do so. In Ms. Anh's words: "The computer helps me
learn according to my pace and ability." Said Mr. Phuc, "I
have more control over the lessons that I am learning in
the computer lab, but the teacher has control over the
lessons in the classroom."
Generally the responses from the questionnaires and
focus groups indicated that students found CALL to be a
worthwhile addition to the ESL program in Versailles
Gardens. However, the learning that took place in the
classroom with the teacher was still considered by students
as the core to their learning English in the program. Mr.
Dung provided a uniquely Vietnamese explanation of this in
a focus group,

"Learning English in the computer lab also

helps us, but its more like having a different meal. It has
a different method of learning, but it cannot be compared
to learning in the classroom where there is a teacher
available."
RSD findings.
The Robustness Semantic Differential

(RSD) was

developed by Licata and Willower (1978) to assess variation
between and among learning environments in educational
organizations. It is composed of 10 bipolar pairs of
adjectives which discriminate dramatic content. The RSD is
based on the theoretical framework developed by Irving
Goffman (1963, 1971) in which social interactions are
understood in terms of theatrical analogies.
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On the third questionnaire students were asked to
complete three RSD using three different target objects:
learning English in the computer lab, learning English by
studying at home, and learning English in the classroom. A
five-point scale was used with the ten. pairs of bipolar
adjectives. Scores for a particular target object could
range from 10 to 50 points, with a higher score indicating
greater robustness of the concept. The form used to assess
attitude towards learning English with computers is shown
as an example in Figure 4.1.

Learning English in the computer lab is:
boring _____ ____

_____ _____

interesting

fresh _____ ____

_____ _____

stale

meaningless _____ _____ _____ _____
important _____ ____

_____ _____

usual _____ _____ _____ _____

meaningful
unimportant
ususual

powerful _____ _____ _____ _____

weak

passive _____ _____ _____ _____

active

thrilling _____ _____ _____ _____

quieting

uneventful _____ _____ _____ _____

action-packed

challenging _____ _____ _____ _____

dull

Figure 4.1
Robustness Semantic Differential

Anticipating that the respondents had most probably
never before completed a semantic differential
questionnaire, students were provided an example of how to
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use a semantic differential scale using a non-threatening
target object they were all familiar with and about which
opinion varies greatly in the Vietnamese community. The
sample target object was a particular shrimp sauce called
mom tarn. (See the questionnaire in Appendix C for an exact
translation of the instructions.) The results of the RSDs
are summarized in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11
Mean RSD Concept Scores by Learning Group
RSD Scores
Computer

Home

Classroom

Beginners n=8

.M
SD
%Max.

41.75

33.62

43.00

3.62

10.78

4.87

83.50

67.25

86.00

40.42

26.08

43.25

5.90

8.58

4.79

80.83

52.17

86.50

Advanced n=12
M
SD
%Max.

Note. Maximum possible score for each concept is 50. %Max.=
M/Maximum Possible Score.

Generally we can see that students in both learning
'groups tended to perceive the classroom and the computer
lab as robust learning environments, with the classroom
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being somewhat more robust for both groups. The results of
the RSDs and other data gathered in this study support the
conclusion that students came to view the CALL innovation
as a valuable component of the Versailles Gardens ESL
program.
It must be noted, however, that four students
attending the beginners' class when the third questionnaire
was administered did not complete the RSDs. Despite
instructions from the bilingual research assistant as well
as their teacher, these students still seemed bewildered
about how to respond. Rather than embarrass or confuse
these students more, I did not pursue their completion of
this questionnaire item. Results, therefore, may be skewed
by their lack of response as one could reason that students
who could not complete a semantic differential might
evaluate less positively a learning environment, such as a
computer learning laboratory, that (at least initially)

is

more complex than a classroom learning environment.
Non-directional t-tests were performed to determine if
there were significant differences between concept scores
for the two learning groups. Differences in scores between
the two learning groups for all three concept scores were
insignificant at the .05 level. These results support the
conclusion that at the particular point in the
implementation process that the RSDs were administered
(late February) the beginners found the computer lab as
robust a learning environment as students in the advanced
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class. A "novelty effect" may have effected results for the
beginners' class, however, as several beginners were
relatively new to CALL.
Seven of the 12 respondents in the advanced class had
been working with CALL since the inception of the project
in April 1995. In contrast, most of the respondents in the
beginners' class were relatively new to CALL- 5 of the 8
respondents had been with the program less than 3 1/2
months. It is probably significant that the two groups
evaluated computer learning as equally robust, given that
most students in the advanced class were far beyond the
"dazzlement" phase described earlier.
Do Students' Perceptions of Their Roles as Learners Change
As a Consequence of Using CALL?
This is perhaps the most intriguing yet most illusive
research question I brought to the study. Previous research
has shown that computer-assisted instruction may be
structured to promote cooperation and peer teaching
(Johnson & Johnson, 1986; Chang & Smith, 1991; Dickinson,
1986). In this study students in Alice's class appeared to
work more cooperatively in the classroom as a consequence
of working with partners during CALL lessons. Learning in a
computer environment involves a certain amount of risktaking and experimentation. Does this risk-taking in the
computer lab carry-over to students finding themselves more
willing to take risks with their new language in other
environments? With a computer the teacher is no longer the
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focus of students' attention. Technology rich learning
environments present learners with variety of choices.
Dwyer, Ringstaff, and Sandholtz (1991) observed that school
children in a technology intensive classroom improved in
their ability to learn on their own. Healey (1993) suggests
that the self-directed learning that occurs in a technology
rich learning center may possibly be internalized for later
use in other language learning situations and warrants
investigation.
Although research suggests that computer-assisted
instruction can affect change in learning behavior and the
social dynamics of learning environments,

I was

particularly interested in exploring if the students
themselves perceived any changes in their roles as language
learners as a consequence of CALL.
Unfortunately I was not able to gather much
information from the student's point of view regarding this
issue. I had hoped to get at changes in students'
perceptions of their roles as learners by asking students
how they found learning in the classroom different from
learning in the computer lab. Two students mentioned during
interview sessions that they felt "more independent" in the
lab. However, when other students were asked if they too
felt more independent in the lab, they either denied this
or evaded the question, I believe largely because they
perceived that saying they were more "independent" would
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have been seen as disrespectful or defiant of the teacher's
authority.
Perhaps the methodology I employed to try to answer
this question was inappropriate. After my first few
unsuccessful attempts at interviewing students with the
assistance of the bilingual research assistant,

I decided

to recuse myself from student interviews for reasons
mentioned in the Methodology section, i.e. it was awkward
for the bilingual research assistant to have to translate
back and forth from English to Vietnamese and students
seemed intimidated by me asking them questions. However,
when information on students1 roles as learners did not
emerge from interviews and the focus groups sessions, I re
evaluated the situation and chose to participate in
interviews again so to explore in more depth the subtle
idea of how students' roles as learners might have changed
through the course of the study.
Unfortunately, I found it very difficult to get
students to talk about their roles as learners. Perhaps
again the social setting and dynamics of the interview
situation worked against spontaneity. Notwithstanding,

I

came to feel that the larger reason was that students in
the program were not of the mindset where they could self
consciously articulate on the underlying meaning of their
language learning behavior. In an in-depth study of
language learning strategies Rubin (1981) reported gaining
the most insight from sophisticated second language
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learners. Perhaps learners in this study had not yet
achieved the requisite level of analytical sophistication
needed to explore this issue in depth in an interview
situation. On the other hand, maybe I simply did not ask
the right questions.
Upon further reflection I also came to see that it
would be very difficult to ascertain how students' felt
their roles as learners changed as a consequence of CALL
without the researcher having a more thorough understanding
of the subjects' language and culture than I did. An
analysis of the shifts in power and control that role
change suggests would probably require a subtle
understanding of status relationships in the Vietnamese
culture, a dissertation in itself.
I over-reached my grasp with this question and was not
satisfied with the data I collected. Therefore, I will have
to leave the important question if students' perceptions of
their roles are changed as a consequence of CALL unanswered
here.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Summary of Findings
This was a qualitative case study that examined the
implementation of CALL in an ESL program serving adult
refugees and immigrants from Vietnam. The project site,
located in the heart of one of the oldest Vietnamese
communities in the United States, was known as the "village
school" (truong lang) among community members. This case
study consisted of two sub-cases: implementation of CALL in
the beginners' class and implementation of CALL in the
advanced beginners' class. The investigation of the
implementation of CALL in the ESL program in Versailles
Gardens, which lasted almost 11 months, was intense and
holistic. The researcher was also the administrator of the
refugee program.
This study was guided by questions I brought to the
field as well as certain questions that took shape as
fieldwork was on-going. The research methodology used was
largely qualitative in design, so that an emic
understanding of how the innovation impacted the actors and
brought about change in the learning environment could be
constructed. Three main areas of inquiry emerged as I
strove to understand the case, which can be grouped
according to issues having to do with the following:
implementing CALL; teaching with CALL; and learning with
CALL. In each of these areas the main focus of inquiry
229
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became the perspective of one of the three groups of actors
who composed the case, i.e. the administrator, the
teachers, and the students, respectively.
Sergiovanni (1991) advises that the "engines of
change" be experimental. The approach taken to implementing
CALL in the ESL program in Versailles Gardens was highly
experimental. Very few ESL programs serving adult refugees
use computers to teach English. Many unknowns faced us at
the beginning of the project which could only be answered
through interaction with the context of practice, such as:
How should CALL be used in our program?; Will our students
like studying English with computers?; Which software is
appropriate for our learners?; Will users sustain an
interest in CALL? Throughout the course of the
investigation the teachers and I strove to understand the
best use of the innovation given the open-entry/open-exit
structure of our program,

the wide range of English

proficiencies within the two classes, and the complete lack
of prior experience with computers on the part of our
students.
As the administrator I did my best to create a
supportive environment where teachers felt comfortable to
explore various applications of CALL. The implementation
process became a tremendous learning experience for us all.
In the following section major findings of this case study
are summarized and briefly discussed.
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Implementing CALL
Numerous problems and barriers, large and small, had
to be overcome to get the innovation in place and
operational. Much time and energy on my part was then
required to shepherd its adoption and continued use. During
the implementation process I assumed several new
organizational roles involving the coordination of the
target system. My active, hands-on approach to
implementation led to the smooth coordination of most of
these duties.
The first barrier facing implementation was an obvious
lack of resources. I researched the proposed innovation,
wrote the grants that provided the funding for the project,
and then played an active role in allocating resources that
supported use of the innovation throughout the project
period. I found that the insight I was gaining through the
research I was conducting also enabled me in my role of
program administrator to respond quickly to problems that
emerged as the innovation took shape. In response to the
concerns the two project teachers expressed about the
innovation I developed organizational conditions that
supported their efforts to better integrate CALL into their
teaching, such as revising Alice's computer schedule to
allow her more time in the CALL lab, improving
communication through lab report forms and dialog journals,
hiring an experienced ESL teacher as lab monitor, and
modifying and enlarging the computer lab so that use of
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CALL became less difficult to schedule. I was able to offer
workshops as they appeared needed and in the early days of
the project provided on-going assistance and support to the
students in the computer lab.
From my position as program administrator as well the
change agent intent on implementing the innovation,

I had

both the power and the will to allocate resources and
develop organizational conditions to support the
innovation's adoption and continued use. I believe my
admitted self-interest in seeing the innovation through
ultimately contributed to its successful implementation in
the program.
As I write this conclusion almost 20 months after the
computers were installed at the Versailles Gardens
Community Office, CALL continues to be a much utilized and
integral part of instruction provided by the ESL program.
It is safe to say that the innovation has reached that
stage in the implementation process known as
"institutionalization", i.e. the innovation has become a
regular feature of the organizational setting of the
Versailles Gardens ESL program and its day to day use is no
longer viewed as something new or different

(Van Hees,

1987) .
Part of the credit for reaching institutionalization
must go to the teachers and myself who were, or became,
committed to seeing that CALL "fit" the program. However, a
major reason that CALL has become such an important part of
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instruction in the program has to do with the innovation's
pedagogical qualities. The software and hardware selected
for use in this study provide students with many
opportunities to practice and receive feedback on
performance in a highly motivating environment. With the
computers students can explore and take risks with their
new language in a private, non-threatening workspace. The
computers allow the students to control the pace and focus
of their learning. In short, CALL has lived up to its
promises.
Teaching with CALL
An attribute of computer-assisted learning that is
frequently cited is the opportunity it affords students to
focus on individual needs and deficiencies. CALL appeared
to allow for more individualized instruction in the
computer lab. The way it was used in this case study also
enabled more individualized instruction in the classroom as
well.
The teacher for the beginners' class consistently
chose to split his multi-level class on his computer nights
by ability level. He particularly enjoyed the opportunity
to work with his very low level beginners in the classroom
while his more advanced students were engaged with CALL in
the lab.
The teacher for the advanced class, on the other hand,
structured CALL use quite differently than the beginners'
teacher, in order to complement a teaching objective she
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strongly believed in*, collaborative learning. We shared the
opinion that the collaborative learning that she encouraged
in the computer lab, by always assigning students partners
and instructing them to work cooperatively,

in turn

affected the climate of learning in her classroom.
Throughout the study her students appeared to become
progressively more comfortable and proficient at working in
small groups in the classroom.
CALL seemed to have a greater impact on how the less
experienced of the two teachers went about teaching and how
she felt about herself as a teacher. The utilization of
CALL twice a week helped to impose a structure on her
lesson planning that was lacking and that she welcomed. She
felt her mastery of the CALL programs made her a more
resourceful and effective teacher, and believed her
students respected her more when they realized she was also
computer proficient.
Both teachers felt that CALL enriched the ESL
curriculum and expanded their instructional resource bank.
Nevertheless, the innovation was mainly an "add-on", and
did not result in any major changes in how they taught
English. Both teachers used CALL selectively, largely to
reinforce concepts being taught in the classroom. However,
major changes in the logistics of learning were required to
accommodate the scheduling of computer lab sessions.
It became clearer to me as the project progressed that
careful lesson planning grounded in established second
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language learning principals was necessary to make the most
effective use of the CALL. I also realized that when
preparing teachers to use CALL, especially those new to the
profession, I needed to attend more to the development of
their understanding of how a second language is learned,
and to incorporate such training into the CALL workshops.
Learning with CALL
This study attempted to understand the impact of CALL
on learning English from the point of view of the student.
A major finding of this study was that most of the students
served by the Versailles Gardens ESL program, who were
adult refugees and immigrants from Vietnam, enjoyed working
with computers and believed that CALL helped them learn
English by making learning "faster" or "easier". A feature
of the CALL programs that students found particularly
helpful was being able to repeat the sound of a phrase or
word until the user understood what was being said by the
computer. Students also felt they were often able to derive
the meaning of new language from the contextual clues
provided in the pictures and/or text that accompanied aural
output from the computer. Whereas the advanced students
found the dictation exercises very helpful in reinforcing
learning, the beginning level students often found learning
tasks involving typing frustrating and pointless.
Several factors played a role in engaging and
maintaining student interest in working with CALL. Students
who sustained an active interest in working with CALL
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throughout the project period were generally highly
motivated to learn English and were more advanced in their
English proficiency. However, those few low English
proficient students who had comparatively advanced
educational backgrounds tended to like learning with
computers very much.
A student's age in combination with her English
proficiency also affected overall interest in learning
English with computers. It was particularly difficult for
older students (age 50 and above) with low English
proficiency to maintain an interest in computer-assisted
language learning, regardless of their educational
backgrounds. Yet older students more advanced in their
English proficiency (Level Three or Four learners) were
some of the most enthusiastic CALL users in the program.
There were no data that would support the notion that
students unmotivated to learn English through classroom
instruction became motivated to learn English with
computers.
For any particular lesson the compatibility of one's
CALL partner was important in maintaining a student's
active involvement in the lesson for the entire lab period.
Students appeared to prefer working with a partner when
learning with computers was a new experience for them. As
their comfort level with the computers increased, students
often opted to work alone unless asked to pair up by their
teacher. An exception to this observation were the older
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low level beginners, who often sought out a partner in the
lab.
A "novelty effect" was clearly operative when students
were first introduced to CALL. Many students appeared
"dazzled" by the computers in the early weeks of the
project and often complained they desired more time with
the computers. Although students1 overall interest in
learning with computers tended to decrease with time, CALL
still appeared to sustain the interest of most students in
the program throughout the project period, especially
students in the advanced class.
When asked to compare learning English in the computer
lab and learning in the classroom, students indicated that
they found the teacher as uniquely capable of providing
explanations. Although analysis of the Robustness Semantic
Differential indicated that students found learning in the
computer lab almost as "robust" as learning in the
classroom, it was clear that students considered the
instruction they received from their teachers as the core
to their learning English. They believed the computers
served to supplement or reinforce learning in the
classroom, and found the computers particularly useful in
providing practice on listening skills.
Recommendations Regarding Effective Implementation
Strategies
One of my original research questions asked,

"What

strategies regarding teacher training, selection and
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introduction of new software, and scheduling computer use
prove effective?" Although I hesitate to generalize beyond
the time and context of this particular case study, I
nevertheless believe that the successes and shortcomings of
this project may provide valuable lessons to other ESL
professionals considering CALL for use in their refugee
language programs. The lessons we learned in this case
study regarding teacher training, software selection, and
scheduling computer use are summarized below in the fora of
recommendations.
Teacher Training
Firstly, teachers should be adequately trained in CALL
use up-front and allowed to achieve a high comfort level
with at least one major software program before the
innovation is introduced to their students. I probably
could have avoided the problems of Quoc's initial anxiety
or Alice's early resistance to CALL if I had not been so
eager to get the project rolling.
Secondly, from the inception of the project teacher
training should have a strong focus on providing teachers
with the teaching skills needed to integrate the kind of
learning that is provided during a CALL lesson into
classroom instruction. It is particularly important that
this be done in programs which employ individuals new to
the ESL teaching profession, which is often the case in
refugee services programs.
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Teacher training should first involve the project team
analyzing the primary type of instruction provided by a
CALL program. For those programs that focus on listening
skills, for example, teachers should be taught (or reminded
to use) techniques to prepare students for listening tasks
as well as how to design task-based listening activities
for use in more open-ended CALL programs.
A major curricular objective for the ESL program
examined here was teaching students the vocabulary of
everyday life in the U.S. To make the most effective use of
CALL vocabulary software, teachers need to first develop
their understanding of how vocabulary is learned. They then
should be provided with explicit techniques and strategies
to teach vocabulary. Teachers should be taught and
encouraged to use such teaching skills at the same time
they are being exposed to the CALL software, so that use of
the computers with sound teaching techniques are linked
from the inception of the implementation process.
Finally, teacher training needs to be on-going as it
was in this project. This gives teachers the continuous
support they need to enhance their technical mastery of the
software programs. On-going training is especially needed
to help teachers learn to use programs which are introduced
after pre-implementation training. Workshops scheduled
throughout the implementation process would also provide
the teacher trainer with ample opportunities to coach
teachers on integrating CALL learning with classroom
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instruction. Additionally, on-going training creates
occasions to discuss and iron-out implementation problems
and adjust policies as needed. For larger projects,

I am

certain that training workshops provided throughout the
project period would also provide an excellent venue for
collaboration and cross-fertilization of ideas between
teachers on creative applications of CALL.
Selection and Introduction of New Software
Software should be reviewed carefully by project staff
to insure that it is pedagogically sound and "user
friendly". The curricular objectives of the ESL program
should guide the selection of software. It is also
important that the project software be at the appropriate
level of proficiency for the target population and that the
students find using the software enjoyable and worthwhile.
Therefore,

I recommend that a trial approach be taken to

software selection. After project staff have identified
programs that seem promising, arrangements should be made
with software providers that would allow adequate time for
students to try out software on a trial basis before major
funding is committed to any one package.
In addition to strong up-front training, I also
recommend that teachers be introduced to new software on an
incremental basis through on-going training to avoid
"information overload". Administrators need to be
particularly sensitive to this issue for teachers who have
limited exposure and knowledge of computers.
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Scheduling Computer Use
Student needs and teacher needs must be weighed when
deciding how computer use is scheduled. In this study the
two project teachers had very different perspectives on
their role in providing CALL instruction. For Alice it was
important, especially at the beginning of the project, to
actually supervise student work in the CALL lab. Quoc, on
the other hand, was more than happy to have someone else
assume those duties as it allowed him to teach to smaller
groups of students less diverse in their learning needs.
Therefore I recommend that teachers be allowed to choose
their level of involvement in implementing CALL and making
it work for their students.
It is important that students not be "overexposed" to
CALL or that CALL be a allowed to become a substitute for
good classroom teaching. For a program that provides
approximately nine hours of ESL instruction per week, we
found that two to three hours of CALL a week was an ideal
amount of time for most students. However, student interest
in CALL must be monitored. If it appears to wane then
adjustments should be made, which may require that students
be assigned less time in the lab.
Refugees and immigrants new to the U.S. often have a
limited window of opportunity to attend ESL classes before
work and familial obligations pull them in other
directions. In this study we avoided reducing instructional
time to make use of the computers, e.g., we did not dismiss
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one group of students after their lab session to focus on
providing CALL instruction to a second group. Rather,
students in the computer lab simply changed places with
students in the classroom when their lab session ended.
This allowed students to continue to receive 9 hours of
English instruction a week, of which approximately 6 hours
were devoted to teacher-led instruction, and 3 hours to
CALL.
We believed the addition of CALL as a strategy to
teach English served to enrich instruction in the program.
The services of a lab monitor greatly facilitated how we
were able to schedule CALL for student use. I would
therefore recommend that, if funding allows, a lab monitor
be hired to assist students in the computer lab, thus
freeing up the teacher to instruct the remaining students
in the classroom. The services of a lab monitor are
particularly important at the beginning of the project when
students are anxious about computer use and unfamiliar with
the computers and how to navigate the programs.
Issues to Consider Regarding CALL Implementation
CALL is an expensive proposition. Before any decisions
are made regarding implementing CALL, the ESL program
administrator must question- is it worth it? Could the
money be better spent on hiring more teachers, or
purchasing other learning materials, such as workbooks,
tape-recorders, teaching videos, etc.? The answer depends
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on the needs, goals, and financial health of the specific
ESL program under consideration.
Due to the part-time nature of teaching positions
within the Immigration and Refugee Services ESL program
(all classes but one are taught in the evenings to
accomodate students' work schedules), the ESL program
examined here has always had a difficult time locating and
keeping trained ESL professionals. Had we used the
available funding to hire a third teacher (the grant that
funded the project allowed for the staffing of two teachers
at each CALL site), our history shows little reason to
believe he or she would have stayed with the program.

(One

of the two project teachers remained with the program only
a year and a half.) For a program with staffing as unstable
as a refugee services program, CALL offers the
administrator some stability in instructional delivery. As
long as the software chosen is of high pedagogical quality
and meets the learning goals of the program, CALL can offer
assurance to both the administrator and students that
learners will always have a place to go where they can
count on building upon prior learning in the program.
Since the research project ended, the Versailles
Gardens ESL program has experienced a dramatic decrease in
funding. Now we can only afford to pay an instructor to
teach the advanced class two nights a week. Because we have
a CALL lab, however, the students are still able to receive
English instruction four evenings a week- their teacher
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assigns CALL lessons for them to work on the two evenings
she is not present. Although not an ideal situation, it has
allowed us to stretch our resources in hard times. It is
difficult to believe that we could achieve the kind of high
attendance we are seeing on CALL nights if students were
only provided with tape-recorders, worksheets, flashcards,
or other more traditional means of delivering independent
learning activities.
Another issue to consider is the availability of
technical assistance. The implementation of CALL required
that our program rely more on the technical assistance of
the agency's PC specialist, who frequently was not
available for immediate assistance. Had there been no one
to assist in technical matters involving the installation
of software on the network or resolving the inevitable
glitches in the operation of the programs, the project
probably would have folded early on. Not having this role
assumed by someone within the program did lead to some
delays and frustrations. A project could be crippled,
however,

if needed technical expertise is not available or

cannot be afforded.
Finally,

implementing CALL in an ESL program serving

adult refugees and immigrants requires considerable energy
and commitment on the part of the administrator and
teaching staff, which I hope I have illustrated in this
report. Unless a key organizational member is committed to
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seeing the project through, funding indeed might better be
used in another way.
Recommendations for Future Research
As in many exploratory studies, this study may have
served to raise more questions than it answered. Certain
issues requiring further research are discussed below.
CALL for Older Learners
Never before has the need for refugees and immigrants
to learn English been greater than it is now. Recent
changes in federal law ban or restrict non-citizens from
accessing several major federal benefits programs, unless
applicants can verify 40 qualifying quarters of work in the
U.S., with only few exceptions. If an immigrant falls on
hard times and finds herself with no means of support,

in

many cases the safety net will no longer be there.
This has become a horrible dilemma for most older
immigrants currently receiving SSI and foodstamps, who are
too old or disabled to ever work again. To access those
vital benefit programs the older immigrant has no choice
but to naturalize. However, to qualify for citizenship an
immigrant must be able to speak, read, and write English.
(Older immigrants with over 15 years of legal residency in
the U.S. are exempted from this requirement.)
A rather disappointing finding from this study was
that older, low English proficient students did not seem to
benefit from nor enjoy learning English with computers.
With or without CALL, the Versailles Gardens ESL program
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has rarely been able to retain older, un-schooled learners
for any significant length of time. These older learners
face considerable barriers in learning English which many
have found too difficult to overcome. However, now they
have no choice. It is either learn English or go hungry.
Can CALL help meet this tremendous challenge being faced by
adult ESL programs throughout the country?
Future research should be conducted to determine if
CALL could be delivered in such a way as to help older
Americans learn English. There presently exists a very
limited range of software to serve the learning needs,
including basic literacy, of this population. A first step
in understanding how CALL could assist older learners will
require the development of more software appropriate for
adults with very low English proficiency and limited
educational backgrounds.
Many older immigrants are illiterate in their first
language. Software must be developed to teach these
learners basic literacy in their first language. The
ability of multi-media programs to combine graphics,
pictures, motion, and sound holds great promise in teaching
basic literacy skills.
After first language literacy skills are mastered, a
next step would be helping learners make the transition
from native literacy to English literacy skills. Software
which could facilitate this process must also be developed.
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The older learners in this study already knew how to
read and write in their first language, yet they still were
unable to sustain an interest in the project's CALL
software. An understanding of learning theory points to the
need to activate the prior knowledge of learners as a means
of developing links to new learning. Researchers must
determine what prior knowledge of older immigrants can be
activated and built upon to develop new knowledge of
English. We must explore how learning English can be framed
in a context that older learners feel comfortable with and
are happy about. For example, many of the older learners in
the ESL program examined in this study were avid gardeners.
Perhaps learning English would not have appeared so strange
and difficult if the CALL software had provided them with
the sounds, sights, and activities of the garden.
Much of the learning materials that have been
developed to teach English to adults aim to provide
learners with an understanding of their new culture, as
well as the skills to master English. For the older
learner, combining information on American culture and
society along with a new language may only obfuscate the
already daunting challenge of mastering English. Perhaps
CALL software for older learners should simply focus on
teaching English, and be presented using the familiar
context of their ethnic communities or even their home
countries.
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These issues need to be discussed and explored by CALL
researchers, adult ESL providers, and software developersbut time is of the essence. Without English, thousands of
older and disabled immigrants will be denied their only
means of support. The development of CALL software to teach
English to older immigrants should become a priority in the
CALL research and teaching community.
Students1 Roles as Learners in a CALL Setting
This study was not able to gather much information
regarding possible effects of CALL on students' roles as
learners from the student's point of view. Future research
along these lines should be conducted to try and understand
how computer use impacts the complex system of roles,
relationships, and cultural values of students in an ESL
classroom. Ideally the research team should include
individuals with intimate knowledge of the students'
languages and cultures. Such an insider's perspective may
very well be required to understand the subtle changes in
power, control, and status relationships that role change
suggests and CALL'S possible effect on this process.
Also, findings regarding students' reactions to and
opinions of CALL were based on only one cultural group- the
Vietnamese. Future research would need to be conducted to
see if my findings hold for second language learners from
other cultures.
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CALL and Listening Skills
Several students mentioned they liked CALL because
they could hear English "over and over again" or because
they could actually slow the delivery of aural input with a
slow button. However, current theory in language
acquisition may lead one to question if this is actually an
effective method for developing listening comprehension.
Whereas repeating and slowing the delivery of aural
input may not be the most authentic listening situation,
the delight that students in this study expressed when they
understood what the computer was saying should not be
overlooked. Many of the students served by the program had
been frustrated for years by their inability to grasp
spoken English. At the affective level, perhaps the success
they achieve in the CALL lab will instill in these students
the confidence they need to continue to attempt to
comprehend the English they encounter in discourse episodes
with native speakers. Further research could examine what
relationships, if any, exist between CALL use, selfefficacy, improvement in listening comprehension, and
student efforts at learning English outside the classroom.
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tom e

Date.
(please print)

P k tK snswcx as iUljr ck pooflde.

1) Do yon M nenoai iitea 7011« e the ooapatas ia ihe IA?

2) Do you think kenrinf howto uaeaccnpato will be easy or tffficulr?

3) Do you think yoo win like to o k a eonpoter in the ESL piopam or oot7

4) Do yoa thiak kaiaiaf how to oae a computer wOl help yon iafhe te r n ? If ye* then how?

S) Do you think kanwng how to uectconipcicr will help you find a beaterjob?

6) Do you thiak kaowinf how to aae a eoapuMr will help you lean and practice English more?

7) I>j you think it ii importw that irfqgcct learn how loose rncipaim ? Why or why aot7

t ) Do you think a eonpoter will help you team English? ITyet; thee hour do you thiak the computer will
help you to learn English?

9) PieaeuUy the ESLpmgnanoflfcndaaaes t e r enoinge a week t e n total of about 9hours ef d a s time
a week. About how much d m tiasc every week would you like la week cu a computer? One horn? Two
boon? Throe hoars? Four hoars? Five hoars? Six hours7Seven hours? Eight bours7Nine hours?
(please circle your answer.)
Thank you!
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t£»_______
______
(Xin vSccSa is)
k

»

••

•>

„> ■ T

________
Ng5j

-

Xin vui ta g n Ui l « ( d t y dukaog lot.
1) Qwviconghil»q«ivicjMlblybtttcpfchlqulirfdmgcouitmm trangl^phy B ^ g ?

f
">■
» J,
1 V '
2) Qul vi ntfii kee caafnicr ae li £ htjr b UkA?

3) Q« vi agfai qci vi actucll fcoac khoag thkfadmg nw pm t gang cfa&ogtriah Ash Van?

4} Qoivfsgki bee cKh4B«coapi(MrMthpqaivf treat ftt&igtal khoag? N«uco&rbuga*in*o?

5) Qui vi oo aghTu fcltt diag napUar atgiop qaivf k in d J i v*SLlaa

6)Qui vico ngbi It bbt <im^eo«ipiiifricgiiip^ii vihocvi iHycnUpnhltah^altfaooft?

7 } < ^ v i» B ^ k fia a * M rliM c ^ q H B n B g a « s g iU iiy B H M b o c k fa n « T T d m b oactriaaaU iaig?
•
.
m *
*

Q Q oi^M igU laeom puK rcofttghpqai vikocAah ValAoog? Keii go 6i canpMreo feegfap <fjivi koc
Aab vSfa&g eack dm?

9)Cfe&bgtrfahA>ihVaneotyj«l>oa&aioitua^U»ugcUfi6cagmoriBii). Qipvi pmoa hoe/dug
campatcr kbom bfo ■hioi oengtronj ban?’ Mat tiSig? Hal ding? B* tiiifc?jBaati&g? Nam iR np
Saw t2 ng? Bay liltig? Taa t2ng? Chin fifing? (xa> tra M bfig each Bgoat troo A&i g iu qulvi mita)
Cara£n!
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE #2
Instructions: Please answer as fully as possible. Your
opinions are very important to me.
Name:

_______
(Please Print)

Date:

Q u s a tx a n m o o t s t u d x im o o l x i i v m

c q w pd te m

1) Do you think computers sre helping you to learn English?
Please circle your answer: yes/no
If you answered yes, how do you think computers are
helping you to learn English?

If you answered yes, please consider this. There are four
major skill areas to learning English- speaking,
listening, reading, and writing. In which skill area do
you think the computers are helping you the
most?_____

If you answered no to question #1, why do think computers
are not helping you to learn English?

2) What do you like best about studying English with
computers?

3) Think carefully. What do you like lea6t about studying
English with conputers?
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4) Presently the SSL program offers desses four evenings a
week for e total of about 9 hours of class tine a week.
About how nuch dass tine every week would you like to
work on a conputer? One hour? Two hours? Three hours?
Pour hours? Five hours? Six hours? seven hours? Eight
hours? Kine hours? (please circle you answer).

5) When you go to the computer lab, do you prefer to have a
computer to yourself or do you prefer to have a
partner?
(i.e. please explain why you prefer to have a conputer to
yourself or why you prefer to have a partner)

6) Sometimes our classes are so large that everyone oust
have a partner in the lab. Please list here the 3 people
in your class you most prefer to be your coaputer lab
partner:

7) Why did you choose the persona you listed above?
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8)

Mho do you think should deeida who will bo partners in
tho computer lob- tho eloasrooo teacher, tho computer
teacher, or tho students themselves?
Why do you think so?

9)

X havo notleod that oooo students prefer not to rocord
themselves vary ofton. Do you usa tha "rocord" function
often in English Express? ___________________
Why or why not?

10) Vo srs thinking about asking tho eosputer lab available
to ESL students on Friday svenings and/or Saturday
mornings.

11) Xf
made tho coaputer lab available to B6L students
on Friday evenings, would you attend?________ Why or why
not?

12) Xf
made the computer lab available on Saturday
mornings, would you attend?
Why or why not?
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13) Do you have any suggestions on how we can improve our
coaputer program for SSL students? Your opinions and
suggestions are very important to ue.

B » cM * o c m g u is rz o a s

l) Date of Birth:__________
3) How long have you been in the U.S.?
3) What was your occupation in vletnaa?

4) what is your occupation in the U.S.?

5) Did you study English in Vietnam?
long did you study English in Vietnam?

If so, how
__________

6) How long have you been attending English classes in the
_____
U.S.?____________
7) h o w many years did you attend school in
Vietnam?_______
___

Thank you so nuchl
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Hoi y kien cua hoc sinh # 2
Hudngdin: Xin vui long tra ldi c«Qg day du cang tot Y kien cua qui vi rat la quan trong
doi vdi toi.
Ten:______ t
(xin viet chU is)

Ngay:________________

Nhtfng cau hoi vc each dung computers de hoc Anh Van
*
*
» .
/ /
^
V A
l) Qui vi oo nghi la computers dang giup qui vi hoc Anb Van hay la khong?
Kboanh
iron) root
chii: Co / Khong
^^ /
•» / to m
w
4 e
c v
/
^
Neu qui vi tn loi co thi qui yi aghi computers giup qui vi hoc Anh Van bang each nao?

'
7 ,
v '
v
«’ r
*
f
*
'
■ ’
v
Neu qui vi trs loi co, xm yui long de yiau JUy. ^Co bon^pch chinh Sc hoc toh Van - __
each noi, nghc, 3bc(kc ca phat am), va viet. Qui vi oghi computers dang giup qui vi each nao nhieu

nhat?_____

Keo qui vj tn I6i khong eho cau ao 1 thi tai sao qui vi nghi camputen khong giup qui vi
hoc Anh Van 0& ?

2) Qui vi thich diem nao nhieu nhat khi qui vi dung computers fle hoc Anh Van?

3) Can than.
Qui*vi thich diem nao h nhat khi qui vi dung computers de hoc Anh Van?
•
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4) Hicn nay Quldng Triph Anh Van (ESL) co !&phoc 4 ngay mot tuan, gam co khonng v
9 lieng mot tuan. Qui vi muon dung computers deSoc kboang bao nhieu tieag znoi tuan?
1 tieag? 2tieng? 3 tieng?^ tieog? 5 tieog? 6tieng? 7tieng? 8 tieag? 9 ti£ng?
(Khoanb tron o u tra Idi cua qui vi)

5) KJbi qui vi vab phong computer dejiqc, qui vi muon mot xoinh qui vi mot cai computer bay
hpc chung v&i mot ngddi Ichac wia?_______
*___________ tai sao?
(X iagiaithi& tdsaoqui vimuooboc mot mmhhoac hoc chung voi mot ngd&khacntia)

6) Co nhdnghic lipbpcqua doing dip nen tat ca moi ogildi phai dungcomputer chung vdi mot
ngtidi khac ntfa. Xin vui king viet ten cua 3 ngd5i trong ldp ma qui vi muon hoc chung vii
bo khi dung computer.

/

^ r

v

*•

* ^

A

7) Tai sao qui vi lai muon chon nhung ngtfbi 3 tree day?
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/

) «.

•

*

*. /

w

7 w

S) Qui vi nghi^ai plm U i^& i quyttdinhve van hi* sgiidide dung computers chung?
Ng&il giab vifia treog Idp hoc, qgtti giab vi£h trong phdhg computer*, hay la tfetd hoc
sinh Ha ngiUi deV>c chung?
Taiaao?

9) Toi tbiyjco com«o boc sinh khong co thu tieng phat am cut minh nhieu. Qui vi co hay
thau tieog pbatam cut qui vi Uu hoc English Express khong?
Tai aao c6 hoae tai aao khong?

10) Chung tm dang xuy oghi ve si? mb Idp computers cho hoc aiah dug hoc Anh Van diuig
v u c b ’^th^nuviAoaclattogtluIbay.

%

^ t
^
11) Neu Hoi
n o ldp computers cho hoc ainh hoc Ash VaabKtbem vaochieu
thi? mu, Qui vi COSi dll
Tai
a kbuui?
• n o hoac
* Id
• no khone?
’**

A
f
^
^ ^
—^
12) NeuHoi^ mdlbp computers cbo hoc sinh h9c Ash Van bpc them vao sang did bay,
qiif vi co di du lAong?
Tai aaocohoac tai sao khong?
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13) Qui vi co y lden gi de lam cho chi&ng trinh computer chp hqc ginb Anh Van dlBc phat
chuySn hin khong? Y Idea cua qui' vi ret Laquan trong 3oi v6i toi.

Nhilng cau hoi ve hi lich
1) Ngay rinh:

2) Qui vi 6 M y Side baolauroi?

_______

3) Ngfcic nghicp cua qui vi d ben Viet Nam Lagi?_

4) NgHe nghiep cua qui vi 6 bra My^U gi?.

c T «*.

r. . '

«' r -

f

5) Qui vi co hoc Anh Van 6 ben Viet Nam chila?
Neu co thi qui vi hoc
Anh Van &bch. Viet Nam tfdic bao lau?________________________________ '
6) Qm vi hoc Anh Van 6 ben Mv dtfdc hao lau roi?
/
/^ ^
^
)
7) Quivi<M3cdi hoctatcalabaonhieunaraibeaVietNam?
w

~

^

M- - -

-

-

r —

Cam 6n qui vi rat ohieu!
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Maae:
^please print)

Date:

QUESTION 1
There are four major skill areas in learning English :
speaking, reading, listening, writing.
Below please rank from 1 to 4 in which skill areas you think
the computers are helping you the soat. please put a 1 next
to the English skill srea you think computers help you the
most. Put a 2 next to the English skill area you think
computers are helping you the second most. Put a 3 next to
the English skill area you think computers are helping you
the third most. Please put a 4 by the English skill area you
think computers are helping you the least:
_____ speaking
reading
_____ listening
_____ writing
QUESTION 2
Our ESL program is using the following 5 computer programs
in the computer laboratory:
______ English Express
______ Word Attack 3
______ PLATO
.

Triple Play Plus

______ Rosetta Stone.
Please see the pictures provided to help you remember what
these programs are like.
Please rank the Quality of the programs to help you learn
English from one to five. Please put a 1 by the program that
you think is the best program for helping you learn English.
Put a 2 by the program that you think is the next best for
helping you learn English. Put a 3 by the program that you
think is the third best for helping you learn English. Put a
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4 by the program you think is the fourth best for helping
you learn English. Put a 5 by the program you think helps
you the least in learning English.
Look at your fl choice. Why do you think this program is the
best?

Look at your #5 choice. Why do you rank this program the
lowest?

QUB8TX0M 3
Presently, do you think you are working on the computers:
(Please circle your answer)
too much time
not enough time
just the right amount of time
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QUE8TX0H 4

Learning English with computers is somewhat different than
learning English with a workbook, a tape recorder, or
listening to the TV or radio.
Please rank from l to 6 the features/characteristics of
computers that you think help you the most to learn English.
Put a l by the feature of the computers that you think is
most helpful in you learning English. Put a 2 by the
computer feature that you think is the next most helpful for
learning English. Put a 3 by the computer feature that you
think is the third most helpful for learning English, etc.,
up to 6.
With a computer...
I can repeat the sound of a word or phrase as many
timesas I want
_____ I can proceed atmy own pace
Certain programs keep score on how I
I can record my voice and compare it
provided voice

am doing.
to the computer

_____ pictures are shown with the sound and spelling of a
new word or phrase
_____ I can listen and then type what I have just heard
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QUESTIONS
In the following three questions I will ask you to reflect on your feelings about learning
Fngiuh in three different settings/environments.
A) Thinkabout leaning English in the computerlab.
Please indicate with a checkmark (V) odthe acak belowwhat is doacat to yourfccltngt
ifm ing Entlirii ut *****f 'p*”
I jH H MTIJ F ^ glittl W 1H o

ktl )|

;

(For example, howdo you fed about shrimp sauce?)
Tasty_____________ ____
atinkv
If you really like shrimp sauce, and you don't mod its smell at aQ, tfaeoput a chock (V) right next
to the wordtasty below.
Tasty V____________________ stinky
If you like shrimp sauce, but it is not really yourftvorte sauce, tfaeoput a check (V) on the second
blank dote to the word tasty.
Tastv
V
atinkv
On the contrary, if you do not like shrimp sauce atall, andthe only thing that you cau think of is
its odor, then put a check (V) next to the word stinky.
Tastv
V stinkv

boring ____ ______________________ interesting
fre sh ____________________________ rtale
mMniiigW ____
____
meaningful
important

______________________ unimportant

powerful______________________ _____

weak

passive____________________________ active
thrilling ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ ____

quieting

uneventful____________________________ action-packed
challenging ____ _____

____ ____

<tnii
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B) Now think about learning English an your own st home.
Please indicate with a checkmark (V) ao the scale beiow what is closest to your feelings
about learning English by studying on your own at home:
Learning English by studying on my own at borne is:
boring ______________________
f r e s h _______________________
m w m in g le M

_______

_____

interesting
stale
meaningful

im portant______________________
usnai
______ _____ ______

unimportant

pow erful__________ ______ ____

weak

p assiv e________________ ______

active

thrilling________________ _____

quieting

uneventful__________ ______ ____

action-packed

challenging__________ ____________

dull

C) Finally, think about learning English in the classroom.
Please indicate with a checkmark (V) on the scale below what is closest to your feelings
about learning English in die classroom:
learningPngliahja

boring
fresh
nwninglxc
important
ljfvai

rhwmnp jj;

interesting
stale
meaningful
unimportant
ususual

powerful

weak

passive

active

thrilling

quieting

uneventful

action-packed

challenging

dull
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE.
6. Did you feel nervous when you first starting working on
the computers?

7. How do you feel when working on computers now? Do you
feel nervous when you work on computers now?

8. When we had only four computers in the lab students were
often required to work in pairs. Now that we have 7
computers often it is possible for every student to have
his/her own computer.
Now when you go to the computer lab, do you prefer to have a
computer to yourself BZ do you prefer to have a
partner?___________ Why?

9. Presently the ESL program offers classes four evenings a
week for a total of about 9 hours of class time a week.
About how much class time every week would you like to work
on a computer? One hour? Two hours? Three hours? Four hours?
Five hours? Six hours? Seven hours? Eight hours? Nine hours?
(please circle your answer.)
10. How do you think learning English in the computer lab is
different than learning English in the classroom? (please
describe)

11. Do you have any suggestions on how we can improve our
computer program for ESL students? Your opinions and
suggestions are very important to me.Thank youl 11
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
1} Date of Birth:__________
2) How long have you been in the U.S.?_
3) Nhat was your occupation in Vietnam?

4) Nhat is your occupation in the U.S.?

5) Do you have many opportunties to speak English at work?

6) Did you study English in Vietnam?________ If so, how
long did you study English in Vietnam?

7) Hov long have you been attending English classes in the
U.S.?________________________________________________
8) Hov many years did you attend school in
Vietnam? ____

Thank you so much!
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Ten:__________________________ Ngay:____________
Cau hoi 1
&

/

«/

**

Hoc Anh Van co bon diem:

/

noi,

doc,

nghe,

«

viet

Xin vui long xep td 1 - 4 cho nhdng di£m nao qui vi nghi computers no giup qui vi hoc
Anh Van nhieu nhat Xin vui long viet so 1 cho diem nao computer giup qui vi hoc Anh
Van nhieu nhat Viet so hai chojdiem nao no giup qtu vi nhieu thd hai. Roi viet so 3 cho
diem nao no giup qui vi nhieu thii ba. Sau ctmg, viet so 4 cho diem nao no giup qui vi it
nhat
Noi
■Doc
Nghe
Vie/
Cau hoi 2
ChiMng Trinh Anh Van (ESL) cua chung ta dung S cnuong trinh khac nhau trong phong
computer
English Express

Word Attack 3
PLATO
Triple Play Plus
Rosetta Stone.
Xin vui long nhin nhdng tarn hinh kem theo de no giup qui vi nh6 nhung chddng trinh
viet tren.
Xin vui long xep tu 1 toi 5 theo cai pham giaj:ua nhdng chddngjrinh no giup qui vi hoc ,
Anh Van. Xin viet so mot vao cai chiidng^ trinh nao qui'vi nghi no la cai chddng trinh tot
nhat de giup qui vi hoc Anh Van. Viet so 2 vao cai chudng trinh nao no giup qui'vi hoc
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9

» f

m *

.

f

•*

/

/

»

^ V

Anh Van tot ke tiep. Viet so 3 vao cai chuong trinh no giup qui vi hoc Anh Vannhieu
thdba. Viet so 4 vao cai chudng trinh no giup qui vi hoc Anh Van nhieu thJ bon. Roi
viet so S vao cai chddng trinh no giup qui vi it nhat
Xin nhin chddng trinh qui vi chon la so 1. Tai sao qui vi nghi chudng trinh nay tot nhat?

Xin nhin chJong trinh qui vi chon la so 5. Tai sao qui vi xep chudng trinh nay vao hang
thap nhat?
*

Cau hoi 3
Hien tai bay gid, qui vi nghi la qui vi dang dung computers:
(Xin khoanh tron mot cai)
» *
Nhieu gid qua
* ** *

It gio qua
v

7

V

Vua du gid
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A

Cau hoi 4
Hoc Anh Van bug computers co mot so diem M>*c vdi hoc Anh Vui b u g sach-v6, bang
thau lai, hoac la'nghe Ti vi boac may radio.
Du6i day, toi co viet mot so diem (dhc sac) no lam hoc Anh Van btng computers khac
vdi hoc Anh Van blng sach-vb’ bang thau lai, hoac la'ngbe Ti vi hoac may radio.
*

*

•

a'

'

a

«►

*

%

^

/

mm 0

0

Xin vui long xep theo thii nl td l toi 6 cho nhting diem (dhc sac) nao qui vi nghi no giup
quivi• hoc
Anh Van nhieu nhat.
•
A* * « A
^0 % y
/
^
/
9
*
Xin viet so mot vao diem (dac sac) nao cua computers qui vi nghi co it ldi nhat khi qui vj
hoc Anh Van. Viet so"2 vao diem nab computer giupqin vi'boc dddc nhieu ke tiep. Viet
sd 3 vao diem nao cua computer giup qui vi hoc nhieu thQ ba, v.v. cho tdi so 6.
» •
/

Vdi computers...
Toi co the lap di lap iai phat am cua mot chd boac mot cau nao do bao nhieu lan
ciing dddc.
'
’
f
a
%
^ A
Toi co the tien hanh theo da hoc cua toi.
0

^

A

^

0K0

^

^

Co chuong trinh gill diem cho nhi]ng viec toi lam.
~
~
■» A.
/
• .*/ ■>
Toi co the thau tieng noi cua toi roi so sanh voi tieng cua computer.
*

A>

\

A

9

A

4% 9

,

A

0k *

0k

*

Toi co the nhin thay hinh, nghe dUbc tieng phat am, va nhin thay chii hoac cau mdi
ctmg mot luc.
Toi co the nghe roi dknh may nhung gi toi moi nghe.
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Cau hoi 5
Ba cau hoi sau day, toi xin qui \a suy xet cai cam giac cua qui vi khi boc Anh Van trong
ba phong canh hoac ba each khac nhau.
A) Xin nghi ve boc Anh Van trong phong computers.
Xin viet dau (*/) vao cho naio ncTgan cai cam giac cua qui vi nhat khi qui vi hoc Anh Van
trong phong computers.
Hoc Anh Van trong phong computer
'
•
i
t' »
(Vi du nhu qui vi cam thay nhu the nao ve mam tom?)
Ngon^______________ ^
hoi
„ ,
„' ^,
Neu qui vi t&at la thich main tom va khong ngai cai mui cut no thi qui vi viet dau ( S ) vo
ben canh^hii ngon nhtl sau.
Ngon V______________________ hoi
,/

/

'

k/ A

%

„** . '

'

«v

**

Neu
Qui vi thich mam tom hdi hdi nhieu thi viet dau ( v ) vao cho trong thii hai gan chu
NeuQi
Ngon.
Ngon
hoi /
'
Ngudc lai, neiTcjui vi khong thich mim tom chut nao het, va chi thay mui hoi thoi thi viet
dau ( ^ ) vao ben canh chil hoi
.
Ngon
^_____
?______ y hoi t ^
^
^,
Qui vi thay cai cam giac cua qui vi no nga ve ben nao nhieu hon thi qui vi danh dau ben
do.
chap nan_________ ____
m&ime
^ , ____
khong co y nghia
____
quan trong ________ ____
thong thildng
____
rat manh
____
thudong
____
rung dong
____
Khopg dac b i e t
sd thach '
* ____

_____
____
_____
_____
____
_____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____

____

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
____
_____
_____
____

thu-vi v
cu qua roi
c6 y nghia
kbSng quan trqng
khong thong thddng
yeu
h u b dong
yen tinh
_
r a i ^ l i hap dap
buon te
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** «%

^

A

^

^ %

B) Xin nghi ve tJ hoc Anh Van mot minh 6 nha.
Xin danh dau ( i/) vao cho naio no ran cai cam giac cua qui vi nhat khi qui vi til boc Anh
It4
^ nunh oi1nha.
L%
*
* * *
Van mot
TJ hoc Anh Van

o nha:

chain
, nan
t
---■
moi me , r _ ________
khong co y nghia
_____
quan trqng^
_____
thong tbddng
_____
litmanh
_____
thudong
____
rung dong
_____
Wion^ dac b i e t
sii thacb *

———
____
_____
____
____
____
____
____

■■■ - ■
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

■ ■■
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

.
1 ■■■ thuvi
*
____ qua cu roi^
____ coynghia
____ khong quan trqng ^
____ khong thong thddng
____ yeu
____ hanhdong
____ yen hnh
rajt l a hap dan
buon te*

C) Cuoi ctmg, xin nghi ve hoc Anh Van trong lop hoc.
,

4'

y

»

.

I .«

»

1

>

1

*

•

Xin danh dau ( v ) vao cho nao no gan cai cam giac cua qui vi nhat khi qui vi hoc Anh
Van trong idp hoc.
^

1

chan nan

_____
#
^ __ _____
khong co y nghia
____
quan trong _
_____
thong thrfdng
_____
rat manh_________ _____
thudong_________ _____
rung dong
_____
Wtonfl dkc biet _____
sJ thach "
•__ _____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

/

thu vi v
quacuroi^
coynghia
khong quan trong ^
khong thong thtldng
yeu
hanh dong
yeh tinh
^
_
ra £ l a hap dan
buon te*
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XIN TRA LOINHUNG CAU HOI SAUSAY CANGOAY DU CANG TOT.
'
*
"
/ 4* *
6. Khi qui vi moi bit dau dung computer, qui vi co boi hop khong?

* * v '
1 .» , *' *
» * '
/ i
.
*
7. Bay gidthi qui vi cam thay nhu the nao? Bay gio qui vi co cam thay boi hop khi qui
vi dung may computers khong?
•

•

a

/

1 »

•

0

A

«

8. Hoi tnloc, chung ta chi co 4 cai may computers cho nen hoc sinh phai hoc trung hai
ngddi mot cai. Bay gid'chung ta da co 7 cai computers. Binh thiidng moi mot ngddi hoc
sinh co the dtmg tieng mot cai.
Bay gid khi qui vi vo phong computers, qui vi muon hoc rieng mot cai computer hoac la
sao vay?
hoc trung hai ngddi mot cai computer?___________ "_______Tai
a
%
•

•

9. Hipn tfi bay gid, chddng trinh Anh^Van (ESL) co lip 4 toi mot tuan. Tong cong
khoang 9 tieng mot tuan. Trong 9 tieng do, qui vi muon dung bao nhieu tieng dehoc
bang computers? mot tieng? hai tieng? ba tieng? bon tieng? nlm tieng? sau tieng?
bay tieng? tun tieng? chin tieng? (Xin khoanfa trdn cau tra ldi.)
10. Qui vi nghi hoc Anh Van trong phong computers khac wh«u voi hoc Anh Van trong
Idphoc nhilthe nao? (xindienta)

11. Qui vi co de n^hi gi de giup chung toi lam cho chdong trinh computer cua boc sinh t
Anh Van (ESL) kha hdn khong? Si? £ nghi va y kien cua qui vi n t la quan trong doi vii
toi. Cundn!!!
“
’
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A l a '

Cau hoi ve lai lich
%

1) Ngaysinh:________________
' «/ > «»
» ,»
2) Qui v i song o My dddc bao lau roi?_______
a'
a
‘» ' » , A A
a '
3) Nghe nghiep cua qui vi o ben Viet Nam la gi?

4) Nghe nghiep cua qui vi 3 ben My bay gid la gi?.

S) Qui >i co nhieu co hoi fie noi tieng Anb o cbo lam kbong?

/

^ ^ A

A

4^

#

6) Qui vi co hoc Anh Van o ben Vi$t Nam chia?
Neu co thi qui vi
hoc Anh Van Alien Viet Nam dilic bao lau?______________________________*
7. Qui vi hoc Anh Van 8 ben My dUdc bao lau roi?_______________________
8) Qui vi Aide A hoc tat ca la bao nhieu nun Aben Viet
Nam? *
________
« ,

•

A%

Cam on qui vi rat nhieu!
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c o M t m rosx rom

teacsers

The purpoaa of tha raaaarch study Z want to undertake
is to explore tha procass of implementing computer
technology in a aulti-laval, open-entry SSL claasroos for
adult refugees as it is actually occurring, so to dsriva
potential lassons about this procass. Major aias will ba to
a) provide administrators and teachers with a sound basis
for Baking decisions regarding successful strategies for
introducing Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) in an
SSL program and b) to identify appropriate uses of computer
technology to enhance English acquisition and vocational
preparedness of adult students in a multi-level learning
environment.
Very few ESL programs for refugees are using computers,
therefore, ve have much to learn about how computers should
be used to help refugees learn English. I am asking you to
participate in the study so that Z can learn from your
experiences with teaching with computers hov to best advise
administrators and teachers in other ESL programs hov
computers can help their students learn English.
One of the best ways Z can learn about hov computers
should be introduced and uaed in an ESL program like the one
at ACC is by asking students and teachers their opinions.
Therefore at various times during the study Z vould like to
interviev you about vhat you think regarding computer use in
the ESL program and hov you think computers are helping your
students to learn English. Z am requesting here your
permission to be intervieved (please check your response,
belov):
Permission granted
Permission denied_______
Another vay Z can learn about hov computers can best be
utilised in an ESL program is by observing students and
teachers vorking vith computers. Z therefore also request
your permission to observe you during the study and to take
notes during observations (please check your response,
belov):
Permission granted
Permission denied______
Sometimes Z vill be so busy helping people learn hov to
use the computers I vill be too busy to make careful
observations. At those times Z vould like your permission to
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videotape eoaputers ■•■•ions (plnst chock your response,
below):
Permission granted
Permission denied_______
To gain a better understanding of how implementation of
CALL effects teaching and learning in your classroom, Z an
asking that you keep a journal about your experiences during
the iapleaenation process (it nay be a written journal or you
aay record your thoughts on a portable 'tape recorder Z will
provide.) Z ask that you be especially attentive to any
changes you note in your teaching style, how classes are
structured, and student behavior when CALL becomes a part of
the learning environment. Are you be willing to keep a
journal during the study? (Please check your response,
below:)
Yes____
No
Z expect that the study vill last froa four to six
months. Z vill be at the class site an average of two
evenings a week to assist students and teachers in learning
hov to use the computers and to sake observations and/or
conduct interviews.
Z hope that through your participation in this study,
you vill learn about state-of-the-art CALL software and
hardware and hov CALL can enhance English acquisition. Z
believe such knowledge vill be a valuable contribution to
your professional developaent. Participation in the study
vill also contribute to your understanding of educational
research aethods which should also prove to enhance your
professional developaent.
Z believe that knowledge gained in this study vill sake
an important contribution to the field of educational
research by providing a better understanding of hov
eoaputers can enhance ESL instruction and vocational
preparedness to a growing segnent of American society.
Zf your ehoose not to participate in the study, this
will sot effect your employemeat with ACC or your aooess to
-eoaputers is aay way.
Z assure you that you have been provided a full and
accurate account of the purpose of the study and the
research aethods Z vill use to conduct the study. Z vill be
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available bo anaver any quaations you aay bave about tha
study at any tins.
Please kaov that you have tha option to withdraw (roa
tha study at aay tiaa. should you daeida to withdraw froa
tha study, sueh aetioa will aot offset your -aaployaaaat with
hcc or your aooaaa to ooaputers ia aay way*
Tha inforuation obtained in this study vill be
available only to aa and occasionally an intarpratar whan
videotaping aust be translated. The confidentiality of your
ceaaents and actions vill be respected at all tiaas.
Should you aver foal that ay research efforts are
having a detrimental affect on the program, please ay
supervisor* Ms.
( -3755, ext. 3213).
Z have fully explained to the teacher the nature and purpose
of the above-described procedure. Z have answered and vill
answer all questions to the best of ay ability. Z vill
infora tha teacher of any changes in the procedure or the
risks and benefits if any should occur during or after the
course of the study.

Investigator's Haas and Telephone Number

Date
Z have been satisfactorily inforaed of the above described
procedure, z give permission for ay participation in this
study. Z know that Ms. Weishar vill be available to anaver
any questions Z aay have. Zf Z feel ay questions bave not
bean adequately answered, Z aay request to speak to the
chairperson of the
Research Review Committee, Dr.
, by calling
-5581. Zf a problem arises at any
point, Z can call Ms. Weishar at
-3755, ext. 2606.. Z
understand that Z aa free to withdraw thia ooasant sad
diaeontinue participation ia thia projset at aay tiaa, even
after signing this fora, and it vill not affect ay
amployaent at
. Z have been given a copy of this form.
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Z choose to participate to tba artant indicated by
ehaoturk * , above i

Signature of teacher

Date

Signature of investigator

Date

witness to signatures

Date

Z eboose WOT to participate.

Signature of teacher

Date

Signature of investigator

Date

Witness to signatures

Date
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COX8EXT YORK FOR 8TUDEHT8
Very few ESL programs for refugees are using computers.
There is much to learn about hov eoaputers should be used to
help refugees learn English. I vould like to do a research
study about using eoaputers in our ESL progran and Z vould
like to invite you to participate in ay study. In ay study I
hope to learn froa vour experiences learning vith eoaputers
hov to best advise administrators and teachers in other ESL
prograns hov eoaputers can help their students learn
English.
One of the best trays I can learn about hov eoaputers
should be introduced and used in an ESL progran like the one
at ACC is by asking students and teachers their opinions.
Therefore at various tines during the study I vould like to
interviev students about vhat you think regarding conputer
use in the ESL progran and hov you think eoaputers are
helping you to learn English. However, I vill ask you
questions about using eoaputers only vith your pernission.
May I ask you questions during the study about your opinions
about learning English vith coaptuers? (Please check your
ansver belov:)
Pernission granted_____
Pernission denied_____
Another vay I can learn about hov eoaputers can best be
used in an ESL program is by vatching students and teachers
vorking vith eoaputers and taking notes.
May I observe you vorking on the eoaputers and take notes
about vhat Z observe? (Please check your ansver belov:)
Permission granted____
Permission denied_____
Sometimes Z vill be very busy helping people learn hov
to use the computers, too busy to nake careful observations.
At those times Z vould like your pernission to videotape
eoaputers sessions.
May I videotape you vorking on the eoaputers? (Please check
your ansver belov:)
Pernission granted____
Permission denied'____
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With tha coaputer you vill be able to create and print
various docuaents such as fliers, essays, spreadsheets, etc.
I vould like your pernission to collect copies of your vork
to keep and study.
May I keep copies of docuaents you produce vith the
coaputer? (Please check your ansver belov:)
Pernission granted
-Pernission denied_____
Z expect that the study vill last fron four to six
aonths. Z vill be at the class site an average of tvo
evenings a veek to assist students and teachers in learning
hov to use the eoaputers and to observe and ask questions.
Z hope that through your participation in this study,
your knovledge of English and your understanding of hov
eoaputers vork vill be increased. Z also believe that
knovledge gained in this study vill aake an important
contribution tovarda understanding better hov eoaputers can
laprove ESL instruction and help refugees be aore ready to
vork vith eoaputers on the job.
Zf your choose not to participate in the study, this
vill not effect your participation in the progran or your
access to eoaputers in any vay.
Z assure you that you have been provided a full and
accurate account of the purpose of the study and the
research aethods Z vill use to conduct the study. Z vill be
available to ansver any questions you aay bave about the
study at any tiaa.
Please knov that you have the option to vithdrav from
the study at any tiae. Should you decide to vithdrav froa
the study, such action vill not effect your participation in
the ESL prograa or your access to eoaputers in any vay.
The information obtained in this study vill be
available only to ae and occasionally an interpreter vhen
videotaping aust be translated. The confidentiality of your
consents and actions vill be respected at all tines.
Should you ever feel that ay research efforts are
having a detrimental effect on the prograa, please contact
aa or ay supervisor (Ms.
-3755, ext. 3213).
Z have fully explained to the student tha nature and purpose
of the above-described procedure. Z hava ansvered and vill
ansver all questions to the best of ay ability. Z vill
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lnforn the student of any changes in the procedure or the
risks and benefits if any should occur during or after the
course of the study.

Xnvestigator's Mass and Telephone Number

Date
Z have been satisfactorily informed of hov Ms. Weishar plans
to conduct her study. X give permission (or partial
permission) for my participation in this study. Z know that
Ms. Weishar vill he available to ansver any questions X aay
have. If Z feel my questions have not been adequately
ansvered, Z may request to speak to Dr.
chairperson of the
Research Reviev Committee by calling
-5581. Zf a problem arises at any point, Z can call the
Ms. Weishar at
>3755, ext. 2606.. Z understand that Z am
free to vithdrav this consent and stop participation in this
project at any time, even after signing this form, and it
vill not affect my participation in the ESL prograa or
access to eoaputers in any vay . Z have been given a copy of
this fora.

Z ehoose to participate to the extent indicated by
checkmarks, above:

Signature of student

Date

Signature of investigator

Date

Witness to signatures

Date
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Z ehoosa WOT to participate.

Signature of student

Date

Signature of investigator

Date

Witness to signatures

Date
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DON tiNG THUAN CUA HQC SINH
P it it chitting trinh Anh Vdn (ESL) cho ngitdi ty nqn dang dung di$n td (computers). Vi
vdy rdt nh&u chi titt c&n phdi hqc vi nhdng cdch computers cd th i glup ngudt ty nqn hqc Anh
Vdnkhdhon.Tdtmudh hqc nghiin atu & nhdng cdch ding computers trongchumg trinh Anh
Vdn cua chung to, v i tdi m uinm di qui vftham dq trong vlic nghiin atu nby. TYongviic nghiin
atu cua tdi, tdi mutfn hqc nhdng kinh nghifm cua qui vf khi dung computers dihqc, d i chi cdch
cho nhdng ngudt quin ty v i gido vtin trong nhdng chitong trinh Anh Vdn khdc nhdng cdch compuiers cd ihigltip hqc sinh cua hq hoc Anh Vdn.
M0t trong nhdng cdch tdi nfuft md tdi c6 th i hoc d i b lit computers nin duqc mar ddu vi
sd dung nhu th in io trong chitong trinh Anh Vdn gjtfng nhucfutong trinh cua h$i ACC Id bing
cdch holy kWn cua hqc sinh v i gido vtin. Vi vdy, trong thdt gian nghiin atu, tdi s i phdng vdn
qui vf nghinhuthinio v i sudung computers trong chitcmg trinh Anh Vdn vi qui vf ngfu com
puters gbip qui vf hoc Anh Vdn nhu thinao? Du sao di nda, td ich ih d iq u ivfvi cdch x ii com
puters niu qui vf cho phip.
Trong thdt gian nghiin atu, tdi cd th ih o ly ktih cua qui vf v i hqc Anh Vdn bing com
puters khdng? (Xln vui Idng ddnh ddu dutti ddy)
Cho phip

_____________________

Khdng cho phip

_________________

M0i trong nhdng cdch khdc m i tdi cd th i hqc d i bUt lim sao computers cd th i duqc sit
dung cdch tit nhdi trong chuong trinh Anh Vdn li bing cdch xem hqc sinh v i gido vtin dung
computers v i ghi chip b it
Tdi cd thiquan sdtqui vf dung computers v i ghi chip nhdnggi tdiquan sdt khdng? (Xln
vui ling ddnh ddu ddttdi ddy)
Cho phip

_______________________

Khdng cho phip

__________________

Cd khi tdis i rdt b in giilp nhdng ngucrikhdc cdch dung computers. Khi bin qua tdlse khdng
quan sdt ky duqc. Trong nhdng hie dd, tdi mudh xtn phip qui vf cho tdi thdu phim trong buii
hqc computers.
Tdi cd th i thdu phim khi qui vf dang dung computers khdng?
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Cho phip

__________________________

Khdng cho p h ip ________________________
Qui vied th i dung computers d i sdng tqo vd tn nhdng vdn thu, tdi li$u, tuin vdn, v.v„. Tdi
m uin xln phip qui vf cho til th/tg6p nhdng b in sao Iqifrdfycua qui vfd ig p tvd hqc.
Tdi cd thigjbd nhdng tditigu qui vfldm ra bing computers khdng? (Xln vui Idng ddnh ddu
dditdiddy)
Cho phip

_______________________

Khdng cho phip

___________________

Tildifdodn Id vifc nghiin atu ndy sc Id khodngtdbdhttflsdu thing. Tdi s i vd tntdnghqc
trungbinh Id hai tdi mQt tudn d i glup hoc sinhvd gido viin hoc cdch ditng computers, vdquan
s it vd hoi m dtsicdu hot
Tdi hy vqng su thorn gia cua qui vi trong su nghiin atu rtdy s i Idm cho srf hiiu bift cua
qui vfviAnh Vdn vd cdch computers Idm vifc tiin bd htfn. D dngthditit tin ring nhdng o f hiiu
b iit ching ta ting thim duqc trong stf nghiin cdu nay s i id m dt stf ding gip rdi quan trqng d i
blit cdch tit han khi idng computers d i ddy Anh Vdn, vd d i glup ngudt ty nqn sin sdng biit
dung computers khi di Idm viic.
Nfuquivf khdng thamgia vdo stf nghiin atu ndy, qui vf vdn cd th i hqcAnh Vdn vd dung
computers nhuthudng.
T il cam doan Id qui vf da duqc gidl thick ddy du vd chinhxic v t cic mqc dich cua su
nghiin atu vd cdch til ding d i nghiin atu. B it a t lie ndo tit ding sin sdng trd lit b it a t ciu
h it ndo qui vf main hoi vi srf nghiin atu ndy.
Qui vf c i th i rutluira khdl viic nghiin atu ndy b it cdhic ndo. N iu qui vfnit lui, hdnh
ding dd s i Uidng anh hudng tdi stf tham d tf cua qui vf trong chuong trinh Anh Vdn, vdquivf
vdn duqc dung computers nhuthu&ng.
Chi c6 m il minh tdi biit nhdng chi tUftidy duqc cua qui vf cho viic nghiin atu ndy. Ngoai
tdi ra, c6 Khi s i c6 mdt ngudt thing dfch khim dycuinphim thdu duqc cdnphdiduqc thing
dfch. T it c i nhdng hdnh ding vd lit n il cua qui vf s i tuin tu in duqc gld kin vd tin trqng.
B it atluc ndo qui vf d m duty stf nghiin atu cua tit mang dnh hu&ngxiu hogc khdng tit
tdi cho chuong truth (Anh Vdn), xin vui Idng bdo cho til hoqc ngu&i d p trin cua tit biit (Ms.
3755, era. 3213).
T ii d i gldi thick ddy du cho hqc sinh b lit vd cdl nguyin hhdn cua nhdng cdch tit Idm d
trin. T ii da trd l&t vdse edging trd lit tit cd nhdng cdu hditheo k h i ruing cua t i l T il s i bdo
cho hqc sinh blit b it a t nhdng githaydit, may rui, hotfc q u yin lq tn iu n i xiy ra trong khi hoQc
sou vi^c nghiin atu ndy.
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Tin vd s6diin thogicua ngudt d&u tra

Ngdy
Tdi dd duqc bdo ddy duvl cdch nghiin atu cua cd Weishar. TOi chophip (hodc cho phep
tdngphbn) stf tham giaaia tdi trong stf nghiin atu. Tdi b iit ringed Weishars i sdn sdng trd lert
b it a t cdu hoi ndo tdi cd. Ntu tdicdm thdy cdu hdi cua tdi vdn khdng dupe trd Uti ddy du thi
tdi cd th iy iu cdu ndt chuytn vdi H fn 51
, ngudt chu tfch cua nhdm x it Iqt vi
nghiin a tu cua hdi
(die
Research Review Committee) bdng cdch gpt s6 diin thogi
-5581. N iu cd chuytn gi khdng may hodc khdng tditxdy ra bdi a tlu c ndo, tdi cd th i gqi cd
Weishars i
-3755, ext 2606. Tdi b iit ring tdi dutfc tudo nttbd hodc huybdvd ngvtngsutham
gia, k i cd sou khi da ky td dan ndy, vd nd s i khdng dnh hudng tdi sif tham gia cua td i trong
dutang trinh Anh Vdn hogc dung computers bdng b it a t cdch ndo. Tdi dd nhdn dupe td chip
igicua id dan nay.
Tdi tu nguyin tham gia vao nhdng viic mb tdi da ddnh ddu d trin.

Ckdky cua hoc sinh Ngdy
Chi? ky cua ngudi ddu tra Ngdy
*

----

C kdky cua ngudi Idm chitngNgdy

Tdi khdng mudh tham gia.
O ut ky cua hoc sinh Ngdy

Ckdky cua ngudiddu traNgdy

Chdky cua ngudt Ibmchdng Ngdy
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(Student's name)

TSatsT

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS. (Kinh- please encourage the
students to talk as such as possible. I aa aainly trying to
get at what they think about using eoaputers to study
English. If they happen to go off on a tangent unrelated to
the questions but still they are talking about the
eoaputers- please encourage them to continue).
EXPZANTION
Please begin by briefly explaining to the student why you
are interviewing her/bin:
1 ) because Ms. Weishar asked ae to so that we hare at ACC
can better understand hov the computers are helping our
students
2) also part of the research Ms. Weishar is conducting so
she can best advise other refugee prograas about using
eoaputers to teach English
WARM-UP QUESTIONS: JUST ASK THESE (OR OTHER QUESTIONS YOU
THINK OF) TO HELP RELAX THE STUDENT
1) Hov long have you been studying English here at ACC?

2) What is the main reason you want to learn English?

3) Have you bad such prior experience vith eoaputers or
other machines?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS (YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ASK THESE IN ORDER]
4) We have been using eoaputers in our ESL prograa here at
since April. Do you think the eoaputers are helping you
to learn English?
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5) Learning English vith computers ia different than
laaming English vith a book or vith a tap* recorder. How do
you think tha coaputars ara halping you laarn English? (i.a.
vhat is it about tha coaputars or vhat is it about tha vay
thay parforu/oparata that halp you to laarn English? Minhba cartful not to laad tha atudant. Zf thay cannot coat up
vith anything, just aova on.)

6) If not, why do you think thay ara not halping you laarn
English?

7) Do you an joy studying English vith coaputars? What is it
about studying English vith coaputars you lika tha bast?

What is it about studying English vith coaputars you lika
tha laast?

8) Classes ara offered hare at
about 9 hours a vack. Hov
nany of those nine hours vould you like to spend vorking on
the computers? 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,?
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9) we use the following software programs for teaching
English:
Rosetta Stone (with the 4 pictures)
English Express (with the space ship landing)
Triple Play Plus (it has the Bingo Game)
PLATO (only a few of NgocJEs students have used this- it has
grammar exercises and no
sound)
word Attack Three (where one shoots a gun at the write
definition of a word)
9a) Which program do you like the best? Why is this program
your favorite program?

9b) Which of the above programs do you like the least? Why
is this your least favorite program?

10) In your opinion, would you like more time each week
working on the computers or would you prefer less time on
the computers? Why?

11) Do you have any suggestions on how we can improve our
computer program for the students?
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Interview Guide for Teacher Interviews
1. Are you finding your learning how to use the CALL
software programs as an easy or difficult thing to do?
2. Do you think your students are finding it easy or
difficult to use the various programs?
3. Are you finding that implementing CALL into our program
is a simple or complex process?
4. Are you finding that implementing CALL into our ESL
program is requiring much additional work from you? A lot?
What are you finding this entails?
5. You said the greatest learning needs of your beginning
students were
and the greatest learning needs of your
more advanced students were________
Is CALL helping to meet those needs? If yes, how do
you think CALL is helping to meet those needs? If not, why
do you think CALL is not meeting those needs?
6. What kind of support do you anticipate needing from me
to help facilitate the implementation of CALL?
7. Is it clear or unclear to you how computers should be
used in the program at this point?
8. When you think about CALL in our
concerned about?

program, what are you

9. How do you feel things are going with implementing CALL
in the program?
10. Do you think CALL is having a positive impact on
students learning English, why or why not?
11. Do you think students are taking to the innovation,
i.e.. do they like using computers?
12. Are computers doing what you thought they were supposed
to do?
13. Do you feel adequately trained to use the software
programs? Rate your skill level at this point?
14. Do you feel comfortable/at ease with using the CALL
programs at this point?
15. Do you feel confident when using CALL?
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Interview Guide for Teacher Interviews (cont'd)
16. How committed do you feel at this point to
incorporating CALL into your ESL teaching?
17. Do you feel you have adequate software, other
materials?
18. What do you think about the scheduling of computer use
at this point?
Are the students using the computers too much? Not
enough?
Classroom Changes
19. What changes (if any) at the classroom level are you
seeing as CALL is implemented?
in how classes are organized and conducted on computer
■days, non-computer days (e.g. content of lessons, grouping
of students)?
20.

grouping of students?

21.

in the time you spend with individual students?

22.

how you relate with students?

23.

in your teaching methods and styles?

24. What changes (if any) are you seeing in your students
(as a consequence of the implementation of CALL),
especially in their perceptions of their role as learners?
Goodness of Fit
25. At this point of the implementation process, how does
CALL "fit" your teaching philosophy and style?
26. How do you think CALL is "fitting" the program? i.e.
meeting needs, level of disruption?
Organizational Changes
27. Has the coordination between teachers changed much as a
consequence of CALL?
28. Has the coordination between teachers and the
administrator changed much as a consequence of CALL?
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Start List of Codes
Site Dynamics and Transformations- TR*
Event Chronology (TR-CHRON): Event chronology during
initial and ongoing implementation.*
Initial User Experience (TR-START-T, S,A) :Emotions, problems
or concerns, assessments made by teachers (T),
students (S), and administrator (A) during first
months of implementation.*
How the innovation is used by students (TR-INNUSE-S) : How
beginning (B) and more advanced (A) students use the
computer.
Effects on classroom practice (TR-CLASS): Indications of
impact of the innovation on routine classroom
practices (e.g.management of class time, incorporation
of computer lessons in class discussion, nature of
group work, changes in lesson plans, changes teachers
may report in their teaching methods,theories).*
Effects on organizational practices (TR-ORG/PRAC):
Indications of impact of the innovation on daily
operations (e.g. scheduling of computer/class time,
communication among staff, teacher in-services).*
Implementation Problems (TR-PROBS-T,S,A) : Difficulties or
concerns relating to implementation at the personal,
classroom, or organizational level as expressed by
teachers (T), students (S) , or administrator (A).*
Critical events (TR-CRIT): observed or stated incidents or
moments that are judged as critical in determining
the direction and outcome of implementation,
including crises, conflicts, moments of decision,
departures and arrivals, and interventions.*
Explanations for transformations (TR-SIZUP-T,S,A):
Explanations by respondents (T,S,A) of the reasons
why events occurred or effects observed during the
implementation phase.*
Program problem-solving (TR-PLAN): Plans or strategies
devised in solving problems in relation to the
implementation of the innovation.*
New Configurations and Ultimate Outcomes -NCO*
Stabilization of innovation-classroom (NCO-INNOSTAB/CLASS) :
Degree to which new practice or program has "settled
down" at classroom or operational level, including
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Start List of Codes (cont'd.)
characteristics of stabilized practice.*
User outcomes (NCO USEROUT) : Observed or perceived outcomes
at the classroom level that are a consequence of
using the innovation.*
User spin-offs and side effects (NCO-USER SIDE): Observed
or perceived outcomes of the innovation that are
unintended.*
Classroom institutionalization (NCO-INST/CLASS) Indices of
regular of routine use of the innovation.*
Patterns of Assistance
Patterns of Assistance (ASS): How assistance is solicited
and the flow of assistance from giver to receiver
ASS-UN: Unsolicited assistance
ASS-RG: Request for assistance is granted
ASS-NG: Request for assistance is not granted
ASS-UN/A-T: Unsolicited assistance from administrator
(A) to teacher (T), and other various
combinations of assistance to, from students (S)
Selections Regarding Who Uses the Computers
How decisions are made regarding who uses the computers
(SEL): Administrator may select (SEL-A), a teacher
selects (SEL-T), students self-select (SEL-SS), or
other students selects (SEL-OS)
Queries-QU*
Surprises (QU-!): Material from interviews, observations,
documents that is striking given other data collected
previously.*
Puzzles (QU-Q): Material from interviews, observations,
documents, etc, . that cannot be accounted for and
needs further analysis.*
* Adopted from Innovation Up Close by A.M. Huberman and
M.B. Miles (1984).
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Final Code List
AdCon:

AdLead:

Administrator Concerns/Concerns the
administrator has about implementation of the
innovation
-see also: InExp-a
Leadership the administrator shows, expresses
as necessary to implement the innovation

AdSup:

Administrator Support: The support teachers
and students express as needing to
implement or use the innovation

AnticUse:

Anticipated Use/How administrator or teachers
anticipate how computers will be used

AnticOut:

Anticipated Outcome/How administrator or
teachers anticipate how computers will effect
student learning and behavior.

AnticUseS:

Anticipated Use-Students: How students
anticipate how computers will be used and/or
benefitted from

Chron:

Event Chronology: chronology during
initial and ongoing implementation*

Classdif:

Differences noted between the two classes

Crit:
or

Critical Events/observed or stated incidents
moments that are judged as critical in
determining the direction and outcome of
implementation, including crises, conflicts,
moments of decision, departures and arrivals,
and interventions.*

Comtime
would
(b, as,t)

The amount of time students indicate they
like to use the computers (or amount of time
the teacher would like to assign students to
work on the computers)

Genlss:

Gender Issues: Gender issues operant in lab
dynamics

Agelss:

Age Issues: age issues operant in computer use

ImpProb:

Implementation Problems/ Difficulties or
(concerns) relating to implementation at the
personal, classroom, or organizational level
-see also TechProb, TeaCon, AdCon
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Final Code List (cont'd)
InnUse-b,as, t : Innovation Use/ How beginning (b) ,more
advanced (as) students and teachers use the
innovation
InExp-b,as,t: Initial User Experiences/Emotions, problems or
(concerns), assessments made by teachers,
students, and administrator during first months
of the innovation
LaExp-t,b,as: later user experiences
Labdif:

Differences in CALL use between the two classes

Labmon:

Issues associated with the role of the lab
monitor

MultiLev:

Multi-Level/Problems, issues associated with
multi-level nature of program

Pair:

Pair observations, issues, decisions regarding
some aspect of how students are paired

Pedlss:

Pedagogical isses/concerns/decisions about how
best to use the computer to teach English

ProProblss: Program Issues or Problems/Problems or issues
operant in program (not related to computer
use)
Sched:

Scheduling/ Issues associated with the
scheduling of computer use in the program

Sel:

Selection of Software for the particular class:
Issues regarding the choice of software to be
used by particular students on particular day

Softpref:
(b,as,t)

Indications of software preferences and
reasons given (beginners, advanced students and
teachers.)

Softsel:

Software Selection/Issues regarding the choice
of software to be purchased

Suglmp:
(b,as,t)

Suggestions for improvement of CALL use
(beginners, advanced students, and teachers.)

DecSel:

Decision Selection: issues regarding how
decisions are made re: who uses the computers

SplitLev:

Split Level Classrooms/Problems, issues
associated with splitting levels
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Final Code List (cont'd)
StuNeeds:

Student Needs/Issues having to do with the
learning needs of the students

StuNew:

issues, observations dealing with new students
entering the program

TeaCon:

Teacher Concerns: Concerns teachers express
about the innovation
see also InExpT

TeaPSM:

How teachers describe their teaching philosophy
style, methods

TeaRef:

Instances of teachers "refining" CALL use.

TeaRes:

Teacher responses to administrator suggestions

TechProb:

Technical problems/ associated with the
implementation of the innovation

Coor:

Coordination: Issues, instances regarding
coordination between lab and teachers

TR-Class:

Effects on classroom practice/indications of
impact of the innovation on routine classroom
practices (e.g. management of class time,
incorporation of computer lessons in class
discussion, nature of group work, changes in
lesson plans, changes teachers may report in
their methods, theories*

TR-Stu:

Effects of innovation on students/indications
of the impact of the innovation on student
roles as learners

TRExpla:
(b,as,t)

Explanations for transformations:
Explanations by respondents of the
reasons for which events occurred or effects
observed during the implementation phase.*

ProbSol

Program problem-solving: Plans or
strategies devised in solving problems in
relation to the implementation of the
innovation.*

PaceDif:

Pace Differences: Evidence that students
proceed at different paces and how innovation
use is adjusted for this.
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Final Code List (cont'd)
New Configurations and Ultimate Outcomes -NCO*
Stab:
Stabilization of innovation. Degree to
which new practice or program has "settled
down" at the operational level/ including
characteristics of stabilized practice.*
Userout :
(b/as/t)

User Outcomes/ Observed or perceived
outcomes at the classroom level that are a
consequence of using the innovation.*

SideEff:

Side Effects: User spin-offs and side effects
Observed or perceived outcomes of the
innovation that are unintended.*

Surprises

(QU— !): Material from interviews, observations,
documents that is striking or unexpected in
light of other materials from the site and
require further analysis.*

Specific Research Questions Asked Repeatedly Over Time
QAl,QNl,etc. Research questions asked repeatedly of the two
teachers (Alice=A, Quoc Nguyen =N) over time.
Question 1=Q1, Question 2=Q2, etc.

* Adopted from Innovation Up Close (1984) by A.M. Huberman
and M. B. Miles.
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HOW t o GET INTO E N G L I S H E X P R E S S
cachvao

E N G L IS H E X P R E S S

1) If different programs are listed, highlight windows for WORKGROUP and press the
ENTER key.
,
^
r
Neu thay mot so Chrfbng Trinh khac nhau thi lua WORKGROUP roi bam lut ENTER.
2) On the MAIN SCREEN, you will see many little pictures (called icons) that represent
various programs.
V,
X. *>
,/
/
a'
^
V
Trong cai M an Anh Chinh (MAIN SCREEN), qui vi se thay nhieu hinh nho (goi la icons),
no tiiong tning cho nhiing chddng trinh khac nhau.
Double-click the ENGLISH EXPRESS icon.
Bam cai hinh nho (icon) de'la English Express hai lan.
3) After the spaceship lands, click “Esc” (which stands for escape) at the bottom o f the white
page that appears on the screen.
^
Sau khi cai phi thuyen da'dap, bam “Esc” (nghia la tron thoat ra) 6 phia diioi cua o giay
trang tren m an anh.
4) Next type in your name(s), and click “OK”.
Ke tiep, danh ten cua qui vi vo roi bam “OK”.
5) Now it is time to select a category o f words to study. The first category that will appear is
“Numbers”. Click the arrow pointing to the right until you see the category o f words you
want to study, eg. “occupation.”
,
_
Bay gi6 la luc liialbp cHil de hoc. Ldp chb dau tien hien ra tren man anh la “NUM BERS”.
Bam cai mui ten chi ve ben tay phai cho t6i khi nao qui vi thay Idp chii ma qui vi mubn hoc, vi
du nhi! “Occupation” cho nghie'‘nghiep.
6) Press “PHOTO DICTIONARY”.'
Bam “PHOTO DICTIONARY”.
7) Now click on either “Explore” or “Answer”.
Bay gib bam “Explore” hoac la “Answer”.
TO LEAVE E N G L I S H E X P R E S S
rakhoi

E N G L IS H E X P R E S S

1) Open “Activity” and go to “Stofj-esc”.
Mb chii “Activity <5 tren roi di tbi “Stop-esc” .
2) Gf you want to print the w o rd s; click on “PRINT WORDS”.
(Neu qui vi m uon in nhiing chu dahoc thi bam “PRINT WORDS”.
If yqu want to print the dialogs ; then click on “PRINT DIALOGS”.)
Neu qui vi m uon in cai cuoc doi thoai thTbam “PRINT DIALOGS”.)
Now click on “MAIN SCREEN”.
Bay gib' bam “MAIN SCREEN”.
3) Now oj>en FILE and go to “Q U IT’.
Bay gib mb FILE va di tbi “Q U IT1.
4) A question will appear - “Do you want to leave the program?”
Click YES ?
^
,
Se'co cau hoi hien ra nhii tren - “Qui vj co muon ra khoi chuong trinh khong?” Bam YES
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TIPS FOR STUDYING ENGLISH WITH THE ENCLISH EXPRESS PROGRAM
NHi / n G CACH TOT -BE HOC ANH VAN BANG CHlJ6NC Tr Fn H ENGLISH EXPRESS
1) A d v a n c e a t your own p a c e . Do not worry i f
o f y o u . Take y our t i m e ! Do n o t h u r r y !

others

are ahead

1) Hoc t h e o t o e do cua q u i v i .
-OGng l o s o k h i nhung ngildi
h o c nhanh h<Jn qu i v i .
Hoc t'd til. -Bilng v o i !
2)

kha c

Try t o l i s t e n and r e p e a t o u t l o ud WITHOUT s e e i n g t h e s e n t e n c e .
C l i c k on t h e s e n t e n c e o n l y t o c h e c k i f you u n d e r s t a n d c o r r e c t l y
Do n o t g e t in t h e h a b i t o f r e a d i n g what you a r e h e a r i n g . Why?
B e c a u s e in r e a l l i f e you c a n n o t re a d what o t h e r s a r e s a y i n g to
you .

2) Rang l a n g nghe va l a p i ? i l<$n ra nhung dtlng n h i n hang c h d ; Chi
bam de n h i n hang chu’~ k h i _ q u i v i^ kh o ng b i e t h o a c khong h i e u ro'
c a u qu'i v i moi nghe^. -Dilng vddng^ vo c a i t a t J q c cau ^q u l v i Jang
njjhe.
Tai s a o ?
Bdi v l n g o a i J d l qui v i s e khong co t h e J o e
c a t c a u ngrfdi t a n o i v 6 i q u i v i .
3) Go t h r o u g h t h e EXPLORE l e s s o n s l o w l y and c a r e f u l l y . A f t e r you
h a v e f i n i s h e d a l l t h e w o r d s in t h e c a t e g o r y , p r i n t t h e word
l i s t and th e d i a l o g s . Then go th ro ug h t h e l e s s o n a g a i n and
r e v i e w i t . When r e v i e w i n g , s e e i f you ca n remember t h e word
b e f o r e you c l i c k i t o n .
3)

Hoc
hoc^
tr<3
nhd

qua ba i EXPLORE r a t cham va can t h a n .
Sau khi qui v i Ja _
xong n e t nhom chu d o , i n nhom chu va
d o i Jhoa i d o .
Roi^
i a i bai Jo va on l a i v Khi dang o n, r a n g t h J c o i q u i v i co
Ji?6c chil t r i i i c k h i q u i v i bam no l e n hay kh on g.

k) In EXPLORE r e c o r d y o ur v o i c e and compare i t t o t h e c o m p u t e r
v o i c e . Hel p your p a r t n e r . I f you t h i n k y o u r p a r t n e r i s n o t
p r o n o u n c i n g t h e word c o r r e c t l y , t e l l your p a r t n e r .
k ) T r o n g EXPLORE, thau t i e n g n o i cua qui
v i r o i s o sanh v&i
tien g
cua^compu^ter.
Giup n g iid i b^n hqc c h u n g ’ vii q u l ^ v i . / Neu q u i vi
n g h i n g i l i i ban hoc ch ung vdfi qui vi khong ptfat am’ dUng, n o i cho
ho b i e t .
5)

N e x t s t u d y t h e words a g a i n
your s e n t e n c e s .
- ' a'

5 ) Ke £.ie^>, hoc l a i
chif cua qui vi .

v

i n ANSWER. Be s u r e and p r i n t

T

'

nhung chu J o t r o n g ANSWER.

'

Nh6 i n nhiing hang

6) You and your p a r t n e r s h o u l d work as a team and h e l p e a c h o t h e r .
S h a r e t h e mouse and t h e k e y b o a r d w i t h y our p a r t n e r . A d v a n c e a t
a pace that is
g o o d f o r b o t h o f y ou.
6)

Qui v i va ng do i ban hoc chung voi qui
vi ne n ho c chung vii nhau
va g i u p do nhau.
Dung c a i mouse va c a i k e y b o a r d chung v o i
X

v

. I/*

I

N

•

/

°

2

/

•

«
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nguii
7)

hoc
v o i m in h .
%

Hoc
theo c ai
•

toe

Jo cua ca h a i

ngudi.

I f you do n o t u n d e r s t a n d t h e m e a n i n g o f a word, t h e n a s k
a n o t h e r s t u d e n t , t h e l a b t e a c h e r , o r l o o k i t up i n t h e
d ie t ionary.
A

/

^

-V

^

/

7

V

)

%

/

7) Neu^ c o chil nao qui j v i khong h i e u t h i h o i nguoi ho c s i n h Ijhac,
g i a o v i e n t r o n g phong c o m p u te r , h o a c l a c o i t r o n g ti7 d l e n .
8)

Keep t h e word
them o f t e n .

lists

and d i a l o g s

together

in a f o l d e r and r e v i e w

8) G i J nhiing chi] and ^nhung cau J o i t h o a i v o i nh a u ^ t ro n g mot cuon
vi hay la" t r o n g c a i f o l d e r va on no t h u i n g xu ye n.
9)

You c a n n o t b r e a k t h e c o m p u te r ,

s o d o n ' t be a f r a i d

9)

Qui v i khong c o t h e
khong giam dung no.

c o m p u t e r c^ddc,

lam hu7 c a i

vi

to use

it!

vay flJng s i
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Problems:
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Susan Weishar was born in Fargo, North Dakota, in
1955. She grew up in Rock Island, Illinois. After
graduating from college in 1977 she joined the Peace Corps.
With the Peace Corps she taught secondary school in Western
Samoa for two years. That experience put her on the path
towards becoming an educator. It also sparked a deep and
abiding interest in under standing other ways of life and
cultural viewpoints.
For the past 13 years Susan Weishar has lived in
southern Louisiana where she has had many opportunities to
explore and experience the unique and ever-changing gumbo
of cultures of the Pelican State.
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